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1. This standardization handbook content and format revisions were developed by E. Karen, Power
Electronics Branch, Naval Ocean Systems Center, NOSC 6512 under the sponsorship of The Naval
Electronic Systems Cc!mmand in accordance with established procedures.

2. This publication was approved on 30 September1983 for printing and inclusion in the military
standardization handbook series.

I
3. This document provides basic and fundamental information on electromagnetic interference
reduction in power supplies. It will provide valuable information and guidance to personnel
concerned with the design of electronic, electrical, and elect rcim?chan ical equipment.

I
4. This revision has been extensively revised in keeping with the renewed and increased emphasis

of elect rcinagnetic environmental effects (E3) throughout the Navv. It reflects the latest infor-
mation on the causes and control of unwanted ”electr&nagnetic ene+gy as related to power supplies.

5. Beneficial comments (recommendations, additions, deletions) and any pert{nent data which may
be of use in improving this document should be addressed to: Commander, Naval Electronic Systems
Command, Attention: ELEX-8111, Washington, OC 20363, by using the self-addressed Standardization
Oocunmnt Improvement Proposal (00 Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document or by letter.
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FOREM3R0

1. This de$tgn gufde responds to a need cmmn to mmy small businesses. They are often
at a disadvantage in electrmagnetlc cmpatibiltty (EM) design stnce budgetary restrictions
preclude enploying a ful I.tiue deslgmted electrmngnetic !nterfer’ence (Elf] ]/EIU en9fneer.
This teat Is a Ctunpilat{on of ml reduction design principles to assist those c.mpmi es.

2. WIile experience indtcates that pduer suppl fes are the scarce of most undest red con-
ducted and radiated aufss tons, many of the basic suppression techniques are applicable to the
ent$re untt.

3. In general. destgn is a ccmprrmdse hmon9 various Criterfa Imposed on the untt, (such
as, weight, size, cost, power consumption, tea erature extremes, htraidfty, relfab!llty, ctaln-

!trainability, hmen engineering and performance and EftC is merely one factor. Since Em] reflects
lost or wasted power, it is an indication of inefficiency: and !nefftciency, in turn, my result
in unrelfabil tty thr.wgh heat build-up.

4. The approach taken then Is that with OK., as an integral part of the conceptual design,
less thield{ng and filtering will be necessary and the product will be l{9hter, smaller, more
efficient, more reliable and cheaper.

5. NOTE TO CONTRACTORS. Thfs guide has been provtded not to supplent particular contract
specifications and other contractual requirements but to assist where possible fn !metlng such
specf f feat fens and requfremnts. klether to employ aqy of the principles and techniques In thts
desfgn guide is a decision solely for the contractor to amke, and the Government makes no warranty,
either express or implied, regarding the ultimte adequacy of these prtnclples and techniques in
any svecl flc contractual epplice.tlon.
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SECTION 1. I HTROLUICTION

1

i
I

I

1.1 Scoe.
?%

This handbook Of ferS gufdance to power Supply designers In techniques btIkh
have been gun ef feet I ve in reduc ! ng Conduct Ed and rad I ated Interference genere,tcd by power
suppl Ies. It is a Conflation of !nformat ton frca I Ibrary sources, pertinent military lcbord-
tory progr.sm Including contracts to unfvers Itfes and Industry, and practical f fxes derived
f ran the experience of eng I neers.

1.1.1 Swltch!nq-mcde FODIer SUDP1 tes. Swltchlng+code power SUPPI fes have chcractertst Ics
such as high output power per unit volwrm and high efficlcncy, and as a result their use Is !n-
creasfng. If improperly destgned, however, they create electrmnagnet fc tnterfererce (EMI ) that
can degrcde other systems. A ❑ajor shortccaning of switching-regulator technology is that it is
o ~le~ technolqy that cPwars to be simpler than It cctual ly fs. Because of thfs cpparent
simpl Iclty, ❑isjudgements are prevalent In the design and cppl Icat{on of Swltchlng+zode power
supplies by the uninitiated engineer. In the past fem years, the fnherent advantages of swltch-
Ing-.mode technology for power SUPP1 ies have spurred sdvances tn ccaponent design (to limit the
noise sources) and design techniques (to curtail nofse COUPI $ng to the outside world). The
result Is much less Elll.

ApPlicat40n of EM1 reduct$on techniques cannot be done indlscrfmfnately. $wftchlng410de power
supplies are constant pwer devices and exh!blt a negative Input resistance. Improper desfgn
of filters can cause degradation of power supply par.$meters and even turn the whole Per system
into an oscll later. This handbook provfdes criteria for proper filter desfgn (n cddttlon to
providing pertinent Cf!l reduction techniques.

Unless otherwise specified herein, terms used In this handbook are as deffned In lfl L-STO-463.

1.2 0esf9nlnq to meet spcciffc EM1 requirements.
be defined

E Iect rmnagnet fc interference (EMI ) may
as electrcmgnetlc energy which Interrupts, obstructs, or Otherwfse degrades or 1 Im$ts

tim effective performance of electronic equipmant. Electromagnetic c
T

c.tibility (EflC) also implic:
susceptibility levels for e uipncnt exposed to a particular EMI level t at muld enable the

7equipment not to suffer me.1 unction or reduced performance.

The enisslons are generated either by conduction or radiation or both. Similarly the .Wipux?nt
may be susceptible to either conducted or radiated emissions or both.

l.?. 1 Oifferentlal versus comnon-umde Interference. Conducted enfss tons may Interfere in
either of the followlng modes:

a. Olfferantial-nmde Interference ~ich causes the potential of one side of the
trancm!sslon path to bc changed relatlve to the other side.

b. Cmnan-de Interference ti!ch appec.rs between both leads cnd a ccmmnn reference
plane (ground) and causes the potential of both sides of the transmission path to be chmged
si.?mltanecusly and by the scme amount relative to the comtmn reference plane (ground).

1.2.1.1 Causes of ccenwn+node interference. Ccmmmn+made currents can be i nduccd Into
electronic cqulpnent in he following ways:

a. Electrcamgnetic (radiated) energy Implnglng on ccbles fnduces cccmmn-de
currents Into pmer or signal 1 ines and returns. The effect on the systan depends on the
magn I tude of the Induced s !gnals and the commwtode no! se reject Ion of the systcin and
grounding Configuration. In a poorly designed system, the concnon-nmde signal is converted
to a differential-nmde s!gnal and acts as a valid differential sfgnal -- resultlng in problems.
Interference problems ❑ay or ❑ay not occur depend I ng on the systcm’s bal ante, sh I eld ing,
isoIat (on, hupdance, groundirq, data rate, and s Ignal threshold.

b. Act Ing 1 Ike cammn-de nofse currents are structure currents feeding into
1 !nes either Capac!t Ively or dfractly. The structure currents result fran either ground
voltage differences or elect rcmgnetic eneqy Induced Into the structure. Ground voltage
d I f ferences occur on sh fps despite the Intent {onal unground Ing of the three-w{ re power 1i nes.
Stray ccpccitances are slgnlf Icant ccuses, but the main culprlts are 1 ine-to-chassfs capacitors
in equipent Ef!l filters. Thus, varying alternating current (at) voltcge grounds are established
frcsn equifmnt to equipment. Hul 1 currents then result, adversely affect Ing sw equfpnents.
These structure currents can also be brought dfrectly Into active clrcuftry by hard-wire cOn-
ncct ions. In Navy sh lpboard ground Ing prcct ices, It 1s cmmn to connect the s igndl ground to

1
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chassfs in each equipment. In fact, MI L-F-18870E makes this mandatory for fire-control systems.
It is also mandatory to tie the chassis to the hul 1. When non isolated 1 {me drivers and receivers
are used - also a cmmnon practice -- structure current can be brought directly into the interface
circuits being used to communicate information between equipments.

●

1.2.2 Pertinent MI L-STO-461 requirements. Power SUPP1 ies are potential emitters and
susceptors In he frequency range and of the EM] type specified in the following MI L-STO-461
requirements:

CEO1 Conducted Emissions, Power and Interconnecting Leads, LOW Frequency [UP to
15 kilohertz (kHz)]

CE03 Conducted Emissions, Power and Interconnecting Leads, 0.015 to 50 megahertz (MHz)
CE07 Conducted Emissions, Power Leads, Spikes, Time Omnain
Csol Conducted Susceptibility, Power Leads, 30 hertz (Hz) to 50 kHz
CS02 Conducted Susceptibility, Power Leads, 0.05 to 400 MHz
CS06 Conducted Susceptibility, Spikes, Power Leads
REO1 Radiated Emissions, Magnettc Field, 0.03 to 50 kHz
RE02 Radiated Emissions, Electric Field, 14 kHz to 10 gigahertz (GHz)
RSO1 Radiated Susceptibility, Magnetic Field, 0.03 to 50 kHz
RS02 Radiated Suscept ibil tty, Magnetic Induct ion Field, Spikes and Power

Frequent i es
RS03 Radiated Susceptibility, Electric Field, 14 kHz to 40 GHz

Al 1 of the requirements may or may not be specified depending on the platform location of either
the power supply or the equipment containing the power supply. Also 1 imits for the requirements
may be different for different platforms.

Both narrowband and broadband 1 imits may be specified for some requirements. Although narrowband
interference is discussed in this handbook, broadband interference may appear depending on both
the bandwidth of the measuring equipment and alSo the super posft ion of rectification ~iSSiOnS,
switching-mode regulator Emissions, and other nearby emissions.

I
I

2
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SECT I @l 2. REFERENCE C@lO!ENTS.

2. I IA7verrnuent do.mrents.

2.1.1 Spec If fcattons, standards, and hcndbcaks. The follwi
?

docm?nts of the fssue 1 Isted
In the Department of 0 efense Index of speci ffcat ions ard Standards 000ISS) and Its supplements,
form a part of thfs document to the extent Specffled herein. The date of the appl iceble OCIOISS
and supplements thereto shal 1 be as specff led tn the sol Icltat fan.

SPECIFICATIE!NS

MILITARY

MIL-1-27 Transfommr And Inductor (Audio, Power,
Power Pulse) General Specff{catlon For

UIL-E-164m Electronic, Inter {or Cmmwntcat!on And Navlg.?tfon
Equipncnt, Naval Ship And Shore: 6eneral Specl f\-
catlon For

MIL-F-18870

uIL-T-2amo

STANOAJIOS

MI LITPRV

UIL-STO-461

And High

Fire Control Equipzent, Naval Shfp And Shore,
General Specfflcs.t{on For
Test Equipment For Use Uith Electrical And
Electranlc Equlpmsnt, General Specff{catlon For

Electromagnetic Emfsslon And Susceptlbil Ity
Requlrenxmts For The Control Of Electrc8mgnet4c

MI L-STO-463

FUL-STO-785

000-STO- 1399,
Sect Ion 300

(Copies of spectficat!ons and standards requtred by contractors In connection with specific
procurement funct Ions should be obtained frcm the procuring act Ivfty or as directed by the con-
trcctlng of ficer. )

Interference
Deflnltion And System Of Unfts, Electrcmagnetlc
Interference Technology
Rel Iabll Ity Program For Systems And Equipm?nt
Oevelopuent And Production
Interface Standard For Shfpboard Systems Section
300 Electrlc Pwer, Alternating Current (Metric)

2.2 Other publfcat!on. The followfng document forms a part of this document to the
extent specified herefn. Tle Issue of the document which is fndfcat~ 8$ OCIO adopted shall be
the issue listed In the current 000ISS.

IEEE S70 519-1981 IEEE Gutde For Harmonic Control And Reactive
Ccmpensatfon Of Static Power Converters

(Appl Ic.ct Ion for cop$es shwld be addressed to the Institute of Electrical and Electrcnlcs
Engfneers, Inc. (IEEE) 345 East 47th Street, New York, NV 10017. )

I

I
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SECTION 3. POWER SUPPLIES. ●

Military electronic systems use power processing circuits to convert and condition power from the
electrical power provided by military platforms. These pmwer processing circuits are called power
supplies, a misnomer since they process rather than supply power. Both the requirements of the
electronic system and the characteristics of the electrical power source place constraints on
these ~wer conversion circuits. [n reference (1) of APPENOIX E these constraints are selected as
criteria for evaluating the various approaches to power conversion and the conclusion is reached:

‘“Off-line 1 switching-mode power conversion technology is the only known technology that will
meet present and projected requirements for shipboard electronic system power convers ion.” The
sane conclusion is likely to be reached for other military platforms. Much of the discussion
through 3.3.4 is taken with some variations from a paper by J. Foutz (reference (l)).

3.1 Selection of criteria. Power source characteristics and electronic system requirements
are selected as criteria for evaluating approaches to power conversion.

3.1.1 AC or dc input power. The power frcm military service generators can be either 60 Hz,
or 400 Hz, or dc.

For example, on shipboard the power system is ac (60 Hz, three-phase) ungrounded, ‘ahile the signal
ground in electronic systems is typically grounded to the S.hip’s hull. This requires the use of
isolation transformers in the electronic systems power supplies.

Three-phase power is preferred over single-phase power for reasons not immediately obvious. Capac-
itors in power-line electromagnetic interference (EMI) filters form an ac ground. Unbalance
between electronic system ac grounds causes currents to flow in the hull of the ship that can
upset some ship systems. The z ground formed by the EM1 filters in electronic systems using
single-phase power causes the greatest degree of unbal ante. Since the use of three-phase power
usual Iy reduces the requirements for both filtering and energy storage in electronic system power
supplies, the use of three-phase power is beneficial for both ship and electronic systems.

Voltage spikes are typical lY specified as characteristic of power provided by military PI at forins.
The 2500 volt (V) spike specified for shipboard electric power is mostly absorbed in the Wwer line
filter and post rectifier input smoothing filter if inductive. It presents no special design
problem if sufficient inductance is used with sufficient permeability to prevent saturation.

Electric power characteristics (such as those specified for ships by C.20-STO- 1399, Section 300)
usually include harmonic voltage limits. Limits, therefore must be imposed on the harmonic
currents that an electronic system can draw from the power system. These harmonic currents are
a major consideration in military power supplies.
here in.

The problem is considered in Sections 4 and 5

One of the key select ion criteria for eval uat Ing an approach for power conversion for mi I i tary
electronic systems is the capabi I i ty to operate from 60 Hz power, 400 Hz power, and dc power.

3.1.2 Continuity of power. Because of the importance of electrical power, mi I itary power
systems are Frequently highly redundant. Electrical power is usual Iy restored to vital shipboard
loads in from 50 microsecond (ps) to several seconds after a malfunction in the electrical system
(due to fai lure, battle damage, or other cause). However, this momentary interrupt ion of power
can have continuing adverse effects on the ship’s capability to perform its mission. Time to
achieve ful 1 equipment performance may require up to 20 hours.

A key selection criterion for evaluating an approach for pnwer conversion for mi I itary electronic
system is the capabi 1 ity to withstand momentary rmwer interruptions without degrading the per-
formance of the electronic system.

●

I

{

1 Of f-1 ine means that at-power is directly rectified to direct current (de) without using I ine
frequency transformers. Power conversion is then accompli shed by de-to-de or dc-to-ac con-
verters. Isolation between input and output and voltage trans format ion is accomplished with
high-frequency (typical Iy 20 kHz) transformers. Since of f-1 ine switching-mode power SUPP1 ies
also operate from dc power, they are independent of power line frequency. The same power
supply can be designed to operate from dc, 60 Hz, or 400 Hz power.
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The output poucr density O(0) of a pmer conversion ctrcuit is fts
out~#”~~r%&%%%’”by ,,s VOIIXU2. The electronic load that dissipates the converter’s
P(o has a thermal density O(e) which Is P(o) divided by the electronic load’s volums V(e).
llerefore,

0(0) . P(0) / v(c),

D(e) . P(o) / v(e),

and V(c) / V(e) . D(e) I D(0).

Thus the percentage volume of o systea occupfed by a power conversion clrcult is e function of
its D(o) crszpared to the O(e) of the electronic system It feeds.

7he output power density In turn depends upon the efficiency amt thermal density of the ~wcr
conversion circuit. The Impact of efficiency on the percentage systcrn volume occuplcd by the
power conversion subsysttm is shotm In FIGURE 1. The only asswuptlon is that the power conver-
sion subsystem operates at the same thermal density as the rest of the system. The efficiencies
showm we not arbitrary but are the efflclencles for regulators supplying 5-V ldglc circuits that
w111 operate frm shipboard power. lhe ef f ic{ency ts for the total subsystem between the ship
service generators and the loglc circuits .tnd Includes the power losses in cxstor generators as
w@ll as the electronic system power SUPP1 ies. Tnenty-twu percent is the eff Iciency for suknarlne
400 Hz potrer and dissipative regulators, 27 percent for surfsce ship 400 Hz power end dissipative
regulators. 35 percent for 60 Hz power md d i ss fpat Ive regul dtors, 65 percent for present 60 Hz
or 400 Hz of f-l fne Sw!tchlng+code power SUPPI f es, and 80 percent for 60 Hz or 400 HZ of f.l{ne
power supplles available by 1985. Equal thermal density constraints indicate that a 35 percent
efficient dlssip.stive regulator should OCCUPY tuo-thirds of the volune of the system. Thl$
rarely happens because It !s unacceptable to cost Systan designers and program managers. 7he
alternative {s to operate the pver supply hotter thm the rest of the systen, hhich degrcdes
rel icbi I Ity; or to use special cooling techniques which increase the cost. Eighty-percent
efflclent pwcr SUPPI fes would occupy only 20 percent of the system voltnne under similar equal
density constraints.

Electronic systen thermal densities are being increased and projected to Increase even more In
the future (this is shown {n TA8LE 1). Unless the output power dens{tles I{kewise increase,
the pmtcr conversion circuits wtl 1 XCUPY rmst of the system volmne.

A key criterion in select Ing an approach for power conversion fs the capabi 1 lty to provide
output Pnwsr densities of one watt (U) per cubic inch or more.

3.1.4 System ccnupatfb{lit~. Power conversion approaches that cause problems to the rest
of the system are undesfrcble. tipatibil ity problems that cm be caused, aggravated, or
azel iorated by the peuer conversion circut ts Include har’tmm{c currents drmm from the power
system, negative resfstive loading of the pw?r system, electromagnetic interference, and pulse
load ing of the power systeri.

A key criterion in selectlng an approach for power conversion for electronic systems Is cmnpat{.
bility, includlng compatibility wfth other syststns md self-compatibility.

3.1.5 Life-cycle costs. Another key cr I terion {n select tng s.n approach for Fower conversion
Is 1 ffe-cycle co5ts, tncludfng acquisit ion and operat !ng costs. Power conversion circuits can
have substmtial impcct on energy consumption. Ik2partnmnt of Defense FOlicy non requires cOn-
;~~ion. throughout the ccquist Ion process, of ut i I Izat ion of energy during the project system

This aspect of life-cycle costs is especially appltcsble to power conversion.

5
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FIGURE 1. Equal thermal density volume versus efficiency.

TABLE 1. Output power density (Pn) requirements.

Thermal Density,
P~/in3 Ef~qcy

1.7 W/in3 35%

Limit .ofSEM 1A
W-:spcial
lhermal ansJysis

is made 65%

6 W/in3 SC%

Projec!ed 1985
high.performance
electronics 6S%

Percentage System
Volume of Power Needed Power

!iIpptY Based Output Density,

U~ Efficiency PJin3 Comment

65% 0,9 W/in3 8eyond 60.Hz dissipative tech.

nology. Just at 400.Hz dissipa.
live technology

35%.

I

3 W/in3 Just at 1!)77-1978 switching.

mode technolqy

50% I 6 W/in3 Just at projected 1985
witching.mode technology

35% I 2 W/in3 Major breakthrough needed for

1985 power supply to equal
same percentage of system
volume as I’Q78 p,lwer supply

2m 24 W/in3 Another major breakthrough
needed for Pn/in3 [o bc

compatible wi!h efficiencies
achiewhie in }978
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● 3.2 Power conversion approaches. Five types of pmwer conversion circuits are shown In
F160AE 2. SIMM parmseters for selectfng the best ctrcuit to a set of criteria are given fn
TARLE 11. The salient features of each cfrcuit are discussed.

3.2.1 D{ssiprit{ve requ}ators. LMsslp.etive regul.stors drati mwch tn!re F0w13r from the source
than Is required b Regulation is accouqJl I shed by an electricity-to-heat conversion.
The series pass el&&~ ~s” 1 Ike a Vartable resistor (heat Sink). Under worst case cond I t Ions
of high Input Ifne voltage and 10M output dc voltage, the wattage across this series pass eleuant
becomes excess !ve. Hewever, ft also needs a nanlnal mount of control voltage under cond$tlons
of IW llne @nd high output voltage, and therefore voltage range spaclffcatlons are Im$ert.m!t In
determining the efficiency of th!s type supply. For example, the typical eff{c{ency of 5-Y regu-
lators that operate wfth ship peuer (:20 percent lncludlng transients) Is 35 percent. Thfs can
be m I sed to s 1Ight 1y over 50 percent if the Ph’er SUPPI y does cd have to operate through the
i16 percent transient.

Slmpl Iclty and poor ef f Iclency are their salient features. Isolation Is achieved by bulky power-
1 Ine transformers. A ❑.ijor cause of potter supply fatlures and system malfunctions ts found In
attempts to iu$rove the efficiency and output power dens!:y of dlsslpc.tlve regulators. Failure
rates Increase when size fs reduced so that power supply caapanents operate hotter than other
sfitfm mcponents. Systsin mal f unct Ions occur hen the pewar SUPPI y fs not de$ Igned to operate
through negat \ve tr RnS\entS.

I

I

3.2. Z Ferroresonant regul stars. Ferroresonent regulators eperate by resonat Ing a capac I tar
in the secondary of the fsolatlon transformer with a seturable reactor which Is one lag of the
transfonrer. Resonaece increases the voltage and the nonl fnear reactor clamps it at a stable
volt age independent of the tnput voltage. The ferroreson ant ragul ator Is usual 1y used as M
u reguiator but the output can be rectified and filtered. Tha sal {ent features fnclude sltltpl lc-
c f ty, f nherent overload protect ton, poor power factor, and sen$ i tIvit y to frequency chsnges. For
ex6rple, the +5.5 percent frequency transient I(mlt on shipboard power would typical lY cause a
+9.4 percent voltage trmstent on the output. Also, wi!en used for dc, the rectifier and Filter
are outside the regulat 100 100P, result Ing In poor stat Ic and dymcmlc load ragulatf on. These
Wr characteristics can be cmcpensated for, but the Inherent circuit SIIEP1 Icity Is then lost.

3.2.3 Phase control swltchtng-mde regulators. The simplest phase control regulators
operate by delaying the phasa of the trigger clrcu{t to a stl{con controlled recttfier (WA)
so that !: is off for the first part of an ss cycle and on for the remainder. They cm be
used as of f-l!ne Switch lng%ode regulators unless tsolatlon Is requ{rad and then they nut be
used with a power line transformer. lhe simples L vers$on, which produces the top waveform of
FIGURE 3, hfs gained a reputation for degradlnq the qual!ty of 8C power I Ines Sevarely. ffOre
sophisticated circuits are gentler on the u power at S- cost in $i~lictty. This 1$ shown
to the other wavefom!s of F16URE 3. For each notch taken fra the 6C uavefons, a pcmr con-
version parareter can be controlled. The bettcm wavafonn has four notches and .31lows control
of the dc caaponent 81YJ anY three harnmnics; that is, the third, fifth, and sevanth harmonics
can be minimlzad. Other parmeters can also be controlled, such as minimum total hanzontc
distortion or maxlmun power factor for any operating condition.
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FIGURE 2. Power conversion circuits.
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TA8LE 11. Power conversion circuit selectfon parameters.

I Circuit Type

I DISSIPATIVE

60 Hz magntlics
400 Hz magnc tic

FERRO.
RESt3NANT

60 Hz rcionmt
400 Hz. remnant

PHASE

CONTROL

SWITCHING
MODE

60 Hz
400 Hz

OFF.LINE

SWITCHING
MODE

Complexity

simple
simple

simpk
simpk

moderaw
modemm

mcderalc
to compkx

Power
Lme

Frequency

6W4CUJtiI

400 Hz onl]

60 Hz only
400 Hz on~

60 Hz only

4C@ Hz on~

dc or any *C

—

i
%

—

3s
35

65
65

6S

65

65

—

Effickncj
Improve.

ment
Prospects

none

none

poor
pwr

poor
poor

good
(80%)

Power

Oensii
w\in K’

0.s

1.0

0.4

0.9

0.7
1.2

2.0

POwel

Qeniity

Improvement
Prospects

poor

poor

poot

poor

poot

poor

&ood

(6.0 W/in3)

Ehsl

Iillk

littk

little

Ii!tk

high

high

moderate

I

I

y ?/= Cfrh-icnry
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CONTROL

DC

DC +1 harmonic

DC+2 harmonica

DC +3 harmonica

FIGURE 3. Phase control switching mode.
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the f I Iter size decreases i I nearly Ml th f req;ency. Power” dens it y and ef f fc f en~y cai be traded
within limlt$. khere htgh efflcietccy Is crlt!cal, hfgher eff{cfency can be obtained by lowerlng

e high efficiency and high output peuer dens!ty, and
gnlficantly beyond what can be

outPut ~uer density. Salient features c.r{
they have the ootent f al for l~reas Ing output @wer density s!
achieved teday~

T’m typesof resonant converters cre shown fn F16URE 4. One type operates by varying the pulse
repetition rate, Spacfng or croudlng the resonant pulses to ach!eve the desired average voltage.
The other tw operates by crowding the repet I t ion rate so that the waveform approximates a
cantlnuc.us slnuseld. The outputs of two chcnnels are then vectorial IY edded in a transfonrs?r to
produce the converter output. The ❑agnitude of the output is control led by shifting the relative
phase between the two’ channels. The salient features of both types of resonant converters cre
❑infmal hfgh-frequency 2MI due to the f Iltering of the resonant Circuit; and resonant Ccuunctat ion
~lch factlltates the use of SCR’S as the switch.

Outy c~le converters regulate by vdrylng the rdtlo of switch on tire? to off t{m. A widely used
vers Ion turns the switch on at fixed intervals (constant frequency) and var leS the on-off t {me.
F16uRE 5 shows Ch IS wers ton used Ml th e buck or voltage stepdown converter. lhe dc ccmtpenent
of the rcctangul m wave output !s recovered by a low-Pass f 11 ter. Other w?rs Ions of switching
control vary the frequency tifch makes filterlng less effective end, therefore less advantageous
in reduc{ng EMI. (iwty c~le converters are better understood than resonant converters. This
better understanding has resulted {n soma exceptional des\gns, including a configuration that
behaves as a true dc transformer--with no PU1 sat lng vo It eges or currents on the input or output
at the switching frequency. Thfs configuration Is specified In 3,3 herein duty-cycle switch lng-
uode power supplles me discussed in mare detail. UnleSS otherwise stated, reference to
swttchiog-mede power supplies in this hcndbeok implies the more caron duty-cycle converters.

3.3 Off-line switching-amde pa wer supplies. The following paragraphs discuss off-line
SW{Cch lng-w.ode puer SUPP1 f es. their advantages, availabil !ty, future potential, and topologies,
potential problems dnd solutions to these probl.sds.

F16URE 6 is a block diagran of a typfcal of f-1 ine switching-cnde power
$upp,~3”~ew;ent {“ the Pwer supply that is affected by the power Ifne frequency (de,
60 Hz, or 400 Hz is the c!rcutt breaker, tifch for this particular supPly i5 a 400 Hz circuit
breaker. ficept for this ccaemnent, the power SUPP1 y wi 11 operate frccn a dc or 60 Hz source as
WI 1 as a 400 Hz source. The peimr trmsfomner that provides isolation between si nal and power

fground Is a relatively smal 1 part of the pmrer supply. the pewer switches require ittle heat
sinkfng. and the three-phase bridge rectifier is quite small.

Ihe suftching regulator shomm in F16uRE 6 perfoms the voltage regulation function by means of a
switching transistor [or field effect translators (FET) or SCR or combinations of several devices].
The trcmistor chops the unrqulated input voltcge in such a manner as to maintain the average
output voltage level constant. The regulator output is a serlas of rectmgular pulses trhlch are
then scoothed by a lem pass f Ilter to a relatively constant dc level. Usual lY, voltage regulation
is used but curreot~cle regulation 1s also startln to be used because It has several advantages.

1W th volt age regul at {on, a port 1011 of the output vo t cge is canpared to a reference voltage; an
error vclt~ is generated; and the error voltage is fed back to an osci 1 Iator contmll log the
dr!ve circu t for the switching device. Voltage regulation IS ~hleved by a pulse-duration
m.xtulatlon process.

Line-transfonmr.fcotated switch hcg-nmde power supplies are scaa?ties needed. For
cx=ple. lf the PWmr SUPPIY is connected dfrcctly to shipboard 440 V three-phase,
then the resultknt dc voltage ❑ay be too high for today’s transistorized switches
(except for tsm recent 1y announced potter darl Ingtons rated at 20 .SZJPS, 750 V or 850 V,
cnd capable of blocking WOO V or 1200 V). Also, to achieve low 1 ine harmonics one
colutlon is to use multlphase rectifi catloo requlrin the use of a Iine trtmsfotmu?r
(see Sect Ion 5). !Although 1 i ne transformers make sw tch ing-mdc pomr SUPP1 i es
bulkier and heavier, they Stil 1 have the efficiency edvantage cnd other advantages.
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3.3.2 Advantages. Compared to their 60-Hz dissipative counterparts, of f-1 ine switching-
mnde power supplies are two to six times smal Ier and three to six times 1 ighter, accept al 1
input frequencies (de, 60 Hz, 400 Hz), and have high efficiency (65 percent to 95 percent),
even with wide input voltage variations (uP to 3:1, or *5O percent). This high efficiency
means reduced power frcsn the source and reduced cooling requirements. In addition, their
initial costs are decreasing so they usual lY cost less except for low power levels tiere costs
are equal, and their operating energy costs are very much less.

Off -1 i ne switch ing-mode power SUPP1 ies have more inherent energy storage than conventional
dissipative regulators that use a power line transformer to transform down the input voltage.
Thus more stored energy is avai 1able to operate through a momentary interruption of power.
The improvement occurs because the energy is stored at a higher voltage for of f-1 i ne SWI tchers --
and energy storage increases as the square of the voltage rating increases while capacitance
decreases linearly as the voltage rating increases for a gfven size capacitor (CV - constant
for aluminum electrolytic and tantalum foil capacitors).

Off-line switch ing-imde power SUPP1 ies are also ccsnpat ible with many system loads. The use of
digital processing incorpor.attng memory elements is increasing as miniccinputers, microcomputers,
and microprocessors are embedded into elect ron ic system design. These digital processing circuits
are susceptible to transient loss of power. However, these systems can tolerate higher noise
levels. Therefore, off-1 ine swftchers match these new loads in that their capability to operate
over a wide variation in input voltage minimizes transient loss of power and their higher output
rjpple is tolerated by digital loads.

3.3.3 Availability. Switching-mode power supplies are now available in the low-voltage
product 1 i ne of most p-awer supply manufacturers. There is an economic advantage for the 000
to be ccsnpattble with the main stream of ccimnercial development since nonrecurring costs are
minimized if slightly modified militarized versions of ccimnerc ial designs can be used.

The trend toward more complex and miniaturized electronic products is leading to the need for
optimized and more efficient power conditioning methods. Switching-mode technology is stil 1
emerging and new topologies are being explored by specialists in the field of power electronics.
The advent of very large scale integration (VLSI) electronics presents a challenge, not only to
those involved with their f abdication, teSt, and application, but also to power conditioning
subsystem designers.

3.3.4 Potential problems. Switching-mode power supplies have characteristics different
frun those of dissipative power SUPP1 fes. To be unaware of these differing characteristics is
to invite design and application problems. The potential problems 1 isted f n TABLE 111 are
discussed, and solutions for each problen are presented (except for solutions for electromagnetic-
cmnpatibility which are discussed in detail in Sections 5 and 6).

a. Modeling. A model of a switching-mode power supply is useful in discussing
characteristics. The state-space-averaged linear model developed at California Institute of
Technology by R.O. Middlebrook and S. Cuk is used here (reference 2). The top 1 ine of FIGURE 7
shows the basic circuits of the three conmmn duty cycle switching-mode power SUPP1 ies--buck,
boost, and the buck-boost. Al 1 three of these circuits can operate in two modes. In one mode
there is cant inuous current through the inductor and in the other mode the current through the
inductor is discontinuous (1 ight load).

The continuous mode is modeled in the center line of FIGURE 7 for each circuit by two states
representing the circuit--one state with the transistor switch closed and one with it open.
These circuits can be averaged by topological manipulation into a single canonical model as
shown in the lower left section of FIGuRE 7. The canonical nndel consists of an ideal dc
and ac transformer, a 10u-pass filter, and a voltage and a current generator that represent
the duty ratio control of the output. The component values are shown in FIGURE 7. The cun-
ponent values are a function of the ratio of timf spent in each state during a complete switching
cycle (the duty ratio, O). The model is a 1 i near model linearized about the duty cycle chosen
and is valid to about one-half the swttching frequency. More detailed information about the
model and models of extended converter configurations are given in APPENOIX A. The model is
used to explain several of the potential problems.

To model the discontinuous mode requires a third circuit state (with the switch open and no
current in the inductor) for each topology. This is not depicted here but rather it is recom-
mended to avoid the discontinuous mode because it causes--increased EM1. It can be avoided
either by preloading the outputs with dummy loads or in a less 10SSY but more cmnplex method
using bidlrecticmal current switching.
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TABLE 111. Potent i al problems with switching-mode power SUPP1 ies.

I PoIem ial Problem

Filter CITCCI*

Conmanl input power charac!c:istics

Ekctronmpjwtic compatibility

Stability diffkuhie$

Area! Affected

Oulpul ripple
bad mnsicnl effects
Line Irannenl eflecls

Negative input rtsi$tmcc

LOw.v01t9ge component stress

Turn-on Ittch.up

Line frequency Iwnnonic current!
Noise spectrum
Misuse of EMI fillers

Audio susccptibilicy

Entrainment Or synchronization

High-order sy!tem
Right half plane zeros

I Nonliiear and discrete time

High EM I environment I

I

I
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I

I

I

I

I
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3.3.4.1 Filter effects. Following are some filter effects:

Output ripple: One fnherent characteristic of $witchlng-wde powr supplles
is the preseric~”of wtput ripple at the swltchfng frequemcy. The ripple can be msde arb{trarlly
smal 1 by tncreastng the f ilterlng but It is always present. Twlcal lY It is 1 percent of the
numlnal output voltage or 50 ❑!crwolt (pV) peak-to-peak, thlchever Is greater. If exCeSSf Ve
for smc circuit spplicatlons, a pofnt-of-usc dlsstpatlve regulator can be used to reduce it
there.

b. Lou voltcge conponent stress: As shown fn F16URE 7, the canonical m.del for
the cent Inuous current mode always contains a second-order f I Iter. This effeCts the load trsns-
Ient response. For ex@zple, If the power supply In FIGURE 8 fs operating at full. load and the
load is suddenly removed, the maxhnum response of the control loop Is to open the switch and keep
It open. 7he energy stored in the inductor eventually is &ided to the output capacitor and an
overshcat occurs. The magn!tude of the overshoot is is vector odd!t Ion of ( 1 ) the load current
chsnge times the characteristic Impedance of the LC filter and (2) the original cspacltor (output)
voltage. kus designs give as much as a 15 V peak on a 5 V dc supply. 8Y t.creasfng C md de-
creasing L, overshoot on 5 Vdc power SUPP1 {es can be 1 Imlted to I V fOr a Ch611ge fr~ ful } to no
Iosd. Thfs is compatible with fll Idglc. A step Increase in load has a similar transient effect.
As soon as the output voltage drops, the feedback loop saturates in the direction to close the
switch. The transient response is the open-loop filter response until the output rings UP to
the output voltage and the control loop regains control. Again, Iaqe C and small L ❑inimize
the trsns ient ef feet.

●

A more subtle effect occurs for a Step change {n Input voltage. A feedback loop sensing the
input voltage can be used to change the duty cyt}e so that the volt-seconds {nto the filter is
a constsnt. k%ile thf$ would sppear to c.aruel input varlat!on effects, an oscillatory ❑tgrat ion
of the ❑inor hysteresis loop can still appear in the magnetic material of the output {nductor.
This scuotiat obscure filter effect Is more fully described in reference 3 along with the solu-
tion--an added feedback loop.

3.3.4.2 Constant input pow r characteristics. A dc and low frequency model of a switching-
mode converter is simply a de-to-de trmsfoar wfth a turns ratio, p, (see FI!llRE 7). To the
extent that the converter is I@) percent efficient, ideal transformer ratios apply so that P fs
the rcit!o of output to tnput voltage. and in an inverse manner, P is the ratio of input to Wtput

current. ibm’ever, the input resistance is the load resistance ❑ultiplied by negative P2 instead

of positive P2 as in the conventional transfonrer. This Is due to the constant Input pwer
characteristic of switching-mode converters. The derivation of the negative input resistance
characteristic Is shown in FIGURE 9. For a given load resistance R. the fecdbock action of the
regulator adjusts the conversion ratio p to malntc. fn constant output voltqe, and hence constant
output power, even if the input voltage V~ varies. It follows that {f V~ increases, Is ❑ust

decrease since the input power 81s0 remains constuft. Th Is is the low-frequency va Iue of the
regulator input fcpedance Zi indicated In FIGURE 10. FIGURE 10 contains essential elemsnts of

a switching-de regulator with input filter. The block diagram is general and a single-section
LC !nput filter and a buck converter are shown as typical realizations.
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3.3.4 .2.1 Neqative input resistance. This negative input resistance in cmnbination with
the input filter (or EMI lter) between the source and switching-mode power supply can, under
certain cond{tlons, constitute a negative resistance oscillator, and is the origin of the system’s
potential instability. To prevent this instability, Middlebrook (reference 2, chapter 7) has
developed a criterion requiring the output impedance of the input filter to be less than the
open-loop input impedance of the switching-mode power supply. This is shown in FIGURE 11. The
top curve represents the regulator open- loOp input impedance, Zi, which is the reflected imped-

ance of the series-resonant loaded averag{ng (output) filter.

The lower solid curve represents the input filter’s output impedance, 1~, here shown for the

single-section low-pass filter configuration. However, (n the real world the output impedance
configurations are more complex. A two section filter is described in 6.1.3 and shown to be
smaller and lighter than a single-section filter with the sane peaking, power loss, and attenua-
tion at the swftching frequency. Also, the power system including the generator and distribution
network is part of the impedance configuration. The Middle brook criterion applies to dc systems
and to ac systems in which the rectifying diodes are in continuous conduction. However, since
discontinuous line current results in increased rectification harmonics, it is recommended to
avoid this by using inductive rather than capacitive input filters (see Section 4).

The addition of the input filter always impairs the performance feature of the regulator, that is,
a nonzero Z~ (see FIGuRE 10) always lowers the loop gain, raises the line transmission function

factor (opens a frequency window to pass input noise to load], and raises the regulator’s output
impedance (the lower the output impedance the better the regulation). The loop gain and line
transmission are essentially unaffected if the criterion for stability discussed above is met--
the output impedance of the input filter is very much less than the input impedance of the regu-
lator. However, for the regulator’s output impedance to be essentially unaffected it is necessary
that the input filter’s output impedance be well below the dotted line in FIGURE 11 (see APPENOIX B).

To meet either the stabiiity criterion or more stringent criterion, two design recommendations
follow:

a. Keep the resonant frequency or frequencies (if multi sectioned) of the input
filter far away from the effective resonant frequency of the regulator’s output filter; preferably
using a lower resonance for the input filter thereby simultaneously decreasing the EM] conducted
to the input power lines.

b. Lower the Q of either or both input and output filters preferably by lossless
damping (discussed in 6.1.4.3 and APPENDIX B).

APPENOIX B gives example of how to apply the Middlebrook criterion.

3.3.4 .2.2 Low voltaqe and latch-u The constant input power characteristic of switching-
mode power supplles ictates that th ey raw more current at low input voltage than at nominal or
high input voltage. Low input voltages can increase the input current to the extent that the
power supply is damaged or destroyed. Some configurations are inherently protected fran this
failure mode. Other configurations require the addition of protection circuits to prevent opera.
tion, and hence destruction, at low input voltages.

Ilhen switching-mode power supplies are powered fr~ a current-limited source, they may latch-up
into an undesired mode upon turn-an. The turn-on current is high when the voltage is low, and
the turn-on trajectory in FIGURE 9 is frcm right to left on the constant power curve. If the
source is current limited, the circled point is a stable but undesired operating point and the
regulator never reaches the desired operating point circled on the horizontal line. The solution
is to keep the turn-on trajectory to the left of the current limit lim. The low-voltage pr.atec-
tion Circuit can be designed to accmpllsh this.
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FIGURE 11. Middlebrook (1976) stability criterion.
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3.3.4.3 Stability difficulties. Stability difficulties in Switch ing+mde power supplies
arise frcm a variety of i near and nonl i near phenomena.

3.3.4 .3.1 Audio susceptibility. Some stabilizing techniques can cause an audio suscepti -
bil ity problem (poor attenuation of modulations on the input power).

As mentioned previously, the canonical rmdel often contains a second-order under-damped filter.
If a single COnt?Ol loop is used for feedback, this filter must attenuate both the output ripple
at the switching frequency and any extraneous input power frequencies beyond the zero decibels (dB)
crossover of the loop gain. One way to stsbi 1 ize such a switch $ng-mode power supply is to use lag
compensation in the feedback loop to rol 1 off the gain so that adequate phase margin exists at the
zero dB crossover frequency. This requires the anpl if ier gain to be less than zero dB at frequen-
cies lower than the cutoff frequency of the output filter. .4 window is thereby opened in the
closed looP attenuation, F. This window al lows input 1 ine n’mdul ations between the anplif ier
crossover frequency and the output filter cutoff frequency to pass through the regulator with no
attenuation. These relationships are shown in FIGuRE 12. This is a surprisingly conrron design
defect in switching-mode power SUPP1 ies, a defect often revealed by failure to pass the CSO1 audio
susceptibility test of MIL-STO-461.

One method to ClOSe the attenuation window is to shape the frequency reswnse of the feedback
smpl if ier wfth lead-lag compensation as shown in FIGURE 13. A desired zero-dB crossover frequency
is selected beymnd the cutoff frequency of the output filter. The anpl itude gain is set to com-
pensate for the output filter attenuation at this frequency. A lead in the anpl ifier gain 1s
also included at this frequency to obtain adequate phase margin since the output filter has con-
tributed almost 180 degrees at this frequency. Higher frequencies are rol led off to control
bandwidth for noise immunity, and the anpl tf ier frequency gain is shaped at lower frequencies
to give good dc regulation. The resultant closed-loop attenuation, F, closes the attenuation
window as shown in FIGURE 13, but not w{thout penalty. This is a conditionally stable system
that can go unstable if the looP gain decreases. Saturat ion of the anpl if ier circuits usual lY
reduces the gain and causes instabil ity in conditional Iy stable systems. Saturation often occurs
hen the feedback looP compensates for a large change in 1 ine or load or the internal noise or
EM1 gets high enough. The latter can be insidious in digital systems. The EM1 and noise internal
to the power supply are a function of dynamic loadtng, tiich is often under software control. A
part icular software sequence, by producing more !nternal noise, can cause a momentary instability
of the power supply with a resultant unexplained change in digital system logic states. The
instabi I ity is never detected under static conditions that do not prcduce enough noise to saturate
the .anplifiers.

The solution is to avoid conditional Iy stable systems or to throughly test then for noise imnunity.
There are many circuit conf igurat ions and multi loop techniques for closing the attenuation window
‘nhile retaining absolute stability.

3.3.4.3.2 Entrainment. Another particularly insidious characteristic of some switching
frequency power SUPP1 ies in digital system is the effect of entralmnent or synchronization of
the switching frequency on periodic load or 1 Ine transients. It has been observed in switching-
mode power SUPP1 ies whose switching frequency changes as a function of load or 1 ine condi t ions
that a periodic line or load transient can Pul 1 the switching frequency to the nearest harmmic
or subharmonic of the periodic trans{ent. This usually results in an increase in output ripple.
The increase is sometimes dranatic; for example, several volts peak-to-peak ripple on a five-volt
power supply tiich typically possesses 50 millivolts peak-to-peak (mV p-p) ripple. Here again,
the periodic transients can be under software control in digital systems so that a 50 ftware Pro-
gramming change can cause component fai lureS or random and unexplained systen malfunctions in
previously satisfactory system.

The solutkm is to use fixed frequency switching-rode power SUPP1 ies hhich are difficult to
entrain, and to test for entrainment in al 1 switch tng-nmde power SUPP1 ies, variable or fixed
frequency.
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3.3.4 .3.3 Right half-plane zero. Examlnatlon of the table tn FIGURE 7 tndtcates that the
voltage generator In the canonical model has a frequency-dependent term, f~, dsfch Is unity for

the buck converter but appears as a right-half plane zero fOr the boost and buck-boost converters.
(In general, both the current and voltage generators In the Ccmonlcs.1 codel have frequency terms.
The current generator term Is needed hen the rower source and f I lter Input Impedances are added
to the model. ) The right-half plane zero Umkes the system Into a nomninhrwm phC6e system. This
means, when US$W Bode s.nalys!s, that the phase versus frequency curve cannot be tnferred fron
the anpl I tude versus frequency curve. Mhen phase measurements are not made but are fnferred, the
right-half plane zero eppears as Iced In the anpl Itude plot Inferrlfq a POslt Ive 90 degree phOSe
shift contrlbut ion whereas in reality ft contributes a negat Ive 90 degree phase shtft.

The exfstence of rfght-ha}f zeros can be found by accurate opan-leop gain and phase measurenwnts,
but such measur-nts are considered to be dlff Icult In swltchlng-mode pwer WPP1 ies and are
often neglected, although excel lent techniques for ❑aklng the mesmreaents ex{st (references 2
Md 4). Oesigners of switching-mode power supPl les are often unaware of the existence of rlght-
half plane zeros md their effect, and therefore are unprepared to cope with the Stability prob-
lem they intrtxluce. As a result. dynamic response (bandwidth] {S often unnecessarily Sacrificed
to gain Stabll{ty.

The solutfon Is to have accurate wdels, adequate maasurerent tools, and a knowledge of modern
stabil lzfng techniques available In the design stage. This Is Absolutely necessary in nem cOn-
f igurat ions such as the Cuk converter (see 3.3.5. 1.4), which is a sixth-order system with real
amd canplex zeros !n the right-half Plane. The canonical uodel. APPENOIX A, is useful for
1 tnear{zlng the switching stage around a duty cycle and Investigating smc.11 signal perturbations
by means of linear techniques. It predicts the existence of right-half P1 ane zeros and other
nanobv { ws phenanena. It W{ 11 not uncover smne nonlinear phenomena that have to be analyzed by
other techniques.

3.3.4 .3.4 Outy cytles greater than 0.5.
Ions-short dutv cstle OSCIII

One stabi 1 ity problem often encwntered Is the
at ions hat occur when a fixed frequency wlsewidth modulated cater

sip~ly duty c~l e- is extended beyond O.5. The problm is showri by grtih!cal techniques in
FIGuRE 14. The paver suttch Is turned on by an external source at the Stert of every Wr(Od T.
This resets the pulsamidth modulator integrator. It integrates dewn until a threshold Is
reached tilch turns the switch off, thereby producing the pulsewfdth Iuodulatlon. khen the
power switch is operating at less than 50 percent on-time, the system is stable, which cm be
shown ❑athadtically or by fo)lcming the decay of a small perturbation. e, in the ccmplttude of
the modulator graphical Iy as in the top of FIGURE 14. If the duty cytle Is greater than 50 per-
cent, as shown in the bottcaof FIGURE 14, the smal 1 perturbation grews Instead of decay!ng and
long-snort osc i 1 I at ions occur.

The solut ton that al lws operat Ion beyond a 50 percent duty cycle Is given in reference 3, wh$ch
is the source of FIGURE 14. (The in$tabil Ity with duty cycles larger than 50 percent occurs for
constc.nt-f reGuency clocks i nit f ating the on t{=. If consts,nt-f raque!wy clocks Ini t { ate the off
time, the instability fs observed w!th duty c~les tmal Ier than 50 percent. ]

3.3.4.4 Electraagnet!c como atibllit~. System electromagnetic cmnpatibility problems wfth
of f-1 ine switching-wde pdwer SUPP1 Ies occur because of a. rect if Ication harnmnlcs and b. switch-
ing freque~y md Its hwntwclcs, and the high-rate current and voltage wavefomns hherent in the
switching tr6nsltionS. Sirce EM1 is the matn topic of this handbook these two EIcI problrns and
solutions are discussed in detail In Sect Ions 5 and 6.

3.3.5 Pi to dc converter top0109ies. In switched+rmde power conversion, the control Iing
device Is an deal switch, filch is either closed or open. The power flow to the load is effi-
ciently control led by control 1 !cq the ratio of the time intervals spent in the closed and open
WSitiOnS (often defined as the duty ratio). The need to generate dc Wt Put voltage i ntrOduCeS
ideal ly lossless storage cmupbnents. inductors and capacitors, *ose role is to sumoth out the
inherent puls.m Ing bahdvlor Orlglnat iog frcm the switching act 10n. The addlt {On of a tranSfOrIXi?r
provtdes an often very LupOrtant pr.set ical requlrerent, dc isolat Ion between Input and output
grounds.

The buck, boest, and buck-boost topologies and their f{rst order derivatives constitute nmst of
the power conversion approaches In use today. The boost-buck (Cuk) and its derivatives we new
wo.oa~es with several perfOfmnce ~vantages. particularly 10N EH1. This section fs 1 fmited
to a discussion of these basic topologies as well as some multlple swftch and scme tr~SfOflBW-
Isolated der!v at Ives of these br,stc structures.

IWch of the discussion and the figures in the folloulng sections on to~logies are taken (wfth
permission) with smca modifications frcm a paper by 6. Bloem and R. Severns (referen~e 5).
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FIGURE 14. Duty cycle stability limit.
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3.3.5.1 Eastc topologies. A basic switching converter topology !s defined here as one
ti ich ccmpr Ises only a s I!!gle switch and the reactive elements necessary for proPer cOnvers fOn
act ion ufthout isolation of !nput and output ports (no transfonnerl. Ufth these restrfct tons,
there are only four posslbJe basic topologies known, of hhich the fourth (the Cuk structure)
{s a recent addit{an. FIGURE 15 sheus the four basic c{rcu!t structures.

These basic topologies are examined, assuming that conversion Sw!tches operate fn the constant- .
frequency duty-rdtlo-control led .mde. The swftch is in posltton A for t!ue 01S. with the duty

rat 100 corresponding to the fract {on of the total swftchlng period 1~, where 1~ - l/f$, the

rec lprocal of the C4nvers Ion frequency, f ~. For the ranalnder of the suttchlng perbad, O’T~

(. 1~ - MS). the switch is in pesition 8. lmpl led In these descriptions IS the assumption

that all converter Inductor currents never fat 1 to zero during the t f= O’1~ (cent Inuous cor@uc-

tlon mde of operation].

F160RE 16 shows a Dractical Switch Implementation by replacement with a bipelar transistor~fode
arrangement in each of the few structures. Switch Psltlon A nc+i represents the thm OT$ when

Q1 is on and dbde 01 is not Conducting In the forward d!rection. Ourlng the tlum O’T~, Q1 fs
off and 01 does conduct.

3.3.5.1.1 The buck converter. The buck converter of either FIGURE 15 (a) or FIEiuAE 16 (a)
is ~rhaps the =st fundamental and WI l-known of al I the basic structures. The inPUt dc v01ta9e
1s chopped by the switch and then averaged by an LC output filter. The Ideal dc vohge gafn frmn
Input to mtput w I I 1 be

Volv - 0, (buck)

&e*O<O <l. Referring to the port current waveforms of FIGURE 15 (a), the out-
put curr~nt TS non-pulsatlng (that is, continuous] because of the presence of inductor L. In
contrast the Input current of FIGURE 15 [a) {s pulsatlng (that is, dlscontfnuous), flowing only
men the switch Is In Psition A ad abruptly Interrupted when the swftch is in position B. The
PU1 sat lng current Character St tc of the buck structure IS one major uncles frable feature of this
convers ton cpproach since {t Is a potent f al source of much greater I I ne-conducted -i ss ion (EMI )
thun the non-pul sat lng Input of the boost converter. A buck Convers $On approach, therefore,
necessitates the Incluslon of a highly attenuatlve low pass filter between the input voltage and
the {nPut pert of the converter to reduce conducted EMI on source VOI t age 1 lnes (see Section 6).

3.3.5 .1.2 Boost converter. The boost converters of F16URES 15 (b) and 16 (b). as the te~
applies, will perform an deal step-up voltage conversion given by

VOlv . 1/0 ‘ (bPost)

fiere O’ . 1-0 as def{ned earl fer. The swltchtng action first stores energy fn L during the
transistor (31 on thin, oT~, and then releases energy Into capac f tor C and the load RL when

the di@3e Is conduct lng (tl’T~). The boost structure Is the dual of the buck fn that a step-up

translation fs atta{ned rather than a step-down, and the Input and output currents now reverse
pulsatlnglnon-pul sating roles. The pulsating output is a potential source of hfgher cwtput
r Ipple than the non-pul sat fng output of the buck approach. Therefore, if the wtput ripple
needs to be lCU. Imre output fllterfng Is reeufred them would be reoufred w!th non-pulsating
output of the buck cpproach.

3.3. S.1.3 Buck-boost converter. The buck-bees: converter Is e VOI t age Invert Ing structure
with Its conversion function a product of Ideal buck and boost gafns such that

Volv . -0/0 ‘ , (buck-bmst )

AS shown In F161JAES 15 (c) and 16 (c), the switch ectlon cemrwtates the Conttnuws Inductor current
alternately between input and twtput ports. Hence, bath !nput and output currents are pulsatfng.
Thus the buck-boost converter structure, f ran a low Elel POInt of vi eu. is the worst structure.
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V>VO .>.O
<

(a) Buck converter (see 3.3.5.1.1) (c) Buck-boost converter (see 3.3.5.1.3

●+VO-VO ●

M jN ~

,v-~v]:~~mvum

.<.O v~v
<0

~
(b) Boost converter (see 3.3.5.1.2) (d) Cuk converter (boost buck)

(see 3.3.5.1.4)

FIGURE 15. The four basic de-to-de converter topologies.
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Voff . D VON --010’

vf%’-fTq:v,p~v”
(a) Buck converter (see 3.3::.1 .1) (c) Buck-boost converter (see 3.3.5.1 .3)

*,V -v” 4“

,0 v,,N -1/0’
VON --010’

I

I (b) Boost converter (see 3.3.5.1.2) (d) Cuk converter (boost buck)(see 3.3.5.1.4)

FIGURE 16. Implementation of the ideal sw{tches in FIGURE 15 b
polar transistor-di (note+ O’ = 1-
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3.3.5.1.4 Most-buck (Cuk) converter. The boost-buck converter was added to the basic
family in 1977 by Or. S. Cuk of the Call fornia Instftute of Technology and is known as the Cuk
converter. This new converter is the dual network of the buck-boost structure. FIGURES 15(d)
and 16(d) are representative circuit diagrams of the new basic converter structure. The topol -
ogY has the S- inverting and dc Volta e transfer function as its dual counterpart, the basfc

?buck-bmst network, shown in FIGURES 15 c) and 16(c), or

VOIV = -DID’, (boost-buck, Cuk)

but, in other circu$t per fommnce areas, there are str$king differences. One major and distin-
guishing difference is the mm-pulsating characteristic of both input and output currents, tiereas
the buck-boost circuit has pulsating currents at both circuit ports.

Referring to FIGURE 16(d), hen the transistor Q1 is off, the energy transfer capacitor Ce is

charged by the input current through diode 01 and inductor L1. kihen 01 is turned on during tfme

0T5, the voltage of the energy transfer capacitor reverse-biases the diode, turning it off, and

the stored energy of Ce is released through Q1 to the output f i 1ter network and load. Thus,

capacitive energy transfer in the Cuk converter is fundamental to its operation just as inductive
energy is essential for operation of the other three basic converters f n FIGURES 15 and 16.

Because al 1 PU1 sat Ing currents are cant ained WI th tn the t nner triad of components and input/output
ports isolated by instantaneous current-1 imiting inductances, the Cuk structure is ideally suited
for low conducted EMI applications. As wil 1 be shown later, some extensions of this topology can
lead to the realization of a switching conversion structure that closely approximates a true dc-
to-dc transfomner.

This new conversion approach shows pranise of yielding maximum conversion performance with a mtni -
nmm of power circuit conpanents. It, therefore, has been termed optimum by many of its advocates
(reference 2).

3.3.5.2 Sme transformer isolated derivatives. The basic conversion approaches for FIGURES
15 and 16 are usually found in evolved forms for other performance reasons. For exanple, the
basic structures do not electrical lY isolate the input and output grounds. For tsolat ion, trans-
formers must be ad@d. to each of the topologies as shown in FIGURE 17.

UJ
The presence of a transfonrer places the selection of the output return terminal at the option
of the designer. Thus, the restriction of inherent tnverting or non-t nverting voltage gains is
rermved. Also, the transformer’s turn ratio can be selected to either increase or reduce volt-
age conversion gain as noted by the ideal Wuations in FIGURE 17 here

n - number of secondary turns I number of primary turns = N~ I Np

3.3.5 .2.1 Forward converter. Adding an isolation transformer to the basic buck results
in the forward converter of F I GURE 17(a). The Input energy is pushed or fed-forward to the
output and not stored as fn the case of the flyback of FIGURE 17(c). kihen the transistor con-
ducts, the output inductor current rises 1 lnearly, fed by the transfornkw secondary current via

diode Df, and f 1085 into the output capacitor and load. Ourlng this time, energy is both

transferred to the output and stored In the inductor L. Uhen the transistor 01 turns off, the
energy is kept flowing into the load by the cmnrutating diode, 01.

The transfonrer in FIGURE 17(a) has a third winding plus a serfes diode, Om, for demagnetizing

the core when the trans tstor fs off.
..

SO as not to waste this magnetizing energy, ft is returned
to the: fnput volt age source ab shtntn. This third winding is necessary in practical designs to
safely 1 tmit the peak collector-to-emitter voltage of CI1 when tt (S not conducting to nn nmre
than twice the input voltage value.

Forward converters have inherent 1ower output ripple than comparable f lyback design because of
the cant i nuous nature of the output inductor current.
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(a) Fotward converter (buck-derived) (c) Flyback converter (buck boost-derived)
(see 3.3.5.2.1) (see 3.3.5.2.3)

v

(b) Reverse converter (boost-derived) (d) Isolated Cuk converter (Cuk-derived)
(see 3.3.5.2.2) (see 3.3.5.2.4)

FIGURE 17. Transformer- isolated de-to-de converter topologies derived
From he basic structure of (o’ = l-o~.
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3.3.5 .2.2 Reverse converter. The boost derived converter of FIGURE 17(b) is an unusual
structure rarely found in power supply designs today. Bloom and Severns (reference 5) have
coined the term reverse converter to emphasize the dual nature of the structure ccinpared to
that of the forward converter show in FIGURE 17(a).

As was the case for the basic non-isolated designs of FIGuRES 15 and 16, the Input current of
the reverse converter of FIGURE 17(b) is non-pulsating, k+ile that of the forward converter is
pulsating. Ouring the times transistor Q1 is on, energy is supplied primarily by capacitor C.
Transistor Qf is always turned off ‘nhile Ql is on and vice versa. khen Qf is turned on, the

energy of inductance L is released to the output capacitor and load by transformer action through
diode 01. ,% for the forward converter, a third winding of the transformer is used to remove
magnetizing energy stored in the transformer while Qf is off. But, in contrast tO the forward

converter of FIGURE 17(a), this energy is returned to the load instead of the source to help
supply load power during those times Q1 is on.

Interestingly enough, if the magnetizing-inductance of the transformer and that of the input
inductor are proportioned correctly, the output rtpple current waveform can be made very small
since both the capacitor C and the magnetizing inductance clamp-winding of the transformer will
share the job of supplying load Power while Q1 is on and Qf is off. Thus, the reverse Structure

of FIGURE 17(b) has the design potential of obtaining low conducted EM1 on both input and output
ports.

3.3.5 .2.3 Flyback converter. In the buck-boost derived flyback converter of FIGURE 17(c),
the transformer also serves as tie inductive energy storage element. Iihen the transistor Q1 is
on, energy is stored in the primary, and diode, 01 does not conduct. IJhen Ql turns off, the
diode turns on and the energy stored in the magnetic field of the transformer is released to the
output capacitance and load via the secondary winding. Flybacks require considerable input and
output EM1 filtering since they have the same pulsating input and output currents as the basic
buck-boost

3.3.5 .2.4 Isolated Cuk converter. In the case of the isolated Cuk converter shown in
FIGURE 17(b), there are three key steps to adding the transformer to the basic non-isolated
topology as diagramed in FIGURE 18.

The first step is to separate the coupling capacitance Ce of the basic structure (see FIGURE 16(d))
into two series capacitors Cp and Cs, thus making the original symmetrical structure divisible
into two halves. as shown in FIGURE 18[a). without affectinu the ooerat ion of the converter.
The second step”is to recognize that tie’connection point b~tween these two capacitances has
an indeterminate dc (average) voltage, but that this dc volts e can be set at zero by connecting

?an inductance between this point and ground (see FIGuRE 18(b) If the inductance is large enough,
it diverts a negligible current from that passing through the series capacitors, so that the con-
verters operation is unaffected. The th{rd step is the separation of the extra inductance
into two equal transformer windings, thus providing the dc isolation, resulting in the isolated
version of the new converter shown in FIGURE lB(c).

The isolation transformer in this new converter has no dc current component in either winding
which {s a size and loss advantage over to the transformers required for the other isolated
topologies (see FIGURES 17(a), (b), and (d)). The Cuk converter can use an ungapped toroid of
square-loop material whereas the other isolated topologies require gapped cores. Therefore, the
Cuk converter’s transformer is smaller, less 10SSY, and can minimize leakage inductance (less EMI).
Reference 3 (chapter 17) discusses these comparisons and also compares stress levels on circuit
components.

3.3.5.3 Multiple switch forms. For most low and many medium power delivery applications,
the quartet of basic single-switch de-to-de converters and their first order derivatives are
usually preferred for simplicity and low component count. For higher power situations, multiple

I semiconductor switch forms are usually used. Basic push-pull and bridge topologies are usually
buck-derived (although they could be derived from the other three single-switch basic converters).
New variations of the basic multi-switch approaches show desirable features.
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3.3.5 .3.1 Push-pull buck-derived. The nmst familiar of the two-transistor converter
structures is the push-pull topology shown in FIGuRE 19. As verified by the accompanying
voltage waveform at the input to the L-C filter network, this push-pull converter is a meuber
of the buck-derived family and has an ideal voltage gain Identical to the forward converter of
FIGURE 178, or Vo/V =nD. The presence of two sets of alternating conversion switches (C21

and 01, 02 and 02) allows the average current levels in each set to be reduced by 50 percent
fran the single-switch basic approaches. k’hen both transistors in FIGURE 19 are off, both
secondary diodes work in parallel to comnut ate the output inductor current, allowing it to be
continuous tn form.

Each converter transistor in FIGURE 19 will ideally see no more than twice the value of the input
voltage (2V) when in an off state. Uhen the value of V is large, alternate primary switch arrange-
ments are often used, such as the single-ended half-bridge verston shown in F16URE 20 or the full-
bridge topology of FIGURE 21.

3.3.5 .3.2 Half-bridge push-pull buck-derived. In the case of the half-bridge network,
d{vision of the input voltage is performed by capacitors Cl and C2 in FIGURE 20, where Cl equals
C2 in value. The common connection point of these capacitors, therefore, muSt be at an average
potential of V12. Therefore, the peak off voltage seen by each of the transistors is V in con-
trast to 2V for the basic push-pull circuit of FIGURE 19. However, for the same secondary output
power, the average primary current and, hence, transistor currents are twice those in the basic
push-pull arrangement. Because the two division capacitors are asked to handle large rim currents,
they are often large and expensive.

3.3.5 .3.3 Full-bridge push-pull buck-derived. The full-bridge eliminates the need for
the capacitors and, therefore, is a scmewhat more economical and definitely more volume efficient
approach. It is illustrated in FIGURE 21. Here, on alternate half-cycles, diagonally opposite
transistors Q1 and Q2 or Q3 and Q4 are simultaneously turned on. Therefore, the voltage V across
the primary of the transformer Tl will change polarity with every half-cycle of operation. Like
the half-bridge circuit, no transistor ideally sees more than V when in an off State.

3.3.5 .3.4 Shortcomings of basic push-pull designs. The push-pull converter and the two
variations Just described have sane major shortcomings from a practical desfgn ViewPO{nt and,
if not compensated for, can cause permanent damage to the major transistor switch networks. In
FIGURE 19, transistors Q1 and Q2 can never be perfectly electrically-matched and differences in

- ‘switching speed and voltage drop between then can produce imbalances in primary currents in the
transformer. The imbalance can cause transformer saturation, ultimately destroying the trans-
istors. In the half-bridge circuit of FIGURE 20, overlap in switching one transistor off and
the other one on can effectively short the input voltage source, resulting in high-surge currents
and possible transistor dernage. The full-bridge converter of FIGURE 21 has the same potential
imbalance and overlap problems as the other two variations.

To eliminate the possibility of primary transistor damage frcan overlapping conduction or com-
ponent-induced imbalances, protective circuit measures are required. The protective circuits
employed are frequently elabora~e, inefficient and costly. Approaches potentially more cOst-
effective are discussed in 3.3.5.3.5.

●
3.3.5 .3.5 Variations of the basic multi-switch approach. Two topologies are known which

can inherently l?mit the fl w of instantaneous primary current and still exhibit the des{red volt-
age gain and power-sharing features of the basic structure of FIGURE 19. One is referred to as
the Ueinberg Converter and the other the Severns Converter. Both approaches show inherent advan-
tages in their stress-reduction and current-limiting capabilities and are described in detail
in reference 5.
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FIGURE 20. Single ended or half-bridge version of the
buck-derived push-pull converter.
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FIGURE 21. Full-bridge version of the buck-derived

push-pull converter.
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● SECTIW 4. EMI CREATED BY AC TO OC RECTIFICATION.

Rectif {cation in pewer SUPP1 (es causes the ~nPut u I fne to set up har’monlcs which not only adver-
sely affect sens!t Ive Iocds on the same input 1 fne but also decrease the power fcctor. For these
reasons several ❑il Itary Speclf IcA Ionshave been amended to lower the perdsslble em fsstons of
these harmonics. 7hese specifications are discussed In relatlon to the types and magnitudes of
the dSSiOnS Ohtalned wfth smc cmmmkn rect!ff catton architectures. Approaches used to reduce
these emlsslons are evaluated. Also, this hatibook speclf!es certa!n revisions of the spe:tfica-
tlons ad standards. some of filch have been changed.

4.1 Introduction. Ilarimnlc currents of the ac frequency (for exmnple, 60 Hz) are conducted
on the Input 1! ne of ac to dc power suppl {es due to the nonl Inearlty of the ract If lcatlon pr=ess.
Regardless of whether a dissipative or su{tchfnginode regulator !s used, Conversion frcm ac to dc
wil 1 generate harmonic currents due to rect {f {cdtlon. To the extent that the more ef f Icf ent regu-
lators require less source pewer (maybe less than half), a swltchfng-regul ator wil I result in
lcmer amplitude hanmn!c currents than a ceu!para.ble less efffcient dissipative type power supply.
7he magnltudas of indlv{dual harrmnlcs depend upon the rect4ftCat10n architecture. Altheugh Se
of the cotrncw!ly used topologies generate less EMl than others, even the better designs ecnit har-
.mnic enisslons 6bove the 1 Imits of several ❑il Itary specff Icat fon requlrcamts.

4.2 Basic rectfffer cctlon. The possible canf!gurs.tlons for ractfffer clrcutts are ❑anifold.
The most w~y used, however, are bridge circuits either for single-phase or three-phase power
suppl {es. Of kportmce to EMI are other VarfatlOnS in the rectification system, such as the
follwing ch.crccterlstics:

Ulether or not en Input transfornwr Is used (sw{tching-wde power SUPPI Ies
frequency ~1 t the Input transformer)

b. k%ether or not phase-control led rect if Icatfon !s used (a ccmzmnl y used type of
swftchlng-mode regulation for high pawer appl feat Ions)

c. klether the load Is pr(martly trntuctlve or capccttlve (pure resistive 10@ds
require energy storage to rccmve undestrcd rlpDle)

4.2.1 Pulse number. The ripple voltage at the dc terminals Is an @OrtS41t faCtOr In
Influencing the choice cnd des!gn of the rectlfler. The smaller the magnitude and the higher
the frequewy, the cheaper {t is to filter the r!pple to spaclfied tolerances.

The ratio of the fundamental frequency of the dc rfpple to the M SUPPIY frWueflCY is CmOIY
cal led the pul Se nwcber. Most single-phase rect If Iers are two-pulse, and nnst three-phase recti-
fiers are s!x-pul se.

4.2.2 S!mollfying assunp t!ons. Initially, the analysts of a rectifier circuit usually
asmnas m @ealized version of the c!rcuit (reference 6). Practtcal deviations can then be
cdded as needed. Oesfgn tcbles are almost aliiays based on the assmpt Ions 1 Isted belew:

a. Swf tches have no vo It age drop or leakage current

b. Instantaneous sw$tchtng

c. Sfnusoldal voltage source

d. Constant dc current over each c~le (an in flnlte Inductive filter)

4.2.3 S!nqle-phase half-wave rect{fler. Although the half -wava diede rectifier is used
only for s-e simple low power aepl icat Ions, it nevertheless permits a nutier of useful principles
to be explalned In their $l~lest terms (reference 7). Shnpl {fyi

“?
asswzpt tons a, b, c of 4.2.2

are cdopted but assumption d of 4.2.2 is not valld for this one-pu se c!rcu!t.

4.2.3.1 Resistive load. If the load Is purely resistive, the output V01t8ge waVefOnn
const$ts of ha~f-c~les of a sine wave separated by half-cycles of zero output voltcge. The
current wavefotm is identical in shape to the voltage waveform and both are depicted In
FIGWE 22.
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FIGURE 22. Single-phase half-wave rectifier.
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● 4.2.3.2 Inductive load or filter. If the load is purely inductive, the waveforms change
cons Iderdb 1y (see F16UAE 22)

f
Durin the first half cycle, the current but Ids up frcsn zero to a

peak value and energy has be~ trans erred frcm the ac source ke the fnductor. The diede con-
tinues to conduct throughout the second half-cycle, durfng whfch the output voltage is n~atlve
and the total energy stored tn the !nductor Is returned to the ac l!ne. At the end of each full
cycle the tetal net energy transfer Is zero (far a Iossles$ lndw.Xor). Since the diode Conducts
continuously, the load voltage IS identical to the ac seurce voltqe.

In pract Ice, the inductor Is not lossless but has at least sme series resistance (F16URE 23).
At the end of the first half cycle. the current is less than for the pure Inductor because of
the volt qe drop and consequent power 10sS f n R. During the second half cycle, R continues to
dissipate Power as long as current flows. Since there !s less total energy to return to the ac
line, current always ceases before the second half cfile Is Cmleted.

As LIR Increases, the delay in ccmzut at Ion increases end the current waveform approaches a Sfne
wave (plus a dc cmponent). However, sfnce the peak current cannot exceed 2V/ III L. the induct-

ance cannot be increased sufficiently to Mld the currsnt constant as requtred by simplifying
assinnptbm 4.2.2d.

If the intent of the rectlfler is to get maxima pewt?r trmsfer Into the load, the flow of power
back into the ~ llne fs undestreble. This reverse flm can be prevented by placlng a fremrheeling
or by-pass diode across the output to conduct tienever the output voltqe trtes ke ga nqatlve.
The energy stored In L then discharges Into R rather than be$ng returned to the S4 l!fle. The
freewheeling dlcde helps prevent the load current frem ever going to zero, and thereby reduces
the ripple.

4.2.3.3 Capacitive load or filter. If the load is purely capacitive, the Ioad voltage
charges up to lh e peak voltqe and t hereafter current ceases.

a
when a capacitor is connected in par.al Iel with a resistive losd, as shobn In FIWRE 24, the
cspecitor tends to CuQoth the ripple in output voltage, but the current (in the dicde) occurs
In brief spikes. During the initiai chergfng thus the capacitor voltage, V, reaches a value
equal to the ma imizn input voltage. Uhen the supply voltage falls, the capacitor discharges
through the load rest stor. Current is, therefore, maintained in the load during the period
hen the input voltage is fal Iing to zero and also during the negative half-cycle.

Because current Is ❑aintained through the resister *@n the diode is not conduct ifig, the average
dc value is increased. and the ripple fector is decreased. The diode condurts only during the
time when the input voltage !s greater than the capacitor voltage. Ourtng this conduction tfme
the diode ❑ust supply current to the loed and also supply the capaclter wfth the charge necessary
to ❑aint ai n the {ncrease in average current to the load. Thus the d Iede current, 1, must be very
hfgh dur!ng its conduction period.

4.2.4 Single-phase full-wave rectifiers. me mbst c-n typs of ful l-wave rectif fer is the
bridge-r-t ffier. As shorn in FI~ 25 tt may be used without a transfonz=?r and this IS a major
advantqe compared to the two-diode full-wave rect if !er. However. this mtvantage IS only practlcs.1
for switch lng+mde pbwer SUPPI ies where isolation Is core cost-effect !vely achieved with a trsms-
former at the higher switching frequency. Single-phase ful l-wave diode rect If iers are two-pulse
circutts sfnce the fundamental ripple frequency Is tw!ce the at supply frequency.

4.2.4.1 Resistive lmd. If the load is Purely resistive. the dc voltage consists of
successive hal~-cytles of a sine wave, and the dc current has the same wavefomd as the vOltiIge.
The at llne current is the s- as the dc current except that alternate half cycles are reversed
{n pblarlty. lhus the & line current is purely slnuteidal with no harmonic content--no EM.
Hnnever, this current has limited pract Ic.11 value because of the large r!pple In the dc output
voltsge. FIWAE 25 shows the circuits for both types of ful l-wave rectifiers snd the waveforms
*lch are the sms for both circu!ts.
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FIGURE 23. Single-phase half-wave rectifier - R/L load.
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FIGURE 24. Single-phase half-wave rectifier - CR load.
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FIGURE 25. Two-pulse rectifier circuits.
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4.2.4.2 Inductive input filter (critical inductance . FIGURE 26 shows the effects of
Inductance in series with t he load In two cases. In the Irst case, the inductance is big
enough to have an appreciable smoothing effect but smal 1 enough that the ripple is sti 11
significant. An approximate value for this inductance is R@ (reference 7). The ac line
current is no longer sinusoidal. The inductance has reduced the harmonic content of the load
current by increasing the harmonic content of the ac source current. In the second case, the
series inductance is increased unti I it is much larger than RIuI. The rtpple across the load
is now insignificant, and simplifying assumption 4.2.2d is valid. The inductance has totally
r-moved the harmon!c content of the load voltage and current, but the ac current wavef Onn has
becane a square wave.

Unless otherwise stated, rmst rectifier analyses assume these idealized conditions

These inductive input-filter conditions also apply then one or mare LC sections are used as the
input filter. As a minimum, a critical value of inductance exists that assures continuous current
in the inductor. For a single LC filter two-pulse circuit, the inductance must be large enough
so that uLc/R is greater than or equal to .35 (reference 8). Lc is called critical inductance

and assures continuous current in the inductor.

4.2.4.3 Capactive input filter. !dhen a capacitor is connected in parallel with the load
of a full-wave rectif ier, as shown fn FIGuRE 27, the percent of ripple is decreased. Since the
capacitor is charged to peak input voltage twice per cycle, the resultant average voltage across
the load is higher than if a half-wave rectifier were used with the same RC load. Here as in
the half-wave rectifier the line current is pulsating and high to supply sufficient charge to
the capacitor.

4.2.5 Three-phase rectifiers. The pulse nmnber of a single-phase rectifier cannot be
increased beyond two. he other hand, the pulse number of a pmlyphase rectifier may be made
arbitrarily high by various interconnections of transformer windings. Half-wave, full-wave,
bridge, and many other configurations are possible, but the most widely used are bridge CirCuitS
because they better utilize the transformer windings or eliminate the need for a transformer.
The most commn multi phase rectifiers are supplied fran a three-phase source and use a three-
phase bridge (6-pulse) circuit.

4.2.5.1 Inductive input filter (critical induct ance~. If bridge rectifiers are used for
three-phase pwer sources, he transformer is optional for switch ing+tmde regulators (see FIGURE 28).
The three-phase bridge rectifier has a pulse number of 6 (less ripple to filter), and as will be
shown in the next section less harmonic distortion of the input current. FIGURE 28 shows two
possibilities for the line current wave f0tm5 depending on tiether or not a transfonrier is used
and on the type of transform-w. Both three-phase waveforms contain identical harnmnics (in
number and amplitude) but the phases of the individual harmonics do not correspond, hhich
explains the differences in the waveforms.

Here again, as for the single phase case, the idealized waveform is assumed hen one or mare
sections of LC filters with sufficient filtering is used. The critical inductance for six-
pulse circuits requires a minimum of .01 for inLc/R---so that Lc can be much smaller
(reference 8).

NOTE: The LC filter is preferred for switching-mode power supplies because it also does a better
Job of decreasing the switching frequency and its harmonics on the power line. 1. fact, a two-
stage filter is even more advantageous. It is lighter in weight than a single-stage filter *en
both are optimally designed to meet identical peaking, attenuation and efficiency requirements
(references 9 and 10). However, men using LC input filters (of one or more stages) with switching-
mode regulators, care must be taken to prevent instability (see 3.3.4.2 and APPENDIX B). Input
filter stability considerations also apply to single-phase, half-wave and other multi-phase recti-
fiers.

4.2.5.2 Capacitive input filter. As for single phase, a capacitive filter results in pulsat-
ing and high currents. Theoretically less capacitance is required to obtain a level of filtering
ccinparable to the single-phase case. Frequently very large capacitors are used to keep the dc bus
within the voltage regulation range of the control ctrcult. It is cheaper than using an inductive
input fflter. Also the capacitance of some electrolyttcs vary a great deal with temperature so
large C’s are used to provide sufficient capacitance even den hot. However, the larger the
capacitor, the narrower and higher are the line current Pulses.
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FIGURE 26. Effects on inductance on waveforms of two-pulse
rectif ier (voltage across inductance shown shaded).
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FIGURE 27. Two-pulse rectifier circuit - RC load.
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4.2.6 Resultant harmonic spectrums. As the previous paragraphs have shown, rectifiers
followed by either inductive or capacitive input filters cause the line current to be dis-
torted. By applying Fourier analysis these non-sinusoidal line currents can be broken up into
sinusoids, a fundamental and harmonics. It is the number and amplitudes of the harmonics
that determine the non-sinusoidal waveshape (see APPENDIX D).

If p is the pulse number and f is the source frequency, the only harmonics present in the input
current (in addition to f) occur at (np il)f, n=l ,2,3, . . . . . The amplitude of each harmonic current,
relative to the fundamental current, is inversely proportional to its order (that Is, to np *1)
for ideal diode rectifiers (reference 7). That is, the pulse number determines which harmonics
of f are present but does not change the relative amplitude of a given hannontc if present (see
TABLE IV) .

However, for non-ideal capacitive loads higher anpl itudes are present particularly for the lower
order harnmnics. Two-pulse and six-pulse spectrums wi 11 be examined (single-pulse spectrums are
so high they should be 1 imited to very low power devices if used at al 1 ).

4.2.6.1 Two-pulse 1 ine current spectrums. For the ideal infinite inductive filter, harrrmnic
amplitudes can easily be predicted frcm the rule in 4.2.6. The waveform (see FIGURE 26) is a
square wave containing only odd harmonics (33 percent third, 20 percent fifth, 14 percent seventh,
and so forth). For capacitive and LC filters cunputat tons are more difficult. Therefore the CAO
SPICE-2 canputer program was used. The program only canputes the first nine harmonics. FIGURE 29
shows the results for two values of capacitance wfth the sane resistive load. The large C,
2650 micro farad (IIF), produces B6 percent third harmonic. Also shown on the figure is the 3 per-
cent maximum allowable specification limit (to be discussed in more detail later on).

FIGURE 30 shows the results of adding inductance to the large C. Considerable improvement is
obtained and for L . 13 mint henry (mH) the results appear to be similar to the ideal filter
(critical inductance calculates to be 9 mH, see 4.2.4.2).

4. Z.6.2 Six-pulse line current spectrums. The ideal rectification spectrum is shown $n (
FIGURE 31 for t he six-pulse case. Triplen harmonics (multiples of three) no longer exist and
so the lowest is the fifth (ZO percent). Also shown are the specified 3 percent harmonic
current 1 imits. SPICE-2 canputat ions were made using the same values of C (see FIGURE 3Z). For
C-Z650 PF, the fifth harmonic reached 90 percent. However, a 13 mH inductor brought the fifth ● :
down to 21 percent close to the ideal situation. A smaller inductor may stil 1 achieve close to
the ideal harmonic values since CRITICAL inductance is now .3 mH (see 4. Z.5.1). The inductance
also includes any parasitic wiring and transformer leakage inductances. I

4.3 Other rectification EM1 sources. In the real world, cmnp-anents are not ideal. Even I
for large inductive fi lters the waveshape ts, of course, not a zero rise time step but more like
a trapezoid with sane rounding of the corners. Spikes occur in the waveshape during diode I
recovery. A del tberate change in waveshape occurs if phase control regulation is used. i

4.3.1 Rise/fall time effects. The typical current risettme is on the order of one or two
microseconds (PS) without a transformer, and approximately ZOO PS with a transformer (the leakage

[

inductance slows down the rise (fall) times). A Fourier analysis of this trapezoidal waveshape I
compared to the rectangular wavesh ape indicates a more rapid diminishing of harmonics above a
frequency, llt, (where t is the rise time). A 40 dB per decade drop-off compared to a ZO dB i
per decade drop-off starting at a lower frequency for the slower rise time (see FIGURES 33 and 34
and APPENOIX O, Section 10). I

4.3. Z Oiode recovery spike. Uhereas the rise/fal 1 time effects decrease the higher fre- 1
quency harmonics, the rectifier diode recovery spike increases them. Effectively the spike
Fourier harmonics are superimposed on the basic Fourier spectrum. For bridge rectifiers the 1

spike harmonics beccme noticeable usual lY between 50 kHz and Z MHz. The current spikes are
nmre pronounced with a transformer.

4.3.3 Phase controlled rectifiers. As discussed in 3.Z.3, if phase controlled switching-
mode regulators are used, they create additional 1 tne frequency harmonic distortion. As shown
In FIGURE 3, circuit designs are available to decrease individual harmonics md total harinnnlc
distortion.
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TABLE IV. Harmonics in input current for ideal diode rectifiers.

HARMONICS OCCUR AT (n P ~ 1) f, n=l, 2, 3.. .

IP = PULSE NUMBER
AMPLITUDES = WI WHERE f = SOURCE FREQUENCY

I FUND = FUNDAMENTAL
CURRENT

FOR EXAMPLE: FOR P = 6

HARMONIC #

5

7

11

etc.

AMPLITUDE

!3g4Q

FUND

+

etc.
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100 r r r , 1

3 5 7 9

HARMONIC CURRENT NUMBER

❑ C = 2650 PF, IFUND = 30A (wak)

❑ C = 265 pF, IFUND - 20A (peak)

❑ SPECIFIED HARMONIC
CURRENT LIMITS

Harmonic line currents, two-pulse rectifier - RC load
(computed using program) .

3 5 7 9

HARMONIC CURRENT NUMBER
L = 0,0 mH

❑ l ,UND.30A ❑ L.13nlH

peak IFLIND -16A

w
L-1.3mH ❑SpECIFIEr;ARMONIC
IFUND = 27A

CURRENT LIMITS
peak

FIGURE 30. Harmonic 1 ine currents, two-pulse rectifier - RC/L load
(computed using SPICE program).
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HARMONIC CURRENT NUMBER

FIGURE 31. Harmonic 1 ine.cur~eflts, six-pulse rectifier -

100 r m
L - 13m14. C-2450”F

❑ IFUND-21 A&
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.—
5 ?

HARMONIC cURRENT NUMBER

FIGURE 32. Harmonic 1 ine currents, six-pulse rectifier-RC/L load
]computed using program).
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FIGURE 33. Normal i zed conducted frequency spectrum of a f ul 1-
wave brld 9e rectifier without transformer.
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Ificat!on requirements. Severdl m!lltcry specifications place a 3 percent
ude of cny hartmmtc current for power supplles drab’lng power above one kilovolt

mnperes (kVA) for 60 HZ or atwve 0.2 kVA for 400 Hz (reference 12). Harmonic CurrentS distort
the et voltage waveform through the source Snd distrtbutlon system Impedance. limiting hmmmic
currents to 3 percent bmpl ltude (for the htgher powered equlprent), is based on keeping the total
harmonic voltage distortion on the ship power systes within 5 percent end the 8nplitude of enY
single hercmntc within 3 perCent. There em several undesirable effects of excessive henmnfc
voltage distortion.

4.4.1 Problems frem excesstve harwnlcs. The dfstorted voltege CM cause problems in
poorly des{gned electronic equlpuent, Increased power losses in emtors cnd other ❑agnetic
devices, reduced torque in hfgh-efficiency ImJuctfon nntors, and excitation of undesirable
vibration modes through electrical -chmlcal COUPI Ings. Furthenmre, a dlsttsrted waveform
can ect as o drlvlng source for hull currents In ships. Similar problems CM be created by
Ion frequecty henrmnlc lfne-currents generating magnet{c fields btich couple into other 1 Ines
or equipzent.

4.4.1.1 Structure (hul 1) currents. StrWtUre currents !n shfps cicn create problem In
sensttlve equipment. Extensive investigations mere conductd to identify, to deterdne the causes
end to ffnd solutfons for this problem. lhe structure currents were found co be caused by 1e.rge
line-to-chassfs F.NI filters feeding harwonlcs to the structure. For exmple, tests on the USS
2111TARR0 400 Hz power line showed that capacftl.e-input f Ilter type power SUPPI fes were causing
large structure currents through 1 Ine-to-ground ccpacftors of cpproxfmately 135 PF per phase.
The switching-frequency rmwer SUPP1 ies were ❑ejor offenders but m: primarily frchn their
switching frequency hcrmonlcs. They were supplying excessive rectlffcatlon hernmnics because
they ussd Ccpccftlve-input filters. (NOTE: In the past, It has been very cormn for switch fng-
UOde power Suppl{es to be ales! ned w!th Capectt!ve-tnput filters.

?
Nowever, as dtscussed In 5.2.3

either one or two-stage L-C fl ters ere recmamded to sufficiently attenuate the Cend!xted
swltch!ng-frequency 1 Ine current. ) Altheugh rect If Icat Ion haruonics eppecr to be the ❑ajor source
of structure currents, sui tching-f requenty heromtcs, t f present. w{ 1 I also cause structure
currents.

We of the selutlons rec.cmiretied Include: a. Isolation tramfomer$. b. 1 fne-to-l fne f{ lters.
c. multl -phase transfonrers to reduce harmonic I-eIS. and d. llmltlfq Ifne to ~ass{s ceP~ftY
fn 2NI f Ilters (!!11-s10-461 now speclf Ies I Ine-to-ground ccpacltance not ta exceed 0.1 IIF for
60 Hz equipmts or 0.02 IIF for 400 Hz equ!pnents). New sOlutlOnS to reduce rectlflcatton hcr-
tmn!cs ere be!ng developed (see 4.5.2).

4.4.1.2 Power fector. Another dlscdvantage of hammnfc currents Is that theY decrease
the power f.3Ct0r Of th e systcm. Power f e.ctor Is un{versel 1y def Ined as the rat {o of the
average or real power in watts passing through the termfnals to the eppc.rent voltanpcreS,
[rcat-mecns-square (rms) volts tlces rms 6TPS] at the terminals. A maxim!nn value of tnIlty power
fector IS cthleved d!en the $nstanteneous voltage and current at the Clrcutt tenrdnals are to
the-phase at every Instant of the cycle. Uhen a sinusoidal voltage !s .3PPl led to a nonlinear
clrcult the current Is perlodlc but non-sinusoidal. Average power Is transferred frc+n the
supply to the loed only by the ccabinatlon of sinusoidal supply voltege and fundamental
harnmntc of the current. lherefore, an expression for power fcctor can be conveniently split
Into two cmponents (reference 1 1).

(Displ acme.: factor) (O\stOrt !0. factor)

tiere PF . power factor for non-sinusoidal supply currents (assutdng Sinusoidal supply
voltage)

a c dlsplacemtent engle between supPlY voltage snd fundm?ntal current

If . rms value of fundamental supply current

It . rms value of total supply current (cumcter)

me mn.sinuseldal It can be shobn. Fourier enaly$ls to be ccmpesed of a Slnusoldal fundamental

and sinusoidal harmonics; so that It {s equivalent to the square root of the sw of the squares

of the rms values of al 1 the Fourier components.

Thus, the greater the nuder end mrplftude of hmmenlcs ebove the fund.mefkal, the lower the
power fector, requirfng the source to supPly mre voltmperes--e costly requtresn?nt.
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4.4.2 DoO-STD- 1399, Section 300. Thfs milltary standard, the Interface Standard for
Shtpboard Systems, Electric Power, was issued I August 1978 to supersede MIL-STD-1399,
Section 103. Paragraph 6.2.7 of GuD-STD- 1399, Section 300 reads as follows:

“Hanmnic current. The operation of equipment shall be designed to have minimum harmonic
distortion effect on the electrical system. The operation of such equipment with the following
specified ratings shall not cause harmonic line currents to be generated that are greater than
3 percent of the unit’s full load funds-mental current between the 2nd and 32nd harmonic.

Frequency of power source (Hz) Rating of unit

1 kVA or more
4:: 0.2 kVA or more

on other than a
single-phase,
115.vOlt source

400 2 anperes or more
on a single-phase,
115-volt source

Additionally, currents with frequencies from the 32nd harmon!c through 20-kHz shall not exceed
100/n percent of the unit’s rated full load fundamental current, where n is the harmonic multiple
number. Units with power ratings less than those specified above shall be current Ernplitude
llm\ted such that no individual harmonic line current from the 2nd harmonic through 20-kHz exceeds
a magnitude of 100/n percent of the unit’s full load fundamental current. ”

●

By no coincidence the lln fall-off rate corresponds to the fall-off rate of the ideal filter.
Therefore, for the lower power units using a highly inductive input filter, no additional low
frequency filtering should be necessary.

4.4.3 MI L-E-16400G, Pmendment 1. This is the General Specification for Electronic, Interior
Carnnun icati on, and Navigation Equipment for Naval Ship and Shore. The amendment, dated 1 Oecenber
1976, specifies in paragraph 3.5.10 essentially the sam requirement as for DoO-STO-1399. In
addition, paragraph 4.8.5.11 specifies the following test conditions: m

‘Harmonic current. Equfpment shall be tested to determine conformance with 3.5.10, hen operating
in the mode that generates the highest input current harmonics. The power source shall not have
a harmonic voltage content in percent rms at my frequeocy which is greater than 25 percent of
the allowable harmonic current at any frequency. The accuracy of measurement of harmonic currents
shall be Plus or minus 5 percent of the harmonjc being measured. ”

NOTE: Two other specifications also were modified to include similar harmonic current limits;
MI L-F-18870 E(oS), dated 25 April 1975, and MI L-T-28800B, Amendment 1, dated 20 .3u1Y 1977.

4.4.4 MIL-STD-461, CEOI requirement. This military standard specifies the Electromagnetic
Emissions and Wsceptib i lit y Requirements for the Control of Electromagnetic Interference. CEOI
is the Conducted Emissfons Requfrenent for Power and Interconnecting Leads, Low Frequency (up to
15 kHz). Other requirements such as CE03 (.015 MHz to 50 MHz) and REOI (magnetic radiation,
.03 kHz to 50 kHz) are also affected by harmonic currents but these requirements are discussed
in Section 5. MI L-STO-461E, dated I April 1980 is divided into ntne categories of equipment and
subsystsm classes for limit requirements. A CEO1 requirement is imposed on equipments installed
tn critical areas such as the platforms s.pec{f ied in 4.4.4.1 and 4.4.4.2.

4.4.4.1 Surface ships and submarines. For ac power leads, FIGURE 35 specifies the limits.
The limtts are very similar to th ose of OOO-STD- 1399 with a few small variations. For the higher
powered equipment, 90 dB micros’npere (PA) corresponds to 3 percent tien the dB relaxation equat iOn
is used (120 d!3pA is one anp). Likewise for the fall-off rates, except that 23 dB per decade is
used {nStead of 20 dB per decade (the dB equivalent of lln). The maximum variation occurs at
15 kHz here for MI L- STD.461B, the limit is 7 dB tfghter. TABLE V compares these ac limits to
the similar limits imposed by 290-STO-1399, Section 300 and MI L-E-16400.

For dc power and interconnecting leads (see FIGURE 36), the Tfm$ts start at 30 Hz at 120 dBvA
remaining at this dB level until 400 Hz and then falling off at 42 dB per decade again with dB
relaxation for currents over one anp. These limits correspond to the MI L- STO-461A, Notice 1 limits
hhich, however, are not relaxed for currents over one anp. These Iiinits (see FIGuRE 36) are looser
than the preceding ac 60 Hz limits (see FIGURE 35) mtil 4 kHz at which POlnt they beccane tighter.
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LIMIT SHALL BE OETERMINEO AS FOLLOWS

1. For devices operating< the ttated ratings, use the limit lines connecting
point e, c and f and g, d and h for 60 end 400 HZ equipments and sub-
systems, respectively.

2. For dav”ti operating > neted retings, the limits are:
a. For S0 Hz equipment: Use the limit line connecting points e, b, c

and f.
b. For400 Hz atwipmant: U$a the limit line connecting rtoincz b, c. d.

and h.
3. For equipmanm and subsystems with Ioed curremt >1 ampera, tha

limit shall be rolatsd as follows:
dB relaxation= 20 log (load currum)..

FIGURE 35. Lfmit for CEO1 ac leads, MI L-STO-461B, part 5.
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TABLE V. Military limits for harmonic line currents - 60 Hz power source.

N - HARMONIC
NUMBER

I < IKVA

000-S10-1399
SECTION 300

. <y

ANO UP TO 20 kHz
MI L-E-16400 G (20dB PER OECAOEI
AMENDMENT-1

MI L-sTO-461B, cE-01 ● 23dB PER

SURFACE SFIIRS. OECAOE

SUBMARINES. ANO UP TO 15 kHz
NAVV GROUNO
FACILITIES

FUND = AMPLITUDE OF
FuNDAMENTAL

CURRENT

IKVAOR MORE

● < 3% FuNO

UP TO 1.92 kHz

FUND
● <— FROM

N
1.92 kHz TO 20 kHz

● <90 dBpA (cORRESKkNOS
TO 3% WITH dB RELAXATION)
UP TO 1,2 kHz

● 23 dB PER OECADE
FROM 1.2 kHz TO
15 kHz
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4.4.4.2 Aircraft, spacecraft and qround facilities. The CEO1 requirement has only I imited
aPPl tcabi 1 ity for these classes of equi~ent and, except for Navy ground facilities, a looser limit ●
is used starting at 130 dBpA (similar to MI L-STO-461A, Notice 3) Navy ground facility limits
correspond to surface ship and submarine limits stated in 4.4.4.1.

4.5 Approaches to reduce rectifier harmonics. Two and six pulse power supPl ies drawing
less than 1 kAlf~ Hz) and using a highly inductive input filter
(see FIGURE 31) wf 11 meet the l/n fa!l-off 1 imit of the three military speclf ications. However,
equipment requiring higher power WI 11 not meet the 3 percent 1 imit without additional bulky
components or new approaches.

4.5.1 Standard solutions. The control of harmonic currents ts not a new subject. It has
been theoretical lY and experimental lY investigated for m!nre than fifty years. In 1974, after
static power converters had been in use about ten years and promised to be increasingly used in
industry and hune, the IEEE formed a committee to develop a guide for harnmnic control and
react ive compensat ion of status power converters. This work was published in April 1981 as
IEEE Std 519-1981, (reference 13).

Various approaches are being employed to reduce harmonic currents, including the use of 12, 18,
and 24 pulse rectification, the use of harmonic traps, the use of large low-pass filters, and
the use of active techniques that add or subtract power to the 1 ine to cancel harmonic currents
(act ive filters). These approaches, in general, increase the size, weight, and complexity of
the electronic equipment power supply and can cause other problem.

4.5.1.1 Low pass filters. Brute force low-pass filtering of the fifth harmonic in 60 Hz
systems (300 Hz) to three percent can result in a filter 1 arger than an of f-1 ine switch ing-nmde
power supply. In addition, as discussed in reference 14, the ef feet of power factor vari at ions
on filter gain at the line frequency, especially at higher line currents, is totally unacceptable.
The interaction of the input filter with the switching-mode power supPlY output filter has to be
careful lY examined to prevent degradat ion of the output impedance of the power supply or the
sttii I ity margin of the feedback loop (see APPENOIX B).

4.5.1.2 Shunt f i Iters. Series-tuned shunt filters, sometimes Cal led harmonic traps, are
also large, ccmnplex for mult infrequency inputs, not completely effect Ive for variat ions in 1 ine
frequency, and can cause system instabilities. Also, a contractor uses them at considerable
risk to his field reliability. If another power user neglects to reduce his harmonics, they
are absorbed by the harmonic trap of the contractor who uses this approach, over stressing and
often destroyf ng the f 1Iter components. There has been 1 imited success in adding a shunt filter
to a group of 400 Hz equipments to reduce the harmonic currents (reference 15). The problem is
that the filter appears to have to be individually sized and designed, or at least extensively
tested, in each application.

4.5.1.3 Harmonic compensation or injection. Hatmanic injection techniques are discussed
in reference 13 and alsc APPENOIX D of reference 16. These active filters can become very
ccmplex and heavy if al 1 major harmonics are to be reduced over a large load range.

4.5.1.4 Ferroresonant transformers. Ferroresonant transformers have successful ly been
used to reduce the harmonics below three percent (reference 14). The disadvantages are those
tYPical of the ferroresonant approach (see 3.2.2). That is, the transformer is 1 arger than a
conventional transformer and requires a fairly large resonant capacitor in addition. If the
ferret-esonant transformer is also used to regulate, the output voltage varies with frequency
by a transfer ratio of about 1.7. This is a minor disadvantage when used on a major utility
where frequency variations are rare but more of a consideration on ships here frequency varia-
tions can be expected. Also, power factor may be poor and regulation may be a strong function
of power factor.

●
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4.5.1.5 !tult!phase rectification. U!th a three-phase tnput, multl phase rectification is
achieved by Interconnecting the secondary of a power line trmsfonmer to fve 12, 18, or 24-Pulse

?rectification. The first harmonic tn 24 pulse rectification is the 23rd 1380 Hz for 60 Hz power)
snd has an smpl itude of 4.3 percent of the fundamental, fairly close to the three percent 1 fmlt.
The problsm is that a pcmr line transformer is needed which, for 60 Hz power, !s larger than an
of f-1 ine suitching-de power supply. and the transforn’er volts amperes (VA) rating needed is
more than double that of the needed power because of the poor ut !1 izat Ion of the secondary
w!ndings.

The most FQpular !nultl-pulSe rectification is e parallel SIX phese full-wave arrangement with a
wye and delta secondary. This eliminates the 5th and 7th harmonic making the llth the first
harmmnic of concern (nine percent amplitude). This increases the transformer VA from 1.05 for
a conventional bridge to 1.43. A trade-off study indicates ❑uch better configurations are
available (reference 7) such as the six phase center-tapped rfn connected trsmsfonm?r tiich

?decreases the trmsfornm VA to 1.03 rather than increasing it reference 18).

If Isolation is not required. then an auto-transfonuer configuration can be used with a considerable
savings in size. reduced acoustic hum, and reduced stray magnetic f Ield. An excel lent discussion
of the m=?rits of this approach Is In reference 19.

For sh!ps. the best way to use the multi-pulse method is to explolt the characteristics of the
shfp electrical system Canbined with the ccabat Systcm. The present state-of-the-art In off-
line Sw!tchfng-de pmer SUPP1 ies strongly favors using 115V rather than 440V as the input
-r to the power supply. Since a transfonwr !s needed scme place in the systcm to make this
transfonnat Ion, It can be used with multi-pulse rect If ication to provide 155V dc to the of f-1 ine
switching mode powsr SUPP1 ies. These power SUPP1 ies wi 1 I operate frm 115v ac or 155V dc equal lY
well. If a transformer-rectifier schans such as the six phase center-tapped ring COnnected
transfomr can be used. the three percent I Imlt can be met with no size or weight Penalty to
the cc@ I ned sh 1P and co’chat system (reference 17).

●
Several pranis ing new techniques have been conceived and are in

“arl&5&~&”t.

4.5.2.1 Slmls.tion of a resistive load. F16UAE 37 shows 8 solution developed by Oelco
Electronics which tries to ❑ake the swltch!ng-mde pow supply appear as three single-phase
resist ive losds to the three-phase power source. To the extent that the input into the three
individual converters can be made to annear resistive no harnmnlcs are generated (see 4.2.4. 1).
Actual lY reactive cttmcmnents are required but they are designed to be la end to generate
primarily trtplen hamonlcs which are cantel led in the three-phase system (reference 20). A
model was developed which resultsd In a ❑aximum individual hafwnlc distortion of 3.8 percent
(7th hanmnic) at the 1 ight load power level, 6kU, of a converter designed for 15kU here the
distortion was less. Although resonant converters were used, duty cyc Ie converters should be
just as feasible.
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4.5. z.2 Swltchinq+mode techniques. Conceptually, for cn applied s!nusoldal voltage, a
sinusoidal line current ccn be accurately approalmated by applying high frequensy swltchlng
techniques @ich regulate the current magnitude to be proportional to the CPplfed voltage
magnitude over the entire llne frequency psrfod. The hi h-frequency $witchlng noise {s ❑uch
easier to suppress than lcw frequency har!amnlcs. ‘1In add tion, the electronic regulation of
line current can be designed to control current surges.

In order to approximate a resistive load, the converter has to drau power at near zero input
voltage filch eliminates the buck conf!guratlon frcm consideration. Ifnen b boost configuration
is used, the dc output voltage ❑ust be greater than the fs?dk u Input voltcge. hhen ISolatlon
is required, a buck-boest or boost-buck (Cd.) con figuration must be used. The output voltsge
can then be sdjusted as required by a ceubinat{on of trmsforta?r turns ratio and duty c~le
control.

A basic ltmltation of these Approaches is the bandwidth of the cantrol loop. In concept, a
single buc.k.bbost converter could provide llne .@ Ioed regulation as wall as harnmnic reduzt!on
by controlling both frequency and duty cfile of the switch. In practice, the control must be
constant over one half the per!bd of the llne freque=y tn order to keep frcm intmduc!ng
harimnics. This greatly degritdes the respense ka load and line tr8.nslents. As a result, a t~
St cge Conf Igurat 10n ts often used with one converter control 1 Ing input harmdnlc$ end the other
converter provf ding 1 Ine snd load regulation.

Several designs along these lines have been propdsed. An example of such a technique is described
in a Powercon 6 paper (reference 21) for en of f-ltne duty -c~le converter with a cscmcitive input
filter. For this, design power fcctor !mproved from about .6 to .95 M since thts was due te
the distortion factor (see 4.4.1), hsrwnics are thereby dknlnished. The syst= can Ixccaze a
ccsrplete sz to dc switching regulated pdwer supply. Seam degradation (n Performance resulted
hen ccznpared with conventional sui tch Ing power supply designs, Another exsmpl e uses this
concept to control the wsweshape of a thy i stor ( SCR) phase-control converter (reference 22).
A third example Is given In referente 23 herein the concept Is applied to a battery cherger.

Further development of this conceptual apprOach cppecrs 1 Ikel y to result tn new or improved
performance designs or both.

4.5.2.3 AC to dc converter without large reactors. A new pn’sr conversion concept that
buuld el Iminate Ine low-frequency di stort!on was descr{bed in two papers by M. Ventur4ni
(references 24 and 2S). 7hese papers propdse an ac to as, three-phase to three-phase converter
but the concept can be SPPI ied to at to dc csknvers Ion.

7?IIs concept is based on theoretical bark (reference 26) that predicts a class of converters
that, given ISO pulsatinq input cower (that is, three-phase input) and no pul S8ting output power
(that Is, dc power). Wwer conversion and WItrol can be .scsmmpl I shed by connecting the input
1 lnes to the output 1 i nes through switches w{ th no energy storage devices {n the circuit.

me circuit has unity power factor md no harmonics below the switching frequency *ich can be
20 kHz or higher. [n concept, the total converter consists of SIX sw!tches, control lqfc for
the switches. and high freque~y filters. Since switching techniques are used, the efficiency
fs high. Tnls {s an attrsdive topelogy even If !t did not sblve the hcramnic problem.

The basic operating prl!sc!ple ts to pfece together an output voltage wavefona with the w8ntf!d
fundm?nte.1 ccsu$sonent (filch can be dc) fran selected segments of the input voltage waves. A
general fzed trsnsfortrer results, cspdble of frequency, volts e, and pewar factor chcnge. A

!sinusoidal input current waveform can be obtdfned with gocd nput pmzr factor.

)kre develotmnt work is needed. The ❑ajor restrictions are that the output voltqe {s limited
to one half the peak S.C Input voltage and there !s no isolation between tnput and output since
there are no transformers in the circuit. The lack of iselation is the only ❑ajor drawback
presently known to the approach restricting it from be{ng an elegant solutlon to the Navy three
percent hmmonlc 1 Imlt problem.

4.5.2.4 Other related approaches. References 27 through 3S are papers rel at I w to the new
approaches discussed he prer,ed Ing sections. rnst of tfm are by 4utlmrs outside the u. S.,
indicating the unlversgl interest in reducing rectifier harnsmics.
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4.6 -. TOPICS included in Section 4 are:

a. Power 1 ine low-frequency harmonics are 1 imt ted by new mil Itary specifications.
Part icularly for Navy use, the 1 imlts require appropriate design of the input architecture
of ac to dc converters.

b. For 60-Hz converters powering less than l-kW the specifications are easy to meet
but only if sufficiently large inductive input filters are used, and, at least single-phase
ful l-wave rectification is used although three-phase is preferable.

c. For 60-Hz converters above l-kW a tighter 1 imit is specified, a 3 percent maximum
1 imit for each individual harmonic between the 2nd and 32nd harmonic. To meet these 1 imits
bulky filters or large mult I phase transformers are used but more cost-effect Ive solutions are
starting to be developed and used.

d. 400-Hz converters must meet the tighter three percent limit if they power 0.2 kVA
or more on other than single-phase, 115 V or 2 amperes or more on a single-phase, 115 V source.
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SICTION 5. [Ml FROM SU1 TCHIN6-MCNIE CONVERSION.

I

I

I

Components and techniques are discussed to curtal 1 or cent.cln electrctnagnettc Interference (EMI )
In SWI tch ing-ac.de converters. The frequency spectrums of the power I ine conducted sw{tching-actton
noise are detemlned dndlyt Ical Iy. 8Y us fng an opt lmal IY des fgned Input f! 1t er these conducted
emfssfons are shown to be less than CE03 1 im!ts for MI L-STD-461. Rsdiat Ion fran wirtng and non-
Ideal ccumponents wfthtn the chassis can be suppressed by usfng recwnended cmnponents, layouts,
shfeldlng, snubbers, baluns and hfgh frequency fflter designs. REO1 speclf{cet!ons for HIL-STO-461
can thereby be met.

5.1 Intrcductfon. A major shortccdng of sw$tching-regul ator technology fs that It is e
complex technology th at appears to be sh!pler than it actually {s. Because of this spparent
SIUP1 fcity, ❑isjudgements are prevalent in the design and appl teat Ion of swltchfng~de power
supplies by the unln!tiated eng!neer. Ntiere was this awe evident then In the early days of
switching-nmde pdwer SUPPI fes *en designs were made without regard for milse prevent Ion and
reduction techniques.

In the past fen years, however, the Inherent advantages (especlel Iy high efficiency) of swttching-
amde technology for power SUPPI ies have spurred sdvances in component des$gn (to limit the nofse
sources) and destgn techniques (to curtc.f 1 no{se COUP1 ing to the outside world). The result is
@#ch less EH[. Because the more eff Icient power SUPP1 ies ❑ay require less thm half as much
source power, a wel 1 designed ac Input swttchlng+ode power supply can result In less EHI thm
a comparable less efficient &, input dlssfpattve type power supPly ($ fnce all 60 Hz or 400 Hz M
to dc rectifiers emit an EMI spectrum reaching beyond the cbmnonly used 20 kHz Switch tng+node
frequency).

There are tm types of nondissipative switching-wde poucr SUPP1 ies capsble of being operated
off-line. In bath types, ac pbner Is hedlately rectified to dc and power conversion is per-
forued 4t frequent ies @l 1 above 1 t ne frequency. The type referred to In this report as a
switching regulator Is a duty cycle converter that regulates by vdrylng the ratio of swltchlng
ON time to OFF the. It Is the one usual lY referred to as a swltching+rmde regulator.

Another type of of f-1 Ine swltchtng-amde regulator is cal led a resonmt converter (see 3.2.4).
A salient feature of resonant converters is minimal high-frequency W due to the f ilterlng of
the resonsnt circuit: and, therefore, only the EHI characteristics of the duty cycle converters
are discussed here.

Switching regulators, due to the swltchlng act ion. are ~tential generators of EMI noise at
higher freque~ies than the noise produced by rectification although there are overlapping
f requem i es. This section will I{mlt Its scope to the switching action noise. It can be
manifested In the fol lawfng ways:

a. Oifferentlal+mde conducted noise on the power line wh{ch also in turn causes a
radiated magnetic field

b. Differential-mode conducted noise on the output leads (referred to as rtpple
voltage)

c. Noise generated within the w!ring and non-ideal cmponents of the power supply
snd coupled to the outside world either Inductively or caDecitively--wf! lch. if coupled to
the Input or output Iesds, causes canmn-mode nofse

5.2 Power 1 Ine conducted differential-mode noise. The switching action generates a spectrum
of the switching frequency and i ts hmnmnic$ on he power l!ne. The ❑agnitude of these emissions
depetis on the typ of switch!ng regulator and the EnOunt of input filtering ( internal and external).
The main mise sources of switching frequency harrmlcs are the switching transistor (or thyrlstor)
a!!d ctmutating diode. F16UFK 38 shows a simplified buck switching regulator using a power
transistor as the switching element. FIGURE 39 depicts the transl star current waveform for the
buck switch ing regulator in the cent i nuous mode. The buck waveform was se Iected because it
represents the U@Xi IMIM conducted EM1 cmnpared to other types of switching regulators (the boost
results in less EMI and the buck-boost results in the SCMC EMI as the buck). SucIWitm?osed on
the basic transistor waveform is a turn-on spike caused by the diode recovery current” (also shown
in FIGURE 39).

I
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FIGURE 38. Noise sources for de-input switching regulators.
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FIGURE 39! Switching transistor and cornnutating diode currents
Tor simpl ifi ed buck switching regulator.
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5.2.1 Basic waveform. The basic switching waveform (without considering the diode action)
7is shown in FIGURE 40 where T is the period for one cycle (50 psec for 20 kHz A rise time

for the transistor, tr, is also shown (for simplicity it was not shown in FIGURE 39). Rise

times will vary with dffferent transistors. A fast rise time Ml 1 I decrease heat losses (more
efficient ) but wil 1 result in more potential EMI. Typical riseffal I times associated with the
switches are of the order of 100 nanoseconds (nsec). The waveform (see FIGURE 40) represents
operation in the continuous mode for d>O. Operation in the discontinuous mode would be represented
byd=O.

5.2.1.1 Fourier transform of basic wave fotm. For both continuous and discontinuous
operat ton, the basic waveform can be modeled as a trapezoid to obtain the Fourier transform
(see APPENDIX 0). The low frequency interference levels are identical for any traPezoid
pulse shape. Above a frequency of approximately onelpulsewidth, the frequency level is
determined by the rise and f al 1 times of the pulse.

FIGURE 41 is a plot of the loci of maximum frequency amplitudes (Cn) for a 20 kHz frequency

switching regulator with a 30 nsec rise time. The first harmonic, 20 kHz sinusoid, will have
an .mIP1 itude of 2AIT so that for a one ampere peak pulse the fundamental peak current is 0.64
amp or 4 dB down from the pulse peak. The amplitudes of the higher hanmnics will be equal to
or less than the spectrum in FIGURE 41. The actual spectrum, (sin X)1X function will result in
low or zero anpl Itudes for some frequencies depending on the width of the pulse.

5.2.2 Turn-on spike. The spike (see FIGURE 39 and 5.4.1) caused by the diode recovery
current can also be modeled as trapezoid. The usual wavesh ape, however, is a damped sinusofd
as a result of circuit and parasitic resonances.

5.2.2.1 Fourier transform of turn-on spike. The Fourier transform of a ringing waveform
peaks close to the ringing frequency and then decreases at 40 dB per decade (see APPENOIX O).
The ?anPlitude of the damped sinusoid wi 11 depend on the characteristics of the diode recovery.
This effect can be 1 imited by the use of a fast recovery diode. Typical ringing frequencies
are in the vicinity of 3 MHz. FIGURE 42 is a plot of the loci of maximum frequencies for a

one ampere ringing spike with a peak at 3 MHz, attenuation (a) of 1.153 x 105 neper$, and a
pulse repetition rate (P. R. R.) of 20 kHz. The peak amplitude, 98 dBpA, is close to 3 MHZ and
the individual frequencies start at the P. R. R., 20 kHz, with lower amplitudes.

5.2.3 Resultant conducted noise spectrum (no f ilters~. FIGURE 43 is the noise spectrum
plot combined frcin both the basic waveform and the turn-on spike. The resultant envelope is
shown extended at the low frequency end to acCOunt for subharmonic frequencies caused by potential
imbalances when multiple switching transistors are used in the regulator design (push-pul 1 or
bridge operation). This resultant noise spectrum assumes no filters.

●

I

I

5.2.4 Input filters. EM1 input filters can be designed as a single-section low-pass
filter or by cascading several single-section filters to obtain mare attenuation. Yu et al
(reference 36) demonstrates that a two-stage filter (see FIGURE 44) results in a 1 ighter
optimum weight than a single-stage (see FIGURE 45) filter when both are designed to meet
identical peaking, attenuation, and efficiency requirements. Oesign details for both filters
are given in APPENOIX 8, paragraph 60. Methodologies and ccmputer progreans for optimum power
processing circuits (such as these f Ilters) used in switching regulator power SUPP1 Ies have
been developed for the NASA Model ing and Analysis of Power Processing Systems (MAPPS) program.
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FIGURE 40. Switching current basic waveform
Wlt bout iode recovery spike~.
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5.2.4. I Recormmnded component types. Referring to FIGURE 44, the resistor Rc is placed

{n series with Cl to control resonant peaking because negligible current flows in Cl and Rc

except during line and load changes. The following guidelines are recommended in reference 10
for selecting components (also see Section 6):

a. Since C2 supplies most of the pulse current, use low-dissipative capacitors

such as ceranic, mylar, and poly-carbonate.

b. Powdered permalloy core for L2 will achieve a small core loss.

c. Inductor L, passes essentially a direct current, therefore, eddy current

and hysteresis los5eS are negligible. High saturation flux core material, such as gapped
silicon steel, can be used for size and weight savings (reserve flux capability is required
to prevent saturation during input transients and audio susceptibility tests).

d. For C, foil, or wet.slug tantalum capacitors are suitable as are low

inductance aluminum electrolytic.

5.2.4.2 Potential instability problem. As discussed in 3.3.4.2, switching-mode re ulators
can become uns~able by the addit ton of 7input filters. APPENOIX B gives design criteria developed
by Middlebrook) and recmmnendat ions to prevent instability including simplified models.

APPENOIX B also includes two-stage filter spectrums as analyzed by Middlebrook (references 2 and 37)
MO also prefers a two-section LC filter. Greater flexibility in achieving stability is achieved
with a two-section filter.

5.2.5 Input noise current with two-stage filter. FIGURE 46 shows plots of the noise current
without and with the GURE 44 t we-stage input lter (designed for 54 dB attenuation at 20 kHz).
The attenuation curves shown in FIGURE 46 asswne ideal components (L. C and R) which are freauencv-
invariant. The dotted line shows the theoretical attenuation slope-if the fiiter capacitance -
values were invariant with frequency and negligible ESR and ESL existed. For the frequency
region shown, the unfiltered notse declines at a 20 dB per decade slope and the filtering at a
60 dB per decade slope so the maximum attainable slope is 80 dB per decade. ●
A more realistic curve is represented by a solid line which assumes: a. capacitors are chosen
to have the specified values at the switching frequency but decrease with Increasing frequency;
b. ESR and ESL values are low, with ESL between 1 and 15 nH; and c. lead lengths cause about
10 dB leSS attenuation at 1 MHz. Macanber (reference 38) reccmtnends particular capacitors (see
6.2) and gives experimental data which are noted in FIGuRE 45.

5.2.6 Predicted noise current compared to Navy CE03 limits. FIGURE 47 ccinpares the pre-
dicted (realistic) noise current to Navy CE03 ltmits for MI L-STO-461B. The predicted envelope
(a worst-case prediction) is below the limits for load currents of one 6?OP and below. For load
currents greater than one anp and up to two MHz, the limits are relaxed in proportion to the
increased current and, therefore, the predicted noise levels remain below the relaxed limits up
to two MHz. Limits are exceeded above two MHz for load currents greater than 45 amps (153 dt!pA).
However, high wwer loads often use a resonant-type switching converter which generates minimal
high frequency EMI or sufficient high frequency filtering can be added to the basic two-stage
filter to meet the specified limits.

Even lower ncdse levels throughout the spectrum can be achieved by using larger input filter
components or increasing the switching frequency. For example, the inpW two-stage filter in
FIGURE 44 was designed for -54 dB at 20 kHz. Another 10.6 dB of attenuation is attainable by
shifting f, from 1.05 kHz to 700 Hz with larger filter components. Using the same filter but

doubling the switching frequency increases the attenuation frmn -54 dB to -72 dB at the new
switching frequency (40 kHz).
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5.3 Ripple on output leads. Output ripple is an inherent characteristic of swttching-mode ●
power supplies. There is always a residual component of the switching frequency conducted
differentially on the output leads. FIGURE 38 shows a typical LC output filter. It can be
designed for low output ripple (and even lower ripple values are achievable with multi-stage
filters). Very low ripple designs, however, can be expensive tn component cost, and are more
difficult to stabtlize. Fortunately, modern day digital logic ctrcuits have excellent no{se
immunity and wide switching margins. It is poor econony to over-specify power source output
noise.

The question remains--fiat is the most cost-effective way to deal with analog circuits that
cannot tolerate such ripple? Often only one or two critical circuits require very low ripple.
These sensitive circuits are best handled by adding a point-of-use series regulator. By locating
the 10SSY regulator only at the nOi Se sensitive circuit, losses are kept to a minimum. Other
circuits fed by the power supply may not need very low-ripple voltages.

5.4 Suppression of internally radiated noise. EM1 radiation fran wtthin the chassis no longer
need be a maior Drobl em. Noise uenerated within the wirina and non-ideal cmnDonents can be cOuDled
either to th; outside world or t; the input and output leatis, inductively or ~apacitively. This
potential noise problem has been successfully solved in recent years. In the past, switching-
nmde power supply manufacturers avoided reference to EMI except for specifying output ripple.
Today, however, many low EM1 designs exist and many manufacturers do not hesitate to refer to
low EM] in their catalogs, in some cases referencing 141L-STO-461 and other Govermrental or
industrial specifications.

Several texts have recently appeared in which noise reduction techniques are discussed. Gottlieb
(reference 41) states that recent understanding of noise filtering and suppression techniques has
enabled the designer to contain the spurious noise energy within the physical confines of the power
supply. A book by Ott (reference 42) is devoted exclusively to noise reduction in electronic
systems and much of the detailed theoretical and practical Information therein is directly appli-
cable to switching-mode power supply noise reduction.

5.4.1 Use of fast (soft) recovery diodes. Diodes are non-ideal and exhibit a phenmnenon
known as reverse recovery. spike occurs at the end of a diode conduction cycle when reverse
voltage is just applied by the transistor. A short pulse of reverse current through the diode ●
is required to sweep out minority carriers and to establish the reverse biased junct ion. The
transistor must supply this current in addition to the commutated inductor current. Therefore,
there is a corresponding transistor current spike. This effect can be 1 imited by the use of a
fast recovery diode.

Uhere the Schottky diode is applicable, one can considerably diminish this source of noise.
Schottky diodes have low forward voltage drops but their reverse leakage current increases with
high reverse voltages and rising temperatures. At the present time Schottky rectifiers are
obtainable (references 43 and 44) with acceptably low reverse current and reverse voltage capa-
bilities up to 100 volts. A safety factor is recmmnended, however, limiting their use to
lower voltages (50 volts or 60 volts.). However, a Schottky diode has four to five times more
junct ion capacitance than pn rectifiers. In a practical power supply, this capacitance together
with transformer’s leakage inductance forms an equivalent tuned series circuit. Energy in this
inductance can force excess charge into the capacitance building to a breakdown voltage level
(reverse-blocking state) ..1.ss a protective snubber ctrc.it is provtded. Resistance-capaci-
tance (RC) snubber across the Schottky wil 1 protect it and also help minimize voltage spikes
and thus reduce conducted and radiated interference.

For higher voltages other types of fast recovery diodes become increasingly competitive as forward
voltage drop diminishes in importance. These fast recovery diodes, however, can generate radiated
energy due to the steep dildt. To control this radiation, use ferrite beads on transformer output
leads feeding rectifier diodes and place Iossy mylar capacitors across the diodes (reference 45).
Reducing the need for beads and Capacitors are new high speed rectifiers with soft recovery charac-
terist ics which reduce the dildt on turn-off of the diodes.

1
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5.4.2 Control of transistor rise and fall thes. Fast rise/fall t Iue trmslstors result
In more eff Iclent switch lng+mde power SUPP1 les. Unfess controlled, however. they result in
high frequency radiated or conducted emlss ions and also stress the transistor. The Fourier
analysis of the basic switching waveform (see F16URCS 41 and 116 of APPENDIX D) shows a series
of h=nic cmpOnents extending into the megahertz region of the spectrum. The initial rate of
roll-off uith increasing frequency is Only 20 dB per decsde for the trapezoidal wavesh ape, and
the 20 d8 roll-off extends to higher frequencies as the switchtng speed Increases. By rounding
the swftchlng waveshape. a roll-off of 60 dB to 20 dB per decsde can be obtained (see FIWRES I IB
and 119). The round Ing can be SCCOSIP}t shed by snubbtng networks.

Two basic snubbfng configurations are shown in FIGURE 48 and design equatfons are given for thsm
for six t~s of switching regulator/converter cfrcult$ In reference W. Snubbers use reset lve
elsinents to shape the load 1 Inc. For the current snubber most of the power dissipated {n the
snubber would otherwise be dissipated In or radlsted frcm the trens!stor. The voltage snubber
can le8d indirect Iy to hzproved eff Ictency by al lowing for a lowsr average junct Ion temperature.
Recrsm?tdatlons are also ❑sde for component selectlon for the passive elements of the two snubbers
considering the transient per fotms.nce In addition to the nomoal voltage, current and power con-
straints. They state that mare elegant techniques are avallsble to those who are wi 1 lfng to
trade simplicity for greater eff lciency (reference 46).

For e.smmple, unique snubber networks are given in references 47 and 48. Switching spikes are
cons Idersbl y reduced. At high power levels most of the Swltchlng losses frcm the switching
transistor We reamed with either of two netmrks, esch Contalnl - three cmponents: an
inductor or a capacitor, d!(xte, and a reststor. Ml th proper des I gn they even some!hat improve
the overal I eff Iclency.
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(.) ~t4iOFRF (CURRENT) (b] ~U:O& (VOLTAGE) (d lMpLEMENTATlON OF
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT
SNUBBER

FIGURE 48. Voltage and current snubbers.
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5.4.3 tkchantcal suppression techniques and hiqh frequency fllterlnq. Tom!ntmlze ❑agnetic
field radfatlon, all switched current leeds, both at and dc, should be kept short and the hot and
return Ieeds twisted, or irhere the wlrtng 15 a printed clrwlt, the hot &nd return lecds should
be run In ❑irror- image conductors. Inductive loops should be .avotdcd wherever possible (see
FIWRE 49) and the wir!ng layout Shmld aim for capacitive isolat{on of h!gh dV/dt Po{nts in the
circuits (see 6.6.1).

Ideally. the transistor collector should be Isolated from Its grounded heat s!nk to prevent a
ground loop of ccracen+rcrde switch fng-frequerxy current. HOwever, the capacitance between a
TO-3 encapsulated trmsfstor and tts heat sfnk wIIen a ❑{ca Insulating washer Is used Is typically
100 PF. This may result in more conducted f141 than is permitted. One solution to this problem
is to use transistors with better insulators such as beryl Iium. Another SOlut ion is to connect
the heat sink to the transistor RII!tter or pOSitfve supply 1 inc. This ensures that the current
in the collector-to-heat sink Capacitance remains in the primary circuit and is prevented frma
flowing into the line via the ground connection. Another solution is to enclose the heat sink
within a screen which is connected to the dc supply 1 inc. The opt imum solution wil 1 depend on
the electrical and mschcnical details of the individual power supply. Also, isolated transistors
are starting to be ❑anufactured by stanc pwcr transistor cmpani es.

It vi 11 usual Iy be necessary to enclose the power SUPPI y in an attenuat tn enclosure. For
!shielded enclosures to be effective, al 1 leads entering or leaving the sh eld should be

filtered to prevent then from conducting noise out of the shield. For lower frequencies,
normal clecoupl lng f Ilters are edequate. At higher frequencies, hob’ever, special care ❑ust
be taken to guarantee the effect fveness of the filter cnd the fol lwing filtering methods
(see F16URE 50) are rectmended in reference 42:

a. The use of fecdthrough capacitors where the conductor passes through the sh !el d:
the m!ca or ceranic capacitor, with short leads, between the COnductor and ground at the circuit
end

b.
the conductor

c.
ccpacitor

Shielding the conductor !nstde the enclosure to decrease the noise picked UP by

Obtain cddlt ional filteri W with a u type filter using the fecdthrough as one

d. Further improve this pi-filter by enclosing the choke in a separate shield ins tde
the primary shield to prevent it frcm picking up noise.

In al 1 the above filters the leCd lengths on the capac~tors and shield grounds must be kept short.

Although f Ilterfng of input and output lecds is essential, packaging In a Shielded enclosure maY
not always be netessary. Use of lun tM1 techniques may be sufficient to permit open-f rime power
SUPP1 ies. S@c newer techniques befng used Include the use of iossy ferrltes in balun erd other
1 ine inductors. A balun is a trdnsfonncr used as a Iongitud!nal choke (see FIGuRES 51 and 52).
[t is also called a neutralizing trmsformer. A transfomnsr connected in th Is manner presents a
low impedance to the different fal current end al lews dc CWP1 ing. To any cm’ramn-nmde noise,
however, the trcnsfonrer is a high impedance. Thus the ground I oop is broken without the use
of an isolating transformer (see pages 71-76 of reference 42).

Another use for ferrites is ?.s becds (see 6.5). Ferrite beads provide an inexpensive and con-
venient way to add high frequency resistive loss in a circuit without introducing power ioss at
dc and low frequencies. The beads are smal 1 and can be instal led by slipping then over a Cmnponent
lecd or conductor. They are mast effecttve cbove one MHZ and can provide high frequency decoupling,
parasitic suppression cnd shleldlng. They are being used to danp out the high frequency osci I la-
tions generated by sw!tching transients. If a single bead does not provide sufficient attenuation,
two or three beads ❑ay be used. They are frequently used as part of an EN] LC filter. To reduce
c-n-mdc conducted emission, see FIGURE 53 wtIere a mylar lossY cepacitor is placed frmn etch
input end wt ut lecd to grwnd and the input and wtput leads are routed through ferrite becds

!(reference 45 .

External EMI filters should be umunted close to the power supply. This wil 1 prevent external
noise (for example computer noise) frca entering the power supply.

To reduce [l!], scmc ❑anufacturers physically divfde the power supply into two parts - a high-
-r section and lfm -r section - which are separatti by Sh{eld{og.
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FIGURE 49. Examples of bad and good wiring layouts.
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FIGURE 52. An easy way to wind a balun.
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FIGURE 53. Input/output lead, capacitor filter.
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5.4.4 0!1 confinement techniques for transfor!mrs and inductors. Transformers, not being
fdeal, have capacitance between prtm?.ry and secondary wirtd
through the transformer.

Ings, and this allows noise coupl$ng
This coupllng can be reduced by providing a properly grounded electro-

static, or Fc.rcday, shield (a grounded conductor between the two windings). Inductors wound on
closed ❑agnetic cores (for example, torold al) have less external magnetic field than open cores.
If necessary, high-penzeab{ litymagnetlc sh!eldlng ❑aterial can be used to confine the ❑agnetfc
field from transfoncers and Inductors. Alagnetlc coupllng fs ❑tnfmtzed by the use of twisted
leads. Reference 53 raco?rnsnds quadrature placement of torolds in reference to adjacent toro!ds
to ❑lnlmlze magnetic Cross-coupltng; and 90 degree Ortentatlon of high-level and low-level
twfsted pairs utere they must cross.

S.5 Future low-no{se desfgns--two major develowents. A recently developed verston of a
cascaded opt imum topahgy snitch ing-mde power SUPP1 y is a ❑ajor brehkthrwgh (n reducirq EH\
(references 2 and 49). This novel converter hos the sane general conversion property ( fncrease
or decrease of the Input dc voltage) as does the conventional buck-boost converter. Hmwever, its
new optimum topology (,naxhum performance for ❑!nimum nuder of parts) results {n reduced EM], as
well as higher efficiency, lower output volts e ripple, smaller size and weight, and excellent

!dyn.anic response. For example, as discussed n 3.3.5.2, In the Cuk converter the fsolation tr&ms-
fomer has no dc current canpnnent whtch ❑akes It possible to ❑lnfmfze its size, loss and leakage
Inductmce ( less [W). The converter, however is a stxth order systen with real and cmmplex zeros
in the right-half plane; and therefore, raqulres skillful stabilizing procedures (sea 3.3.4.3.3).
The advent of KOS field effect transistors (FET) has made possible higher-switching-frequency
(duty cycle) pmiw supplies. Hfgher switching frequencies are easier to filter. lncreasi~ the
switching fraque~y can result in more attenuat !on for given size f i Iter canponents (or smaller
ccnmponents for the sw attenuat ion). The advantages of higher frequency operation are there-
fore as follmws:

a. !lagnetics are shmpler and should be less expensive to fabricate

b. Ceramfc and film (polyc?.rbonate) capacitors replace electrolytic

c. Oecreased size and wefght

d. RF1 filter ina IS simpler and one can now use ccmerclal low Dass EMI filters
(usually Ineffective at 20-kHz or 40 kHz) filch beg!n to provide significant rejection as they
approach 300 kHz.

The primary drawback--degraded efficiency due to Increased switching losses--has been
largely overcana by the appl Icat !on of KOSFET switching devices (reference 50). [t is
ant icipated that as MOSFET technology ❑atures, operation at 100 kHz and beyond wfl 1 becmne
much more ccmmmnpl ace (see 6.1.3).

5.6 m. Topics included in Sect Ion 5 are:

a. Swltchlng frequency fundamental and har.rontcs on the input power i ine can be
sufficiently attenuated to be compatible with sensttive circuits.

b. State-of-the-art suitching-mode powar supplies can be designed to meet the Navy
CE03 1 tmlts for HIL-STO-461.

c. Internally radiated nOi Se is no longer a major problem. Noise reduct Ion
techniques ast be used but they are being successfully used and in format ton about them
is available.

d. Output ripple Is an Inherent charecterlstlc of swltchlng-omde power SUPPI Ies. The
mst cost effectfve way to deal with Intolerant senslt{ve analog circu(ts (usually only a few
rsquire very lW ripple) is by adding a point-of-use regulator.

e. A ❑ajor breakthrough In reducing EM] is a recently developed optimum topology
switching-amde power supply. Both the input and output current ripple at the switchtng frequency
can be mdde essent Ial ly to van!sh. Further development of resonant converters and 141SFCT devices
wil 1 also result In reduced EMI converters.
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SECTION 6. C0t4pONENT ANO CIRCUIT tIE55GN CONSIDERATIONS.

Fund?.nwntal to power electronics is that lossless canponents must be used as circutt elefnents--
to do otherwise is too costly in terms of lost power. The lossless components are switches,
inductors, capacitors, and transfonmrs. The objective of power electronics design is to can-
bine these four components In a topology and control the switches such that the systez require-
ments are met (reference 55).

These Iossless Components al 1 are subjected to either fast current changes or fast voltage changes,
or bath. % a result, they are potential generators of high frequency EM1 (see APPENOIX O) unless
consideration is given to preventing EM1 from these lossless sources. The EM1 may be generated
as an external magnetic or electric field or may be coupled internal IY to other parts of the
circuit via real or parasitic components. Information is presented here on the selection process
for these lossless components to better understand how to prevent them frcm being a source of E141.

6.1 Semiconductor switching devices. The switches fn power conversion circuits today are
solid-state semiconductors. Both current and voltage change rapidly and EM1 can be {nduced during
turn-on and turn-off. The power semiconductor marketplace is characterized by a growing varletY
of special components which offer to the user a high degree of flexibility tn the design of
electrical circuits and in the mechanical construction of equipment. Al 1 component manufacturers
are trying to make their power devices faster and capable of handling more power. But a major
emphasis is on packaging, to produce cheaper and more energy-efficient devices. This is
especial lY true with Industrial-power devices.

The switch is central to power electronics. Uhatever can be achieved at any gtven time in power
electronics is a strong function of the current state-of-the-art in switches. Sol id-state thyristor
switches with voltage ratings over 1 kV and current ratings over 1 kA are routine with anple margin
to trade-off param=?ters to increase speed-of-operation or other parameters. This is a power
maximum (Pmax) rating of over 1 megawatt in a single device. Transistors capable of switching
up to the 100 kHz frequency band are routinely available in Pma.x ratings of 10 kN to 20 kkl. The
Pma.x figure-o f-mertt is defined as the ratio of output power to the peak-voltage and peak-current
product of the .anplifying device. It is a measure of how well a circuit utilizes the power
handling capabi 1 ity of a device (reference 55).

Because of their different 1 imit ing capabilities, thyristors are general Iy used for the higher
puwered uses and transistors (both bf~lar and NOSFETS) for the higher frequency requir.s’nents.
However, thyristors are avail able for use up to 60 kHz and transistors, particularly MOSFETS,
are Increasing thetr power handling capability. Both monolithic and hybrid canbinat tons are
being manufactured to combine the advantages of individual types, often result{ng In effective
synergisms. These ctiinations include not only integrated Oarl {ngton (bipolar) connect Ions
but also MOSFET and bipolar transistors in a cascade configuration and a polyphase SCR topo-
logy with FET ccammtation [reference 54).

Huch of the discussion that follows on thflistors and transistors (6.1.1 through 6.1 .3) is taken
frm reference 55 and frm a Comprehensive report on the state-of-the-art of high power switching
prepared by Texas Tech University (TTU ) (reference 56).

TABLE VI 1 ists the Sentconductor switching devices discussed.

6.1. I Sol id-state thyristors. Various types of thyristors are discussed. Thyristor
design involves a tradeoff between voltage rating, current rating and switching speed (both
turn-on and turn-off ). These tradeoffs are discussed in relation to the types of th~istors.
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TABLE VI. Semiconductor switching devices.

● Thyristors — High power

● Blpoler transistors — High irequency

● MOSFETS — High irequency

● Bipolar Darllngtons

● Hybrid aynergistlc comblnationa
- MOSFET&blpolar
- SCR & FET

● Power diodea
- Schottky — Low forward dissipation
- F.sst epltaxiaf — High reverse voltages
- Diffused diodes — Various combinations of reverse voltage,

forward voltege, & reverse recove~ time
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6.1 .1.1 Types of thyristors. A thyristor, generally speaking, is a semiconductor whose
switching action depends on regenerative feedback. It is a four-layer, three-terminal device,
with connections to a cathode, an anode, and a control gate. A number of different types of
thyristors have been reported: gate-triggered, 1 ight-triggered, laser triggered, non-reverse
blocking, gate-assisted turn-off, gate turn-off, reverse-blocking diode, and field-controlled.
(Field-control led thyristors are not, strictly speaking, thyristors; they have no regenerative
gain and do not latch on. )

The gate-triggered thyrlstor is the conventional sil icon-control led-rect if ier (SCR) which is
triggered on by an electrical pulse. Both forward and reverse blocking are obtained with this
structure, but switching times are relatively long for large blocking voltages because of the
amount of charge which must be injected into or extracted frcm the base regions during
switching.

Light-triggered SCRS are similar to gate-triggered devices, but use a weak 1 ight pulse for
triggering; light-triggering is useful for electrical isolation, but has no other obvious
advantage over electrical triggering.

Laser triggering involves higher light energies; turn-on is probably obtained through a narrow
region of very high carrier density (generated by the light pulse), which dissipates very low
power, permitting high dildt and high peak currents.

The non-reverse blocking thyristor (or reverse-conducting thyristor (RCT or ASCR) has an
asymmetrical structure. One blocklng junction has been eliminated, and voltage blocking takes
place only in the forward direction. The charge-modulated volume is smaller than In the
conventional SCR, so that faster switching is obtained.

A negative gate pulse is applied to assist turn-off in the gate-assisted turn-off thyristor
(GATO) to help reduce switching times; however, anGde current must be ccuimwtated.

The gate turn-off thyristor (GTO) does not require conmiutation; a reverse gate bias squeezes
the conduction plasma into a high current filament which is pinched off.

The reverse blocking diode thyristor (RBDT) is essentially self -gated, using dv/dt switching.

Finally the fteld-control led thyristor (FCT) is a modif{ed vertical channel field-effect trans-
istor containing a reverse blocking jmction. In the on-state, the structure behaves like a p-i-n
diode; when the gate is reverse-biased, the internal field distribution is such that the device
if off.

6. 1.1.2 Voltage (blocking voltage) and cwrent ratings. The breakdown, and hence the
blocking voltage, is controlled by the properties of the n-base, that is, by its doping and
width, or by the character of the n-type surface near the center or the anode junctions.
The blocking voltage itself is less than the breakdown voltage.

Most thyristors are designed around the bulk breakdown voltage of the n-region. The base width
must be increased as the blockin voltage is increased.

!
However, the dynamic properties of the

thyristor (such as turn-off time degrade with increasing base width, so that a canpromise
between blocking voltage and other thyristor characteristics is required.

The i!,., urity concentration of the n-base is established by the resist ivity of the thyristor
starting material. Resist ivity variations occur from wafer to wafer, and radially across
individual wafers themselves. For large area high current devices, such variations must be
ccmnpensated for by making the n-base wide. Such a worst-case design results in a large
variation in breakdown voltage for a given base width, affecting yield, and degrading the
dynanic performance of the thyristor at a given breakdown voltage. However, this problem
has recently been circumvented by the introduction of the technique of neutron dopfng.

SCR forward current is usually limited by thermal constraints and is essentially limited by the
product of current-squared and resistance until the current densities approach several hundred
and several thousand amperes per square centimeter.
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● 6.1.1.3 Turn-on and difdt. The rate at tiich a device turns on depends on the mmunt of
current which can safely flow fh rough the mall region here switching fs Initiated. In the
center gated thyristors, only a small part of the device fnmedlately adjacent to the gate
electrode turns on. A considerable time my elapse before the entire cathode area turns on,
and during this tire, the entire anode current flows through only a small part of the total
conducting area; at high values of di/dt. high power dissipation and localized heating can
cause considerable damage to the device.

Laser triggered thyristors are a solut {on to slow turn on. The turn-on time can bs many orders
of magnitude greater thm electrically turned on devfces.

6. I.1.4 Recovery time (turn-off~. A conventional SCR latches on, that is, remains on
after the gate-trigger signal has been removed, and can be turned off only by interrupting the
mode current (comutatton). The turn-off time, that is, the tires fiich must elapse before
forward blocking capability fs reestablished is usually long. The reapplication of a forward
voltage *ile substantial charge still remains {n the base regions will turn the device on
again. Turn-off tt!m IS usually adjusted by introducing suitable Impurities, such as gold,
to reduce carrier ii fetime; with gold. dop!ng, turn-off times can be reduced to 10 w without
seriously affecting other device p.sramters. However, if ❑inortty carrier Ii fetima is reduced
excess I vel y, fomard voltage drops are Increased, and leakage currents beam 1arge enough to
affect leakage power dissipation.

Reverse conduct Ing thyrlstors (RCT), or asymmetrical SCRS (ASCR), secrtf ice reverse blocking
capability to reduce the n-base width tiile malntoln!ng forward blocklng; forward voltage drop
and turn-off three are thereby reduced. In developing the ASCR for high frequency appl icatlons,
a basic SCR structure Is gold doped for faster turn-of f--~ich g!ves slower turn-on, greater
forward drop, and decreased punch-through volt age. The n- r ion is then thfnned--which speeds

?up turn-on, reduces foniard drop, and reduces the blocking vo tage. Then an additional n+ V.2gi0n
is sdded--whlch Increases the forward blocking voltage and reduces the reverse blocklng voltage.
In effect, the device has been speeded up keeping al I other characterfst ics the sme except
reverse blocking voltage !hich is sacrificed.

●
6.1.2 Power bipolar transistors. A translskor is a semiconductor, opening and closing

switch. whose switching act Ion IS control led by the presence or absence of current flow through
a P-n jIJnCt fOn (the emitter-base jmct ion). khen the p-n junction is forward biased. and forward
dide current flaws, the Switch is closed. me transistor is a three-layer three-terndnal devfce,
with connect ions to an emftter, a CO1 lector and a control base.

The principal design consideration for high power transistors Is the standoff voltage, that is,
the COI lector-base junct ton breakdown vOltage. Starting reslstivfty, diffusion depths and base
widths are al I chosen with respect to the voltage requirements, and switching performance is
affected by those choices. Fabrication processes are affected as wel I; device conf igurat Ions
must be consistent wfth high voltage operation.

6.1.2.1 Pulse current and gain. The current gain (the rat !0 of CO1 lector current to base
current) of a transistor fal Is off considerably at high forward current densities. The net
effect of high currents is a w!der base width and gain fal i-dff at high currents.

Oestruct ive effects at hfgh currents are general Iy the result of high temperatures filch follow
the format ion of current construct iOnS. High forward current Stcbi I fty can be enhanced by
fnterdigitatlon of the emitter md base contacts.

6.1.2.2 Oelay and recover . Oelay and retovery effects in transistors are the result of
junction deplet Ion cnd charge storage capacitances. fien a base signal is first cpplied, the
eni tter base depletion capacitance must be charged through the source output res istar?ce and
transistor input resistance before base current can flow. The charging time constant is the
intrinsic delay time of the transistor, bhtch, men sdded to the rise ths of the CO1 leCtOr
current Pul Se, eSt*l ishes the transistor sw!tching delay tinm. As the base current {nCreases,
the transistor turns on, charge is stored in the base reg!on es current flows. Thfs stored
charge represents an equivalent storage capacitance which must be charged up as the CO1 lector
current increases, snd which affects the rise ti= of the COI Iector current pulse.

‘o
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Switching delay time may be reduced by overdriving the base with base currents in excess of
those required to sustain a given collector current, but such overdriving reduces the effective
current gain and introduces excess charge to be stored in the base, increasing the collector
current fall time, hence the recovery t!me.

Switching recovery time is determined by the storage capacitance, tiich must be canpletely dis-
charged before the current pulse is off. The recovery time has two components: the storage
time required to remove excess stored charge introduced into the base by base overdrive currents;
and the pulse fall time, which corresponds to the rarmval of stored charge introduced by normal
base drive.

The maximum value of dildt is determined by the rise time of the collector current. The pulse
rise time may be increased by base overdrive; however, inasmuch as the maximum pulse repetition
rate depends on the recovery time, an increase in dildt wI1l be accompanied by a diminished
maximum pulse repetition rate.

6.1.2.3 Breakdown voltage versus forward voltage. The introduction of a v-layer affects
the output behavior of a transistor by increasing he breakdown voltage.

Although breakdown voltage is improved by introducing the v-region, the forward voltage in the
on-state, typically several tenths of a volt, is also increased. Turn-on (delay) time is rela-
tively high in quasi-saturation, so that power dissipation may be increased excessively during
turn-on. It is possible, by increasing the base doping level, to reduce the final on-state
voltage drop across the transistor and to reduce the delay ttme; but quasi-saturation effects
are not eliminated, and turn-on times remain relatively high.

6.1.2.4 Life. The life of transistors is established generally by the sane constraints
which affect t~ife of thyristors. If a transistor is heat sinked well-enough, it is rea-
sonable to expect a lifetime in the order of tens of years, providing that transient adiabatic
heating is not so great as to cause catastrophic damage. Transistors, nmveover, do not
experience the pulsed thermal shocks which damage thwistors in which high currents are required
to flow through small turned-on regions. A transistor with dimensions comparable to those
tyPiCal for a th~istor inverter will turn-on in around 0.5 ns, the time required for the
base signal to propagate across the base. Hithin the same period of time, approximately
0.001 percent of the total thyristor area will conduct. However, transistors can be driven
into unstable operation relatively easily, particularly when switching inductive loads, and
catastrophic fat lure can quickly result once a transistor has been driven into an unsafe
power region.

This unstable operation is called secondary breakdown and is specified by at least four safe
operating area (SOA) descriptions. Forward biased SOA is often exceeded during current over-
loads where the collector current goes beyond the product of the gain and base current product,
or if a transformer saturates. Collector-base clamped SOA is a special case of forward biased
SOA seen in ignition circuits and solenoid dr$vers. Unclamped reverse-biased SOA occurs when
a device is forced into avalanche. Clamped reverse-biased SOA occurs in switching an inductive
load wtth the collector current clamped to a voltage source.

Failure of the circuit to keep the transistor within the various SOA limits is one of the major
failure modes of transistor switching circuits.

6.1.3 Power MOSFETS. The power MOSFET is a semiconductor opening and closing switch
whose switch~ng act ion is controlled by an electrical field applied across a semiconductor
channei. It is a three terminal device with connections to the drain, source, and gate.
Unlfke thyristors and bipolar transistors, hhich are minority carrier devices, the power
MOSFET is a majority carrier semiconductor device and has a fundamental lY different cOn-
struct ion and mode of operat i on. (The discussion of MOSFETS is nmstly taken frmn reference 55).

The MOSFET is a voltage driven device as opposed to a bipolar transistor filch is current driven.
klith no voltage applied between the gate and source electrodes, the impedance between the drain
and source terminals is very high, and only a smal 1 leakage current, in the region of nano?xnperes,
flows in the drain.

The gate is isolated electrical lY frcm the body of the semiconductor by a layer of sil icon oxide.
When a voltage is applied between the gate and the source terminals, a field is formed in the
p channel inverting it to an n channel and current flows frcra drain to source. The gate is Stil 1
i sol ated f ran the source and no dc gate current flows.
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6.1.3.1 T es.
+

Pewer )OSFETS are of two basl c construct Ion types: surf cce greove KOS
structures, with t e trcde nares of V 140S and U MOS; and D 140S structures with the trade ncasss
of HEIFFT, T ms, z ms, SIPM3S and supEWET. High voltcge, high current power KOWETS are
almost without exception D !!0S structures. The ❑ajor d I f ferences between surface groove and
D KOS fs the structure. The greeve used {n the surface structure makes It more susceptible
to voltage breakdown above 100 V. Ereakdmin voltcge is Increased by rounding the bottcm of the
grmve, hence the n- U MOS. D BOS has a planar structure with no grooving, ad consequently
has a higher breckdcnm voltcge--up to 10CO V.

6.1.3.2 Orafn rest stmce versus breakdown voltage. The goal of all of the power 140SFET
construct Ions ls to parallel mcny channels to get lW on-resistance. A single device ❑ay have
a theusmd parallel cells. The pesitive tqerature coeff Iclent allows successful parallel I ng
of cel Is wtthln the structure of fndfvl dual devices. Unfortunately, the on-resistance Is a
strong function of breckdwn voltage and Increases exponentially (by a power of 2.3 to 2.7).
The desfgn issues for a power KOSFET is to make the shortest possible channel, to make the
thtnnest possible defect-free gate-insulator, to make the greatest possible chmnel -source
periphery per untt area of chip, to mfnimize the gate fnput-capacitance Consistent wfth a
thin gate-insulator and large channel source pertphery, and to ❑lnbnize the series drain
re$ Ist.mce cons i stent w f th the needed breckdwn voltage.

6.1.3.3 Turn-on, turn-off and rel Icbll ity. Power xOSFETS are fast for semiconductor
dev Ices. Oev ices with tl (~ ax of 5 kU) have typical turn-on delays of
40 ns, rise times of 60ans, tu~n-off ~~la~ of 200 ns, ad fall times of 90 ns in stcndard
test circufts. Special drive techniques can force faster times.

Devices cppecr to have excellent field rellab!ltty if: the gate Is protected f ran overvol t age
(the thin oxide insulator can be destroyed with any overvoltage, eve. spikes of nmosecond
duration and ❑lntmal eneqy content), the drain to source voltage Is not exceeded; aPd the
heat slnklng and appl Icatfon keeps the device out of a narrow region susceptible to thermal
run-ay. The dev Ice has no secondary breckdmm problems. Oes fgners observ Ing the above pre-
cut Ions reported that they have yet to lose a KOSFET in devel opaent projects where they
would expeCt to loSe dozens of bipolar devices during the developa?ent stage. However, S-
MOSFETS do have finite energy cap6bllity requiring care if switching an inductive load.

Pewer ~SFETs have just begun to be widely used since they are more expensive at present
than bipolar devices with stmi lar Fmcx rat fngs. They have proven to be excel lent drivers
for high power bfpolar and th~fstor devices.

6.1.4 Power diodes. Power diedes are cc to dc rectifiers In pwer supplies, and if the
pewer supply is a swltcfiing+mde type, then diodes are also used as ccmmtating (free-wheeling
or catch) diodes. At the present the, the follewing types are avaflable:

a. Schottky diodes wfth up to 60 V reverse voltage, lW forward dissipation and
extrmely short switching time.

b. Fast epitaxlal diodes with reverse voltages up to 3~ V.

c. Olffused d{octei in various canbfnatfons of reverse voltage and recovery tiue,
amt forward voltage.

d. Diffused diodes with a specif led recovery current wavefOnn (soft recovery).

6.1.4.1 AC to dc rectffler diodes. In a low-voltage cc to dc rectlffer. the forward
voltcge drop is important. So much so that a center-twped transformer full-wave rectifier
is often used Instead of a ful l-wave bridge rect If Ier In order to el lmin?.te one-half of the
diode power losses. Of vital Interest Is the recovery characteristics of the diode, partic-
ularly *en inductance IS present In the source. Reactance of the input transformer, If one
Is used, can plcce a very high voltage-transient on the diode being ccamutated off if the
diodes have sncp-aff recovery characteristic.

7he Schottky diode, often used for rect {f Icat{on part Icularly in designs euploylng a ful l-nave
dfede, does have two severe Ifmltatfons: a h Igh 1eakage current above 100 degree cent igr?de
junction tmerature; and a IW peak inverse voltage breckdoun I Imit. The other types 1 isted
above are more appl fcable there higher reverse voltages are present.
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6.1 .4.2 Comnutatinq switching frequency diodes. Selecting a rectifter diode for use in
high frequency converter circuits involves a nwnber of trade-offs and a number of circuit con-
straints must be considered. Many of these have been discussed by Fred Blatt (reference 57).
In Smm’nary, the characteristics to be balanced include primarily: forward voltage (VFM),

reverse voltage (VRWM), and reverse recovery time (trr ). The Schottky barrier diode is gener-

ally regarded as the best choice for low voltage supplies (I2 V or less) because of its extremely
low forward voltdge drop, tiich, coupled with its freed.an from stored charge effects, yields
a low loss rectifier circuit. However, presently available VRUM is limited to about 60 V.

Recently, p-n junct ion devices (often made by a combination of ion-implantation and epitaxial
technology) have been introduced which offer high sueed and voltaqe ratinus to 150 V. with
forward drops scanewhat lower than the ordinary Fast” recovery rectifier di~des. These diodes
aPPear to warrant first consideration in supPlies in the 10 V to 24 V range, particularly if
voltage transients are a problem. The ordinary fast recovery device is often satisfactory in
higher voltage supplies. Switching speed of any of these diodes is satisfactory fran a rectifier
efficiency point of view, if operation is not much over 20 kHz; b“t the slower the diode the higher
the penalty, in terms of switc5ing losses in the transistors, contrary to a demand for transistors
with higher safe operating area.

6.2 Capacitors. The growth of switching-mode power SUPPI ies has spurred advances in capac-
itor development, particularly for the input and output filter capacitors.

In addition to its filtering function, the input capacitor for ac to dc power supplies must have
sufficient capacitance to support the load during the period when the rectifier is non-conducting.

The outtwt filter caDac itor must also suooort the load durlna the non-conductive oeriods of the
regulator and when sibstmtial increases” in the output C“rre;t Occw. However, since the dis-
charge period is in microseconds rather than mi 11 i seconds, substantial Iy smal Ier capacitance
values are required. The capacitor must also be sufficiently large to absorb the energy trans-
fer frcm the choke should the load decrease dr.anat ical Iy.

Because of advanced conf Igurat ions (multi tab, stack-foil, and four-wire) better foil-etching
techniques, and new materials (such as nonaqueous electrolytes) alwninum and tantalum electro-
lytic capacitors now demonstrate lower equivalent-series Inductances (ESL) and lower equivalent-
series resistances (ESR) and pack higher CV products into a given case size.

%Ial ler capacitors (mica and ceramic) are also required for higher frequency filtering. Sane
of these take the form of feed-through construct ion.

6.2.1 Input and output filter capacitors. Al I capacitors have parasitic inductance and
resistance. As shown {n FIGURE 54, this forms a series-resonant circuit so that at frequencies
below self-resonance, the capacitor is capacitive, and above self-resonance it Is inductive.
In general, larger valued capacitors have lower self-resonant frequencies. At 20 kHz an
electrolytic capacitor is usually used for the output capacitor, with the size determined by the
ESR needed for the ripple current. The result is that to obtain a low ESR the filter capacity
may be much larger than is required for filtering. This large value of capacitance results in
a very low self-resonant frequency.

The input capacitor is usually even a larger electrolytic (or bank of parallel electrolytic)
again oversized--but for different reasons. One reason is to increase the hold up time should
the input power be cut off. A second reason is oversized input capacitors are used is to
compensate for a decrease of capacitance with increasing frequency. However, these large input
capacitance values will cause high rectification harmonics to distort the input line unless
sufficient inductance is part of the LC f i Iter or unless one of the newer techniques are used,
for example by switching-mode techniques to regul ate the input current to fol low the input
sinusoidal voltage (see 4.5.2.2).

I
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ESL

FIGURE 54. Capacitor ac equivalent circuit.
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6.2.1.1 Electrolytic capacitors. Electrolytic capacitors are netther ideal nor frequency
invariant. Typicaf low ESR/ESL alum<num electrolytic capacitors may lose about 15 percent to
50 Percent capacitance frcm 120 Hz to 10 kHz, settllng down to a high frequency value of less

●
than 1 percent of the 120 Hz capacitance.

ESR aiso decreases with frequency but for low voltage capacitors increases again. (For example,
a 6 V dc capacitor typically decreases with frequency about 40 percent from 120 Hz to a minimum
near 1 FUiz. The ESR then typically increases with frequency to within 25 percent of the 120 Hz
value above 10 MHz).

ESL is relatively independent of frequency, but it depends enormously on the capacitor’s construc-
tion (if designed for fast manufacturability, ESL typically r“m more th?m 50 nH but 10w ESL
aluminum electrolytic capacitors run between .5 nH and 15 nH). The net effect {s to reduce the
capacitor’s attenuation ability at high frequencies. Above approximately 150 kHz the capacitor’s
ability to attenuate EM] depends almost entirely on ESL. A high voltage capacitor especially
designed for low ESL (see 6.2.2.3) might be expected to provide two to sfx da additional noise
attenuation at 1 MHz and la dB at 150 kHz. Experimental results (in reference 38) using a 20 kHz
power supply drawing 3 amperes and a low ESL input capacitor resulted in conducted EM1 values of
12 dBpA 150 kHz, -15 dBpA at 50 kHz, -16 d@A at 1 MHz, -26 dapA at 5 MHz, -30 dBpA at 10 MHz,
and -26 dBpA at 30 MHz (these points are plotted in FIGuRE 46).

ESR and capacitance decrease with increased frequency for those capacitors generally suited to
switching regulator input filter applications (aluminum electrolytic, tantalum foil, tantalum
wet slug, and solid aluminum) (reference 40). For example, it is conmmn to find the capacitance
or ESR of tantalum wet slug capacitors at 50 kHz equal to 50 percent of their 120 Hz rated values.
The lowered capacitance results in a higher ripple voltage across the capacitor in the time
domain (at the switching frequency). Referring to FIGURE 45 for the one stage filter, the fre-
quency dcm.in curves would be less steep because attenuation, V21V1 at any frequency is

inversely proportional to a capacitive function, 1/(1 + juRC +U2 LC).

6.2.1.2 Plastic or ceramic input or output capacitors. Uhere capacitance values less
than 50 pfd are adequate for system performance (which is Smnetimes true even at 20 kHz) plastic
dielectric capacitors offer much lower ESR losseS, and long term stability over a wide tempera.
ture range (see C2 in FIGURE 44). Polycarbonate and other film capacitors are used extensively

in high frequency switching power supply applications and applications where substantial ac
currents must be tolerated by the capacitor--high frequency power filtering and series resonant
power conversion circuits, for example. For switching-mode power supplies operating at very high
frequencies (for example, 20U kHz) either elastic film or ceramic capacitors are used. The ESR
of a good film capacitor may be two orders”of magnitude less than the best electrolytic. At I
200 kHz the smaller capacity for a given ESR is an asset in that it raises the self-resonant
frequency. As the current capability of the capacitor increases however, the self-resonant

I

frequency goes down, and in high power designs a point is reached Mere the high frequency
impedance is unacceptable. One circuit trick to beat this problem is to parallel small, high
self-resonant-frequency capacitors in a low inductance structure. Another scheme is two
different parallel capacitors as shown in FIGURE 55. Keep in mind that the effective ESL of
the capacitor includes the leads and mounting arrangement, so that a capacitor that stands up
frchn a non-ground plane board may have a much lower resonant frequency than the same capacitor
mounted close on a ground plane board with minimum lead lengths and the outer foil grounded
to the ground plane board (reference 5B).

6.2.2 Capacitor t~e descriptions. Aluminum and tantalum electrolytic capacitors are
described, and heir performance properties are compared particularly for power supply needs.
Mica and ceramic capacitors are described including feed-through types.
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6.2.2.1 Aluminum versus tantalum electrolyte its. Aluminum electrolytic capacitors have
finite lives, and present serious temperature imitations; their ESL and ESR, working-voltage, ●
surge-voltage, ripple-current, and leakage-current capabilities all need improvement. Never-
theless, these capacitors provide by far the bulk of the ripple filtering in swttching power
supplies and dmninate other switcher-capacitor needs because--so far--they cannot be beaten
in providing a high capacitance per dollar along with a high CV product per unit volume.

Moreover, aluminum electrolytic can be very suitable for the switcher-filter market if they are
designed with minimum impedance (see 6.2.2.3). A major drawback of electrolytic capacitors,
particularly the aluminum types, is their finite (but predictable) operating and shelf lives.
By contrast paper, mica, ceramic, and film capacitors--the electrostatic varieties--have
indefinite lives, barring catastrophic problems. Tantalum types have substantially longer lives
than equivalent aluminum types, but in either case, the working conditions--working and surge
voltages, operating temperature, and ripple current--are the ultimate arbiters of electrolytic-
capacitor life. The closer each of these factors gets to the capacitor’s limits, the shorter
its life. For a given set of working conditions and capacitor quality, the larger unit is
likely to live the longest.

For more exacting needs, tantalum is one of the more expensive materials applied to electrolytic.
But for its much higher cost, a tantalum-oxide dielectric offers a much higher dielectric constant
than aluminum oxide; therefore, much smaller capacitors can be built with tantalum for a given CV
product. The anode of a tantalum capacitor cm be made of foil or sintered t,antalwm material.
The electrolyte can consist of a dry solid-semiconductor material, such as manganese dioxide,
instead of a gel (wet unit). But each new technique or ingredient exacts a price. Solid-
tantalum capacitors have low internal inductance and resistance, and thus don’t resonate until
well beyond 1 MHz.

In fact, solid-tantalum electrolytic offer specifications that no single aluminum electrolytic
can beat in every respect. However, individual tantalum specifications can be chal Ienged by
specific aluminum units. For instance, smal I size, always one of the primary tantalum advantages,
is now characteristic of some aluminum units.

The de-leakage, 1 ife, and ripple-current handling of aluminum units general Iy are not as good
as those of tantalum units. Some larger aluminum units, however, can match the leakage, and
St il 1 others can compete in ripple-current hand] ing, but none can simultaneously offer a long ●
I ife span (2000 hours at 85 degrees C for the tantalum 1000 h for the aluminum) and as smal 1 a
size. In operating temperatures, some aluminums can beat the tantalytics--but the aluminum is
I arger, it leaks more, and loses more power.

Stability is one characteristic of tantalum devices that no aluminum can match, especially
when the electrolytic tantalum capacitor has a solid anode. Reliability is also unmatched,
but tantalum working-voltage ratings are limited--to 50 V. Aluminum-electrol ytics easily
attain higher working voltage.

Differences exist even between different tantalum capacitors. Wet-electrolytic units can be
built smaller for a given CV product than solid-electrolytic units. Unfortunately, the tantalum
wets are not qu$te as reliable as tantalum solids.

Where very high capacitance is necessary, as In the filter circuits of large power supplies, the
designer does not have a choice between aluminum and tantalum; only aluminum capacitors are made
with sufficient CV product. Considerable effort has been spent in improving the large aluminum
electrolytic.

The result is that the good grades are quite good. ESR is anaztngly low, as low as one mill iohm
near resonance for some types. Temperature range can reach -55-C and +105” C. Controlled values
of both ESR and capacitance are possible.

6.2.2.2 Controlled ESR and ESL. The necessity for filtering the outputs of switched-mode
power supplies has led to the requirement not only for very low ESR and ESL at frequencies between
10 kHz and 50 kHz, but for controlled values of these characteristics. The output filter is part
of the control loop, so the loop designer needs to know with same degree of. precision what the
output impedance will be, else he will have difficulty designing a stable loop, It is now
possible to control capacitance to within 20 percent and ESR within 30 percent.
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6.2.2.3 M!nimal [5A and ESL. There are several uays to ❑inimize ESR and ESL. One Is to
bring out mult7ple tabs connect Ing to each electrode fol 1 at several pofnts In the rol 1 (see
FIGuRE 56b). Connect Ing the tabs together yields a Iw-inductance, low-resistance I Ink to the
tem{nals.

The stccked-fol 1 capacitor represents another epproach (see FIGURE 560). In aluminum stacked-foil
capacitors. the result Is Khleved a Ilttle differently than {n films. For example, several
rolled capacitors are placed In paral Iel. Each roll Is a flattened cyllnder. The anode foil
protrudes on the other side, Al 1 the smode-foil edges are welded together, as are al I the
cathode-foi 1 edges. Each weld Is connected to a brocd strip conductor, terminating on the
outside of the can. The profusfon of paral Iel paths through the capacftor results in lw E5R
in the m!] 1 lohms range and ESL to less thm 2 nanohenrys.

St il I another ❑ethod of e.chleving 10U effect Ive inductance and ❑inimizing the ESA is the four-
terminal capacl~or, an axial unit talth both m tnput and output at each end (see FIGuRE 56C).
Local current f }ws in at one end, through the length of the anode electrcde and Wit the other
end. thence through the Ioed and back through the Ien th of the cathode electrode fn the reverse

fdirect Ion. Since \he current paths In the two direct ons 1 fe very clOSe together through the
capacitor, the magnet{c f Iuxes due to the currents cancel quite uel I and the net Inductance is
small (less than 1 nanohenry !s possible).

St ctked-fO 11 and four-term! IIal capact tors exh lb{ t impedance curves that are flat over a frequency
range of two decades or mere; In this range the Inductive reactance Is equal to or less than the
ESR. More conventional electrolytic have an impedance mlnlwm that covers @bout a deccde (see
FIGURE 56).

6.2.2.4 Mica and ceran$c. Mtca and ceraalc cap act tors of smal 1 values are useful for higher
f requenc fes & UP to about M ~Z. A capacitor of flat construction, if the capacitor plates
We round as in a ceramic disc capacitor, wI11 ramafn effect lve to higher frequencies than one
of the square or rectangular Construct Ion.

Other factors must be considered In selectfng cer.anlc filter Capacitors. A ceramic capacitor
element is affected by operating voltage, current, frequency. age. and alent t~erature. The
mount the capacity varies frcui Its nmnlnal value Is determined by the canpos{tfon of the ceramic
dtelectrlc. The d{elettrlc COUPOS (t Ion can be adjusted to obtain a desired ch.sracterlst Ic such
as negative temperature or zero temperature coeff$cfent, or ❑inimum size. In obtaining one
Characteristic, other charactertst Ics may became undesirable for certa!n appl icatfons. For
exaz+le, hen the dlelectr!c ccmpos!tlon !s cdJusted to produce m{nimua size capacitors, the
voltage Character fstlc may becmme negat!ve to the extent that 50 percent capacity exfsts at
ful 1 operat Ing voltage, and ful I cmbient temperature may cause en cddft fonal slzeable reductfon
in cs,pacfty. Also, from the time of firing of the cerimnlc, the dielectric constant ❑ay decrease;
after l@ll hours, the capacitance ❑ay be as 10N as 75 percent of the orlglnal value. The designer
should ❑ake cermic capacitor Select Ion based on required cepacfty under the mst adverse operating
Cond{tfons, taking tnto account aglmg effects.

Capacitors of short-lead construction. and feed-through capacitors, are three-terminal capac-
itors designed to reduce Inherent end lead Inductances. Theoretical insert {on 10$s of three-
tenninal capacitors is the same as for an ideal two-temlnal Capacitor. However. the insertfon
loss of a prcctlcal three-tennlnal capac$tor follows the Ideal curve much mere closely than does
a two-terminal capacitor. The useful frequency range of a feed-through cepac{tor Is improved
further by its case construction enabling a bulkhe&d or shield to tsolate the Input and output
terminals frcm each other.

Capacitor select Ion for shunt cdpacltive filters. or any other f Ilter eppl Icat Ion, is determined
in part by the voltage, ten!#erature, and frequetwy range In Wtch the filter must operate. For
28 Vdc appl ictitlons, capacitors rated at 100 working volts dc (Wdc) are adequate. W?tal liied
mylar capacitors offer the most ctsmpact design and geod reliabil Ity. Their dissipation factor
Is very low, ad lead length can general Iy be kept short to improve high frequency performance.
For high voltage dc appl icatlons, ceranlc capacitors are available wfth Ccpac!tances as great
as 16,000 PF at 6W0 volts dc.
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T
FREOUENCY (HZ)

A. CC+WENTIONAL

B. INSIOE RCLL LEAD C04t4ECTIfflS

C. 4 TERMINALCAPACITOR
D. 4 TERMINAL( STACKEO FOIL )

E. IDEAL C4PACITOR

FIGURE 56. Capacitor response characteristics.
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6.2.3 Capacitor paralleling and meunt$ng. It often .XCurs that because of their large
physical size, electrolytic cspac{tors ❑aybe located scene distance franthelr associated
uorklng components (dicdes, resistors, and so forth]. Thts necessitates long tnterconnectlng
leads on printed circuit (PC) boards or between subassemblies. and these Ieeds usue.lly carry
high circulating currents. In eddltfon to the wirtng loops (and H fields) thereby created,
the effectfve W of the capacitor Is tncret.sed frmm fts inherent ESL (see F16URE 54) and the
resoncnt freque~y Is even further decreased. These effects can be reduced by placing a
cersmic capacftor In paral let with the electrolyte Ic c acltor, but physically located on the

“!PC board near the assoct ated Cmaponents (see F 16uRE 55 .

However, not al 1 ceraic dielectrics have W losses, particularly those with the htghest K,
so sw care must be exerc{sed in select Ing cermnic capacitors (reference 58).

It is bnportent when paral Ielin these capacitors to use very short leads for the high frequency
1capacttor so It i$ really capac tive, keeping fz in FIEilJRE 55 resonant at a high frequency.

The following rules are therefore recmmnsnded:

Capacitor le&ds should be kept as short as possible. klhen mounted on a PC board,
the PC trakg”becaze, In effect, an extension of the capacitor leads increasing the ESL of the
cepacttor.

b. Paral Iel ing two capacitors to cancel long lead length effects, keep the leads
to the smaller hfgh frequency Cepacitor as short as pessible.

In udditlon, the following procedures are also recousm3r@ed:

c. The autslde foil of a capacitor ❑ay be Indicated either by a negative sfgn, a
wide band printed on the casitq, or by a drop of solder on that particular Iecd. This lead
shou Id be directed tewards the lowest uc Impedance to c Ircu \ t grwnd.

d. The ground return lead for Chassis-meunted capacitors can be twisted with the
hot lead, if the wires are insulated, to reduce magnetic field emlssfons.

e. A capdcltor should be mounted 8t right angles .s.sfal Iy. with reSpeCt to another
cepacltor or elem?nt, in order to reduce Interaction effects.

6.2.4 soft start. The input f flter capacltar may create a potent lal problem--hlgh inrush
current. 1f It is intent Ionally chosen for hfgh storage capacity and low ESR, ft behaves 1 ike
a ne-ly perfeCt short ctrcuit when the power supply first turns on (unless considerable inductmce
1s included In the Input f i 1ter). The short -durat fon peak fnrush current can destroy the Input
rectifiers and still lack sufficient energy to open protective fuses or circuit breakers.

To deal with this preblem. ❑any designs Incorporate circuits that Include either a thercnlstor
or a series res I stor that Is ef feet Ivel y shorted out by a tri ac or SCR after the turn-on surge
has subs Ided.

6.3 Inductors. To destgn an Inductor one selects the size and type of core, the core
meterial. _the wire size and number of turns, and the opt hum design permeebfllty. General Iy,
the size and weight of the conductor is determined by the power capcbil ft!es desired of the
inductor. The Size and weight of the inductor core Is determined by the peak energy storage
requirements of the fnductor. The size CM weight vary as the square of the peak current
times the lnduCt@nCe divided by the core perme6bll ity, provided there is space in the core
wirdow for the requ! red ntier of turns w{th the wire size needed to keep the wfndlng resist-
ance within limlts. Tomidal Inductors have been opt finally designed for either mfnlmmn
Nelght or minimum 10ss. Leakage end magnetic sh!eldlng requirements depend on the core
material and construction. COupl fng of wlt {pie cutput Inductors affect regulation and
other parroters of power SUPPI Ies.

YMy switching regulator tapolc.gles require one or mere tnductors for the output filter. Also.
as discussed in Sect Ion 3, the input filter should tnclude one, ad preferably more, inductors.
The cho fce of core mater I al for these {nductors Is determined by des Ign cons fderat ions such as
power level, frequemy, size, and 10ss. Tepe ucund bulk cwals. powdered iron, ferrites. and
the newer ?turphous metal have d! fferent ❑agnetic and loss chsracterlstlcs and are used in
vdr Ious core shapes. Imere sk In ef feet beccaes pronounced, at f requencfes above 100 kHz (and

L
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lower frequencies at high power), Litz, mult ifi Iar magnet, or copper ribbon provide lower ac
resistance (Litz wire is essentially multi filar magnet wire that has been braided to further
equal tze the current distribution). Additional inductors may be used in balun conf iguratioo
to diminish ccmm’mn+node EM1, and ferrite beads may be used to diminish high frequency EM1.

[f better methods are not used to e] lmfnate rect if I cation harmonics (power line frequency
harmonics) it may be necessary to use large tnductors as part of a filter to reduce one or
more of these harmonics (see Section 3).

6.3. I Material (core) considerations. (The discussion in this section is eKcerpted frcxn
a paper by $. Cuk, pages 292-309 of reference 2. ) The magnetic field has associated with it two
VeCtOr quantities. One, the field strength H. is directly related to the electric current tehich
produced the magnetic field. The other, the flux density B, is directly related to the effects
Of the field (mechanical forces, electric voltages), The ratio of B divided by H is termed
penneabi 1 ity, p. Certain materials are able to augment the effects of the H field and result
In higher B for a given H compared to free space. However, this rapid Increase of flux density
stops at a value of B called saturation flux density, Bsat. These materials are ferranagnet {c
and the Bsat has a direct bearing on the size and weight of the magnetic components. It may
vary from 0.3 tesla for ferrite materials (mixture of Mn Fe04 with ZnFe04) to better than 21
for pure iron. The intennedi ate range is covered by al 10YS of iron and the other two materials,
nickel and cobalt. FIGURE 57 illustrates the high penneabil ity and saturation of ferromagnetic
materl als compared to the permeabi I ity of free space. Beyond the saturation point ferranagnet ic
effects no longer occur and the permeabi 1 ity returns to the free space value.

Ferranagnet ic materials are frequently classified as either square-loop or 1 i near and this is
shown {n FIGURE 5B. In scnne materials such as sil icon iron (3 percent S1, 97 percent Fe),
Orthonol (50 percent Ni, 50 percent Fe), Perrnendur (50 percent Co, 50 percent Fe), even a very
SMal I field strength can cause saturation and usually the saturation flux dem, ity wil 1 be high.
These are termed square-loop materials. In other materials such as Ferrite (MnZn al loY) the
flux density is gradual such that a distinct linear region is visible before saturation is
reached and the saturation flux density wil I be lower. These materials are termed 1 i near.
These magnetization character! st ics are further compounded by the fact that the B-H character st ic
!s double-valued, e.xhibittng hysteresis loop behavior (see FIGURE 5B). Furthernmre the static
losses are directly associated with the area of B-H loop at a given frequency, tiile the
dynamic losses Include additional core loss at higher frequencies resulting in a widening of
the B-H loop.

An air gap is frequently part of the core design and it Is important from an EMI point of view
since depending on how it is constructed it may cause sign if itant magnetic radi at ion. Air gaps
permit higher peak inductor currents before core saturat ion is reached, but at the sacri f ice of
reducing inductance, FIGURE 59 shows this. The B-H material properties with its p slope can
be scaled by geometric factors (cross-section, magnetic path length, ard turns ratio) to obtain
the coordinates shown in FIGURE 59 where the slope is “w i“ducta”ce L, the ordinate is maw turns
ratio N multiplied by flux 6, and the abscissa is the current i. Higher OC currents are now
possible. Another example of a magnetic circuit with air gap is shown in FIGuRE 60 which not
only changes the slope but also changes the shape. One core configuration for achieving this
magnetic characteristic is an EI core with only one outer leg gapped. The flwc first follows
the ungapped loop until this leg saturates. Then the flux chooses the alternative lower
reluctance path through the gapped leg and, final Iy the gapped leg saturates as seen in the
th?rd slope. Thus high L is available for lower currents and saturation is extended to higher
current values. (This is sometimes termed a Swinging Choke and can also be achieved with other
Conf igurat ions, for example, two inductors or cores with different permeabil it{es and saturation
levels. ) The cmnpostte core is useful for large dc load vari atio”s, and for p?event ion of tran-
sient saturation of transformers in switching regulators. Composite cores with different losses
as wel 1 as different petmeabi 1 i ties are used to damp high frequency osci 1 Iations as explained in
6.3.3.

I
I

The introduction of the air gap into square-loop cores has the effect of linearizing the permea-
bility ~. It is often referred to as a shearing over of the square-loop B-H characteristic into
the linear one, although the material properties are still unchanged. However, in some cases,
powdered Iron Is mixed with some nonmagnetic material to introduce a distributed air gap, which
produces an equivalent slope peff usually referred to in manufacturer’s data sheets.
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FIGURE 57. Two features of ferromagnetic materials: high permeabi 1ity p
_(steep slope on a B-H curve) and saturation (slope is free
space PO).

“AT*’
FIGURE 58. Oouble valued 8-H loop characteristics

of square (a) and inear materials
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FIGURE 59. Increase of air gap increases dc current
capability of the inductor.
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FIGURE 60. Composite core with gapped and ungapped sections
eliminates core saturation problems and keeps high
inductance (L) at lower current (i).
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6.3.2 Leakage and magnetic shielding. 4s discussed In 6.3.1, a!r gaps tn the form of open
❑agnetic core tnductors are Ik ely to result In magnetic leakage sad, therefore, may cause magnetic
field Interference. Closed m.3gnetlC cores including dlstrtbuted air gaps have much reduced magnetic
field since nearly all the flux remains {n the core. To d!mtn{sh the leakage the follwinq
conf Igurat ions are recmax-ded:

a. U5e torofdal cores w!th dl$tributed alr gaps or pot core construct Ion. They till 1
produce the minhnm leakage. In pot cores the gap fs uel 1 shielded by the core.

b. Uherever possible wlndlngs should cover the entire core. Alr gaps should be
located In$lde the coil wlndlngs. and preferably at the center of the coil length.

c. 68P the center leg If core has a center leg.

d. Use the smallest gap possible. Thfs has the added advantage of Increasing L and
using less core ❑aterial.

e. &lent the Inductor so that the flux 1 Ines are farthest from the power supply
cabinet.

f. If necessary. shield the fnductor, us{ng one or more layers of ❑agnetic shteldtng
(see 6.10 on shielding). Mdgnet Ical Iy shleldlng the indwctor ❑ay make It unnecessary to ❑agnetl -
cal lY shfeld the entire pomr 5UPP1Y and prevent the f Ield frcin interfering with other parts of
the power supply. .

6.3.3 Capacitive effects. Inductors are not Ideal and In addition to resistance they also
exhibit c~acltl ve effects be fween coi 1 wif!dtngs. There Hi 1 I, therefore, be a resonant frequency
associated with each Inductor giving rise to possible ringfng. It fs desirable to decrease this
Capa.cftS.!Xe and thereby extend the resonant frequency and extend the Inductive effect to as high
.3 frequency as pass tble. There are a nuu5er of w!!!dl ng techniques that can be used to decrease
this capacitance: single layer spaced turns. ❑in fmlzlng the windfng to core capacfty by b’rapptng
the core with a low K dlelectr!c. and bank winding. For exqle, for a toroid the followlng pro-
cedure wtll result In less [. The wtre is wound back ad forth bulldlng up layerS over a 180 degree
sect W of the al 1 unt 11 half of the turns have been wound. The COI 1 is then turnsd over and
the s5e mutlne is again used to wind the second half of the turns. The ttm half CO!l S are tied
together by the beglnnl~ leeds and the terminals of the Inductor are the end leads of the Indf.
vldual halves. F16uRE 61B depicts this for the first layer of winding. Smaller sections can be
used . F1601TE 61C shows a first layer of winding for 90 degree sections. This construction results
In lower VOI t age d I f ferences between I oyers. At very high switchfng frequencies (over 100 kHz)
there Is a ltmit to how high the self-resonant frequency can be pushed and it Is usually necessary
to use multlsectlon filters.

The resonant frequent resulttng fron the paras{tlc capacitance can give rise to high frequency
!oscil Iatlons (ringing part Icularly under dtscont Inuous nmde operat Ion (low load). Reference 60

describes a C~Slte core fnductor which clasps these resonant osctl Iatlons without the need for
a d.mplng circuft. This Inductor Is termed a soft inductor. Over most of its load operating
range, the tnductor operates much as any other inductor, but at low drive currents it presents
a very low 9 to u Signals w{th frequencies greater thsn the basic 10 kHz to 50 kHz swftchlng
rate (see F16uRE 62), thus danplng out nest Ion level ringing. Also, since the inductance swings
quite hfgh at Iw current levels, either discontinuous mode may be avoided or a lower rlngout
frequemy wt11 occur.

6.3.4 Opt Imal 1y des lgned fnductors. Three ccrmputer prqrrms have been developed by TRU
Oefenst! and Space Syst~s &roup, ndo @each, CA as part of the !todel {ng and Analysis of Power
proces$l~ Sfit= (~pS) project ?msored by f@SA (references 36, 61. and 62). rnese optimal IY
designed nductors are l{m!ted to toroldal cores.
inductors.

Toroldal cores, however, produce low Eltl
The progr.m!s’ Identlflcatton md brief description are as follows:

a. IKOOSI - Opthum-Uelght Inductor Oesign kilth ‘dire Size Predetennimed

b. INOOS2 - Opttmur+eight Inductor Oeslgn ‘dIth 8 Given Loss constraint

c. INOOS3 - OptlWLoss Inductor Oeslgn Mlth a 6!ven Nelght Constraint

NOSC verlf ted the derivation of the design equations bdsed on Lagrange mult Ipl Iers and also the
useful ness of the prcqrms. To verl f y that these prbgraz.s are Indeed useful NOSC des Igned
Inductors wtthout and w!th the ald of the prc.grao. For each of the three optlmiun condltlons,
several inductors were first destuned ustna oromdwes reccmmmded in a camnsrcl al cs.taloa
(wfthout .slng the progrms). Thin, for tfie” sane des Ign requf rements, the prograns W;e” ;sed
to design the Inductors, and catalog cores were selected with dimensions close to the prqrea
values. For al 1 nine Inductors the results verlf led that the cquter prbgrcns considerably
stmrtened desl n tbr@ and prcduced better designs.

?
The Canputer programs produced a 1i ghter

weight design for INOOSI and INta3S2) and a leSS Iossy desfgn (fOr INCS3S3).
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A. 360- TRAVERSE ❑. 100 °TRAVERSE C. 90” TRAVERSE

FIGURE 61. Methods of winding toroid cores depicting only
the first layer of winding.
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FIGURE 62. Soft inductor-composite core with variable
inductance (L) and variable damping (Q).
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● 6.3.5 Cross-noise In multt-output converters. In dc-todc converters with mult{-output
inductor coupllng, noise generated In one of the multiple loads is transmitted to the other
loads . Reference 63 calls It cross-noise and describes analytical and experimental work fOr
a two-output buck-boost and a two-eutput forward (buck) converter.

In practical electronic systems. dc voltage sources of dffferent voltage levels are frequently
requ! red. Multl-output power converters are an .?cOnmnlcal way to provide these different volt-
ages but a mfse problem appears. klhen a load such .ss a dc rotor, a 1 tne prtnter or other
noisy load is connected on one of the multiple outputs, the noise generated in this apparatus
Is trcnsmftted to the other output terminals. The Cnuunt of cross-talk transmitted depends on
how the multi-output converters are Configured with respect to regulation. For multl-regulators
(uncoupled) the cross-noise Is lw, but cross regulation types can prtiuce considerable cross-
no fse.

For the b~k converter, the cross regulation Is performed by coupling the output Inductors
(see F16klRE 63). Experlntmtal results (reference 63) showed that loese COUPI ing of the output
inductors suppressed the cross-noise by 55 d8 to 65 dB from .1 ltliz to 5 IOiz ccitipared to 35 dB
to 45 dB suppression obtained with tight coupllcq over the sam frequency range; and this was
accmpl {shed with only a 1 lttle expense of the cross regulation characterist Ic. The output
Inductor was about 500 PH and the leakage inductance was about 50 PH. Loose COUP1 Ing provided
considertile suppression of the cross-noise without an addlt tonal notse filter.

6.4 Transformers. Oestgnlng transformers Is shdlar to deslgnlng fnductors with the
added consTderdtions of turns-ratio and the effects of leakage lnductafKeS and Capacltcmces
between Drlmcmy and secendary sdnd!ngs. Trcmsfonrers are uSed not only to ch .inge volt ages
but also to isolate segments of the power supply. Linear dlsslpatlve power SUPP1 tes require
transforwnrs to be located In the 60 Hz or 4W tiz section of the power supply. These 10IS
frequency trmsfonner$ are necessarily large and, therefore, high pervs?abll {ty cores are used
to keep the size and weight as small as possible. Swltchtng+uode power SUPPI Ies can achieve
isolation and voltage change at the sw!tchfng frequency with cmal Ier transformers. and the
cores that perfom best at these frequencies are lower In permeability but stil 1 cons lderhbly
=.s1 Ier 8nd 1 lghter than the 60 Hz or 400 Hz transformers.

6.4.1 naterial (core) considerations. The discussion in 6.3.1 for Inductors alSO applieS
here to transfonrers. Ir gaps (elth er confined to one or owe sections of the core 0P distributed
through the core) are frequently used particularly if dc flowt through the windings to tncrease
dc current capabl I ity of the transformer (see FIGURE 59). It should be noted that one transfomlbY-
isolated basic toplogy (the Cuk-derived one) does not have dc flowing in the windings (as is
true for the three other basic topolog I es ) because the energy is transferred capacitively rather
than magnet Ical lY (see FIGURE 17). AISO for those topOlOgieS tiere the dc u{ndlng currents
reverse permitting the core to be reset, alr gaps ❑ay possibly be avoided (for exhmp le. bridge
toplogies, F16dRES 19, 20, and 21); althou h me appin ❑ay be ~vls~le due tO nOt be~ng

? !1cble to perfectly match transistor propert es resu ting n ftialances causing transfomsr
satur.stlon (see 3.3.5 .3d). The (uk-der!ved converter has a true CL wavefOma (zerO VOltage
average) and a core creep and eventual core Saturation is .Wo!ded; per’mittlng use of a smaller
un9dPP~ Squdre-i@OP COre with SCCalIer leakage Inductances ( less potent la] Enl), and lower
copper and core los SeS.

I
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FIGURE 63. Two-output forward converter (buck) with
output inductor coupling.
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● 6.4.2 Caparitlve effects and electric field Shleldlnq. Trensfom?rs, llke Inductors, have
a pr irnary seTf-wi ndlng capacitance and a secondary self-w! d! ng cap?.ci tance and the recancerdat ions
given In 6.3.3 to ❑lntmlze these Capaclt?.nces shwld be follwed. In addttfon, transfom?rs have
capacitance between the primary and secondary wfndlngs, as shwn In F16uRE 64, and this al lows
noise CWP1 Ing through the transformer. Methods of ❑inimi zing prfmary to secondary ccpacitmce
are:

a.

b.

c.

d.
capacltmce is

e.

Increase dielectric thickness

Reduce wfndlng width dnd thus reduce the area

Increase nmber of 1ayers

Avoid large Ptentlal differences between wind!ng sect fens, as the effect of
proport Ional to appl fed potent fal squared

Use electrostatic (Fc.rdday) shields

To decrease this Capiccltance by Separating the primary and secondary wtndtngs ts, of Cwrse,
counter to the desirable COUP1 tng fran the magnetic f Ield, and thereby increases leskage
induct mce. In fact. leakage fnductmce and capacitance requirements may have to be Ccmtpronised
In prdct ice sfnce sws corrective measures are opposites (see 6.4.3 on leakage Inductance). A
way that wI1l have I tttle effect on leakage Inductance Is to reduce the capaclt!ve coupling
by providi~ an electrostatic, or Far6day shield (a grwnded conductor between the two ulndtqs],
as shown In F16URE 65. The single Fareday shield should be rounded at point B to prevent the

?noise fron reaching the load since if the grwnd connection s mde at point A the shield will
be at the nofse Patentlal and can couple Into the load thrwgh C2. Therefore, the transformer
should be located near the Iocd to si@#lffy the connection between the shield and pofnt E
(reference 42).

Tests were performed on seven 115 V ac trmsfomers to detercnfne the effects of both single and
triple electrostatic shields. The test procedures used were fr.m 1411..T-27D, paragreph 4.8.11.11,
for urumn-mode reject ton, and para raph 4.8.1 I.7 for differential-made reject fen. Results of
the differential-rode test. fran Id Hz to I IOlz, indicate the shield has Ifttle or m effect.
The results of scme of the ccm!mwode tests are shorn in F16URES 66, 67, and 69. F16URE 66
shows the cmrmn+e rejection (typ!cal) for a s!ngle shield trmsfomer, with the shield
grounded and d Isconnec.ted--over 30 dE over the rmge 100 Hz to I MWZ. F16URE 67 shews the cccmm-
code rejection for two sfmllar transformers, one wfth a single shield cnd the other unshielded--
over 25 dB over the range ILM Hz to 1 Niz. Even better ccmmn+mde reject!on Is obtainable tien
a three-shielded Configuration (see FIGURE 68) is used; wtth the prlmry shield connected to the
low side of the primary, the secondary shield connected to the lLN side of the secondary, and
the central Farcday shield COnn.2Cted to the trmsfomer outer case and to the safety ground.
The results for this trtple shield are shown In F16URE 69 for the three shields connected and
disconnected--with ccamnn-aede reject Ion so high it was WI 1 beyund the instrumental Ion range
for frequencies up to 40 kHz and a ❑inimm of over 30 dB at 1 FJiz. At higher frequencies, the
comrmwode rejection Is also dependent on the cqmci tmce between the transformer temi nals
and the wtndlngs, and the temfn41S end ground.
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FIGURE 64. Transformer capacitive coupling
transmits ground loop noise.
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FIGURE 65. Grounded electrostatic shield between transformer
wlndlngs (Faraday shield) breaks capacitive coupling.
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FIGURE 66

FIGURE 67.
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Typical conunon-mode attenuation obtained with a
single electrostatic shield grounded (connected)
and ungrounded isconnected) for a 115 Vac
transformer.

Common-mode attenuation obtained with two similar
115 Vac transformers, one unshielded and the other
with an electrostatic shield connected.
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FIGURE 68. Transformer with three electrostatic shields
between windings.
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69. Common-mode attenuation obtained for a 115 Vac
transformer with three electrostatic s~
connected and disconnected.
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6.4.3 Leakage and ❑agnetfc field shielding. In an tdeal transfonrer al 1 the energy
enter Ing the pr Im.ary Is transferred to the secondary. In a Pr6CtiCal trc.nsfomsr, however,
sw of the energy Is not coupled to the secondary. Thts uncoupled energy is proportion?.1
to the leakage inductance of the transformer (usual Iy model led as a primary leakage Inductance
cnd a separate secondary 1eakage t nduct awe). In a suitchlng regulator, large leakage induct-
ances have the follc+ng d!sadvanteqes:

Produces an unwanted radiated magnetic field at the switching frequency and Its
harmonics (aarn~or cause of over 1 Im{t REOI emlsslons fn MIL-STO-461 )

b. Induces voltage spikes which produce voltage stress on the switching ccmqmnents--
requ!rfng special snubber circuits

c. Rsduces the efficiency of the power supply

d. Impa{rs cross regulation between multlple outputs

Leckage {nductance cannot be completely el Iminated but! It can be reduced to a low value. Patel
in reference 64 derl ves the leakage Induct mce for a tit core where the leakage Induct s.nce Is
directly propertlonal to the cross-section of the uncoupled area and Inversely prOPOrtlOnal to
the uldth of the wlndlng. Also It Is a sauare function of the number of turns of the prhndry.
Pertaining to gapped cores both reference 64 and sectfon 13 of reference 2 experfuental ly danon-
strate the samewhat surprising result that the leakage inductances are essentially independent
of the a Ir gap length. Hoimver, COUPI ingcceff icient ‘decreases with Increasing a~r gap length,
and tith self inductances decrease with Increasing air-gap. So the practical design effect ts
an effectively leakier trmsfonuer to achieve the ungappe.d higher (primdry and secondary)
{nductmce values even wtth Increasing air-gaps. Sect Ion 13 of reference 2 pred {cts end
experimental lY Confirms that the leckage induCt OIICe of one winding of a three-winding transfonn?r
is increased by closer coupl fog between the other twe wlndlngs. Methods of ❑inimizing leakage
inductance are:

a. Minimize turns by using a core material with the hfghest Pssfble permecbllity

b. Reduce build of COI1

c. Increase wlndlng width

d. Minimize spacing between windings, insulat {on thfckness should be as smal 1 as
possible

e. If passlble, use blfllar ulndlngs

f. For high voltage primary to secondary. use parallel or interleaving w!ndlng
techniques

9. Use cmallest pessible wfre dimeter

If leckage inductance is not sufficiently reduced, !t may be necessary to use magnetic sh!elding.
At lam frequency, aagnetfc ❑aterials are required for ❑agnetic shieldlng and even then shtelding
Is difficult, frequently requiring thick shields for effective magnet!c shielding. Better results
are achieved with layers of materfals with different permea.billt!es and saturation levels (6.10
d{ scusses this and other shielding considerations in !mre detail).
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For line frequency transformers (60 Hz or 4D0 Hz), a non-magnetic metal 1 {C shield in the form of an
encircl ing band has been den!nnstr ated by measurements to be effective out to 5 kHz. This highly

! conductive band of metal encircling the transformer is comnonly called a shading ring. In
●

principle, the coil of a transformer having an alternating magnetic field induces a large current
flow {n the shading ring, setting up a magnetic field opposing the original magnetic field and,
theoretically, reducin it. In practice, this can be easily done by placing a copper band about

?.063 centimeters (cm) .025 inches) thick around the core and windings, centered on the windings,
and then shorting the ends with solder (see FIGURE 70). The ratio of the width of the shading
ring to the width of the windings should be about 1:2 (for example, a 5.08 cm (two inch) wide
winding would have about a 2.54 cm (one inch) shading ring). Using a wider shading ring (larger
ring to winding ratio) or cmnpletely enclosing the windings does not seem to be advantageous
because of the re-radi ation of the magnetic field at the top or bottan of the shading ring. This
fringing lessens the effect of the shading ring by increasing the magnetic field in the plane of
maximum radiation (side A of FIGURE 70). The magnettc fields frmm all six sides of a transformer
are predominantly ccmposed of odd harmonics of the power frequency; the even harmonics are general Iy
20 dB to 40 dB lower in amplitude than the odd ones for each respective face. It also should be
noted that the odd harmonic radiation level frcm each face is not equal because of the direct ion
of current flow in the windings; side A (see FIGL!RE 70) has radiation levels about 20 dB higher
than side C; side B’s radiation is much less in value than side C. The shadinq ring will reduce
the larger magnetic fields (sides A and C) by about 6 dB to 9 dB; side B will show little or no
effect. On a cost versus performance basis, the use of shading rings IS a good method of EMI
reduction. However, the designer should orient the transformer within the equipMent to obtain
lowest al l-round magnetic fields external to the equipment. Since the magnetic field decays

very rapidly with distance ( l/r3 as shown in 6. 10), the transformer may be oriented so that
its face with the highest emission is towards the greatest distance to the chassis surface.
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FlGURE 70. power transformer after adding copper shadin9 rinq.
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6.5 Ferrites and ferrite beads. Ferrite components are frequently useful for no$se suppres-
sion. The mmst cormmnly used ferrite devices for suppression are shielding beads. Ferrite beads
provide an inexpensive and convenient way to add high frequency loss in a circuit without intro-
ducing power loss at dc and low frequencies. The beads are small and can be installed simply by
slipping them over a cmnponent lead or conductor, to produce a single turn inductor/suppressor.
Toroids usually supplied for transfor?nsr or inductor use can also be used for noise suppression.
These cores lend themselves to multi-turn devices. Toroids often have longer magnetic path
lengths than comparably inductive beads and can, therefore, tolerate more current.

Ferrite canponents are useful because of some of their high frequency properties. As the fre-
quency is raised permeability is at first constant, then a critical frequency is reached where
permeability starts to fall at about 16 dB per decade. Meanwhile, losses start low, slowly
increasing with frequency. As the critical frequency is approached, losses rise drinnatically.

FIGURE 71 shows how these properties are reflected in the characteristics of an inductor. An
equivalent circuit shows a series inductor and resistor representing the inductance and losses
of the core. Using, for extwnple, a single turn through a cylindrical core, we can plot the
equivalent series inductance, reactance, resistance, and impedance. At low frequencies the
device presents a small inductance whose reactance can usually be neglected. AS frequency
rises past the critical frequency, the inductance falls; the reactance peaks, then drops off;
and the resistance rises. At still higher frequencies, the impedance becmmes nearly all
resistive, reaching a broad peak before rolling off.

A ferrite core Is thus a frequency dependent resistor. FIGURE 72 is a simplified circuit repre-
senting the core resistance and inductance at a single frequency and including source and load
impedances. Thus this device becomes part of a voltage divider that could attenuate higher
frequencies while passing lower ones. IJhether this will effectively attenuate the noise depends
o“ the relative magnitudes of the three impedances involved. For exmnple, if Z~ and ZL were

each 1 ohm, and if Zcore varies fran less than 1.0 ohm at law frequency to 100 ohms at the

noise frequency, then there will be substantial attenuation - over 33 dB. On the other hand,
if ZL were one megohm, then the impedance of the core would be insignificant and there would

be virtually no attenuation. In such cases, the situation can S.anetimes be improved by lowering
the impedance of the load as with a by-pass capacitor. The insertion loss can be calculated by
simply comparing the total impedances around the loop as shown in the formula in FIGURE 72.

\e&ite beads can thus be used to add high frequency loss to a circuit without introducing a dc
Shielding beads are available in a wide range of Sizes and shapes, and are made in several

materials having different critical frequencies (see FIGURE 71). Special variations of beads can
also be supplied. They can be ground to tight dimensional tolerances to fit into connectors or
filter assemblies. Certain beads can be assembled on wire leads, taped and reeled for automatic
Insertion. Multi hole cores are sam?times used to attenuate noise on wire pairs or to produce
multi-turn chokes having low inter-turn capacitance.

Since the impedance of a single bead is limited to about 100 ohms, beads are most effective In
low-impedance Ctrc”its such as power supplies, class C power amplifiers, resonant circuits, and
SCR switching c{rcuits. If a single bead does not provide sufficient attenuation, multiple beads
may be used. However, if two or three beads do not solve the problem, additional beads are not
normally effective.

Uhen using ferrite beads in circuits with dc current, care must be taken to guarantee that the
current does not cause saturation of the ferrite material.

Since the operation of these products depends only on coupling to the magnetic field surrounding
a conductor, contact between the lead and the bead is inconsequential. Nickel-zinc ferrite and

magnesium-manganese-zinc ferrite have volume resist ivites around 106 ohm-cm and act as fairly
good insulators. Manganese-zinc ferrite, on the other hand, has volume resist ivity around
100 ohm-cm classifying it as a semiconductor. Because of this, it is best to arrange such beads
so they will not short two circuits. Usually this can be done by lead dressing. If not, it
may be necessary to fix the core in place or insulate it. Man” factwers cm supply beads with
a variety of insulating coatings such as parylene, varnish, Teflon or enamel.

Toroids are useful to suppress ccmmn-nmde noise. AS shown in FIGuRE 52, the toroid is wound with
two windings, such that the fields resulting frccn the power currents cancel while the cc%mwn-mode
notse fields WJ. This approach allows a cannon-mode choke to carry h{gh power currents without
trouble while attenuating ccsmrmn+node noise. This technique is used quite effectively in power
line filters, particularly for lower frequencies wiv?re winding self capacitance is not significant.
In many cases where noise is normal-mode and large current must be carried, it is necessary to
provide a gap to avoid saturation (see 6.3.1).
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(SUCH AS POWER SUPPLIES)

FIGURE 72. Insertion loss of ferrite core (or b-.
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Ferrites are hr{ttle ceramics having rather low thermal conductivity and are subject to failure
fran physical or thermal shock. These conditions become progressively more serious with large
parts. Depending on the shock levels, it may become necessary to restrict core movement, pro-
tect from bending stresses or to insulate from sharp thermal transients. Like most other
ceramics, ferrites are about ten times stronger in compression than tension, so mounting should
avoid tensile or bending stresses. Cushioned clamps or adhesives are best for holding parts in
place.

Environmentally, ferrites are quite inert being free of any organic or metallic substances. They
will not be degraded by solvents, water, weak acids or bases, or temperatures up to about 300 degrees C.
In low loss, high freqwncy materials, rmisture or high humid$ty can incvease 10 SSE.S slightly due
to eddy currmts in the water, but this is inconsequential in suppression applications. Above the
Curie temperature, these materials became non-magnetic, so you should expect no suppression. The
phenomenon Is completely reversible, so tenporarlly exceeding the Curie temperature has no lasting
magnetic effect. Most magnetic properties change with temperature. Foremast of these is permea-
bility which generally rises with increasing temperature, although there are sometimes dips, until
it drops sharply at the Cmie temperature. Losses change only a little with temperature. Satura-
tion flux density falls with increasing temperature.

6.6 Conductors. Although not usually considered components, conductors do have cmmuonent
characteristics: inductance and resistance. (Much of the discussion in this section are excerpts
frcan reference 42).

The inductance is the sum of the internal PI”S external inductances. The internal inductance of
a straight wire of circular Cross-section carrying a uniform low frequency urrent is independent
of wire size, and is negligible ccmpared to the external inductance except for very close conductor
spacings. The internal inductance is even less when higher frequency currents are considered
since, due to skin effect, the current is concentrated near the surface of the conductor. The
external inductance, therefore, is normally the Only inductance of significance.

TABLE VII lists values of external inductance and resistance for various gauge conductors. The
table shows that raising the conductor higher about the ground plane increases the inductance.
This assumes the ground plane is the return circuit. Beyond the height of a few inches, however,
the inductance approaches its free-space value, and increasing the spacing has little effect on
the inductance. This is because almost all the flux produced by current i“ the crmductor is
already contained within the loop.

As Is also indicated in TABLE V1l the inductance and conductor diameter are inversely related
in a logarithmic manner. For this reason, low values of inductance are not easily obtained
by increasing the conductor diameter. The spacing between Conductors affects the external
inductance, whereas the cross-section affects only the internal inductance. The internal
inductance can be reduced by using a flat, rectangular conductor instead of a round one. A
hollow round tube also has less inductance than the sane size solid Conductor.

TABLE Vll also lists the equations for the external inductance of a straight, round conductor;
and for ac resistance as a function of dc resistance, frequency, and conductor diameter (copper).

FIGuRE 73 relates sane other pertinent characteristics of cc!nd”ctors. The equation is given for
inductance of two parallel conductors showing how the inductance increases with center to center
spacing and decreases with diameter of the conductors. Also indicated in FIGURE 73 is the lower
ac resistance and inductance of rectangular conductors compared to round ones. As a result
rectangular conductors are better high frequency conductors. In fact, flat straps or braid are
frequently used as ground conductors even in relatively low-frequency circ”{ts.

6.6.1 Planning minimal magnetic loop areas. To prevent radiating magnetic fields, it is
important to minimize loop areas particularly where currents are high. One method of planning

minimal loop areas is to take a schematic and wiring diagrwn and color heavily those comecti”g
wires which cmnprise the main fluctuating current flow. Then, when laying out ccsnponent location,
the loop area should be minimized bW care should be taken to not exclude necessary lead length
(see FIGURE 49). On PC boards, high current-carrying components should be located nearest the
plug-in connector, when possible. Attention should also be given to orienting the terminals of
the individual components to minimize loop areas. When attempting to visualize loop area, it
is advisable to considev both the vertical and horizontal planes. Also, consider that “$”ally
the front-to-back distan’e for most equipment is greater than the vertical or the lateral dis-
tances. Therefore, if a large magnetic field is present, it would be better to have it oriented
in the front-to-back direction, This will provide same attenuation of the field before reaching
the equipment case due to the greater distance the field has to travel.
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TABLE VII. Inductance and resistance of round conductors.

I

I

I

I

I

I

L = Inductance (PH per In.)

Wire d ‘dc h .0.25 In. h=l in.
Size Diameter Resistance Above Ground Above Ground

(AWG) (In.) (m flfln.) Plone Plane

26 0.016 3.39 0.021
24

0.026
0.020 2.13 0.020

22
0.027

0.02s 1.34 0.019 0.026
20 0.032 0.85 0.017 0.024
18 0.040 0.53 0.016
14

0.023
0.064 0.21 0.014 0.021

10 0.102 0.08 0.012 0.019

Inductance if h > 1.5d:

L ❑ 0.005& (4h/d),pHlin.

AC resistance isrelated10 Rdc ford~ >10:

Rac = (0.096 dfi+ 0.26) Rdc
for coppw

● Even at low frequencies a conductor normally has
more inductive reactance than resistance

● Two parallel conductors carrying uniform current
in opposite directions:

L = 0.01 b (2D/d), ~H/in.
where D is center to center spacing & d is
conductor diameter

. A flat rectangular conductor has less Rac & L than
a round one

FIGURE 73. Conductors.
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Resistors. There are three basic types of fixed resistors:

a. Mirewound

b. Film

c. Composition

In most cases, a satisfactory equivalent circutt for a resistor consists of an inductor in series
with the resistor and a capacitor shunted across the resistor (reference 42). The inductance {s
primarily lead inductance, except for wirewound resistors, where the resistor body is the largest
contributor. Except for wirewound resistors, or very low valued resistors of other types, .me
may normally neglect the inductance during circuit analysis.

The shunt capacitance can be significant when high value resistors are used. For example, con-
sider a 22 megohm resistor with .05 PF of shunt capacitance. At 145 kHz, the capacitive reactance
will be 10 percent of the resistance. If this resistor is used above this frequency, the capac-
itance may affect the circuit performance.

All resistors generate a noise voltage fram thermal noise and other noise sources, such as shot
and COntaCt noise. These noise voltages, however, will usually be much lower than the other
power supply noise sources. In general, they need not be considered in meeting power supply EMI
specif icat ions.

6.8 Mechanical contact protection. Electrical breakdown may develop between contacts
opening or clos{ng a current-carrying circuit. Breakdown can cause not only physfcal damage to
the contacts; but also high frequency radiation, and voltage and current surges in the wiring.

Two types of breakdown can occur: gas or glow discharge and the metal-vapor or arc discharge.
The glow discharge is regenerative, self-supporting, and can occur when the gas between the
contacts becmnes ionized. To avoid a glow discharge (In air), the voltage across the contacts
should be kept below 300 V (only a few milliamperes is usually necessary to sustain the glow).
An arc discharge can occw at contact spacings and voltages much below those required for a
glow discharge. An arc is formed whenever an energized but unprotected contact is opened or
closed, since the voltage gradient usually exceeds the required value when the contact spacing
is small. ‘dhen the arc discharge fotms, the electrons enanate fran a small area of cathode--
where the electric field is strongest. The localized current has a very high density which
may be enough to vaporize the contact metal. The appearance of molten metal marks the trans-
ition from field emission (electron flow) to a metal-vapor arc. This transition typically
takes place in less than a nanosecond. The molten metal, once present, forms a conductive
bridge between the contacts, thus maintaining the arc even though the voltage gradient may
have decreased below the value necessary to initiate the discharge.

The arc discharge, once formed, must be broken rapidly to minimize danage to the contact
material. For that reason, a set of contacts can normally handle a much higher ac than dc
voltage. A contact rated at 30 Vdc can, therefore typically handle 115 Var..

When the contacts are closed, capacitive loads draw much higher inrush currents than their
steady-state current. To protect the contact, the initial inrush current must be limited.
Soft start circu{ts are discussed in 6.2.4.

When the contacts are open, inductive loads create a large reverse voltage transient or
inductive kick. The energy stored in the magnetic field must be dissipated in the arc or
be radiated unless protective circuitry is used. FIGURE 74 shows that there are two require-
ments for avoiding contact breakdown (reference 42):

a. Keep the contact voltage below 30Q V to prevmt a glow discharge.

b. Keep the initial rate of rise of contact voltage below the value necessary to
produce an arc discharge. (A value of 1 volt per microsecond is satisfactory for contacts. )

●

●

To determine whether or not breakdown can occur in a specific case, it is necessary to know
what voltage is produced across the contacts as they open. This voltage is then compared to
the breakdown characteristics in FIGURE 14. FIGURE 75 shows an inductive load connected to
a battery through a switch S. The voltage that would be produced across the contacts of the
opening switch if no breakdown occurred, is called the available circuit voltage. 10 is the

current flowing through the inductor the instant the switch is opened, and C is the stray
capacitance of the wiring. FIGURE 76 ccmpares the available circuit voltage to contact break.
down characteristics (see FIGURE 74). Contact breakdown occurs where the voltage exceeds the
breakdown characteristics.
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FIGURE 76. Comparison of available voltage and
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To protect contacts that control Inducttve loeds, and to m{nlmlze rcdiated and conducted netse,
SOTIC type of contact protect {on network must normally be placed across the inductmce, the con-
tacts, or both. In scm!e cases the protection network can be connected across either the 10CCI
or the contects with equal effectiveness. Fran a nofse reduction pefnt of view it is usually
preferable to prevfde ?.s much trcnslent suppression as pessfble acress the noise source--in
thfs case, the inductor. In most cases, this provtdes suff fclent protect Ion for the contccts.
Uhen It Is not, Ccldftf onal protection can be used across the cOntCCts.

FIGURE 77 shows SIX networks ccmmnly placed acress a relay COI1 or other inductance to mlntmlze
the trcnstent voltcge generated tien current is Interrupted. In FIGURE 77A a resistor Is cOn-
nected across the Inductor. kmen the switch opens, the inductor drives tiatever current was
flowing before the openfng of the contect thrwgh the reststor. This cfrcuit Is very waSteful

. of pewer since the resistor drem current whenever the load {s energized. If R should equal
the load resistance, the resistor d!sstpates as much steady-state power as the local.

Another arrangement Is shewn fn F161JRE 778, tiere a varistor (a voltage variable resfstor) is
connected across the Inductor. Uhen the voltage across the varfstor Is low, Its resistance fs
high. but men the voltage ccross It Is high {ts resistance fs low. This device works the same
as the reststor In FIGURE 77A. except that the pmer dissipated by the varlstor tifle the Cfrcuft
{s energized Is reduced.

A better crrangemnt is shown In F161JRE 7X, tiere a resistor and capacitor are Connected fn
series cnd placed across the Inductor. This ctrcult dissipates no power when the fnductor Is
energlzcd. Uhen the Cent.set is opened, the capacitor {nltfal Iy acts as a short Cfrcuft, atd
the inductor drives its current thrcugh the resfstor. The values for the res Istor and the
capacitor can be determ{neti by the method descr{bcd tn FIGURE 78.

In FIGURE 770 a semiconductor dlcde Is conncctcd across the $nductor. The diode fs poled so
that tien the clrcutt Is energ{zed, no current flows through the dicde. However, when the
contcct opens, the voltage across the Inductor Is of oppes Ite polarlty than that ceused by
the battery. Thts voltage forward biases the dfode, *lch then I imfts the trmslent v01t8ge
ccross the {nductor to o very low value (the forward voltage drop of the dtode plus cny IR
drop in the diode). The voltage across the opening contact Is therefore Cppros.lmately equal
to the supply voltage. This clrc.ult Is very effective In suppressing the voltage transfent.
i!awever. the the requ$red for the $nductor current to decay is more than for any of the pre-
vlws clrcufts and may cause operational problems.

Adding a zener dtode In series w!th a rectifier diode. as shown in FIGURE 77E, allows the
inductor current to decay faster. This protection, however, is not as good as that for the
diode above and uses an extra ccaqIOnent. In this case. the voltage ecmss the opening cOn-
tcct ts equal to the zener voltage Plus the supply voltage.

Neither of the diode clrcults (see F16URES 770 or E) can be used wfth et clrcults. Cfrcuits that
operate fran ac sources or Circuits that must operate fran two dc pelarftles can be protected
ustng the networks in F161C4ES 77A through C, or by two zener diodes connected back to back,
aS shewn in FIGURE 77f. Each zener wst have a voltage breakdWfI rating greater than the wak
value of the cc supply voltage and a current rat Ing equal to the ❑axhann load current.

F161JRE 78 shewS two pfOteCt Ion netmorks CMUMICIY IISCd acress cOtIt&tS that COntrOl ldJCt fVe
Iocds . The circu{t on the left uses an R-C network. If the capacitor is large enough, the
10CCI current Is mmcntarily diverted through ft as the cont&ct is opened, and arctng does not

OCCUI.. km” the contact IS closed, the capacitor voltage (Vdc) is discharged through R.

For contcct closlng, ft is desircble to have the restst.wm c+ large as POssfble to limlt the
dtscharge current. He’dever, den the contact Is opened, It Is desfrs.ble to have the resists.nce
as SUMI 1 as possible, sfnce the resistOr decreases the effectiveness of the capacitor In pre-
venting arc fng. The cctual value of R must therefore be a cemprcmise between the two conf I ict Ing
requ irments.

Limltiog values of R are given in FIGIJRE 78, and the value of C is also given. The value of C
fs chosen to meet two requirm?nts:

I
( I the peak voltage ccmss the C0fIt8CtS should .Ot eXCed

300 V (to avoid a glow discharge). and 2) the inittal rate of rise contact voltage should not
exceed 1 V per microsecond (to NO td an arc d I sch arge). The latter requfrezent is satisfied if
C is ac least 1 PF/A of loed current.

I
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FIGURE 77. Contact protection circuits to minimize “inductive kick”
~from inductive load] and minimize radiated and conducted
noise.
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FIGURE 78. Contact protection circuits used across switch contacts.
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The right side of F16LME 78 shows anure expensive circuit that overccmcs the ctfsadvant.sges of
the RC circuit on the left. khen the contcct is open, capacitor C charges up to the supply
voltage with the pelarlty shown In the figure. Ul!en the contcct closes, the capacitor discharges
thrwgh reststor R, tilch 1 fmlts the current. kmen the cent act opens, however, d lode O shorts
cmt the res!stor, thus ?. Ilow{q the loed current to uamentar!ly flaw thrwgh the capacftor *tie
the contact opens. The dfode must have a breakdown voltcge greater then the supPlY V01t8ge with
m adSquate surge Current rat Ing (greater thm the UI.Mlr.inn 108d CUrrent ). The cs@Cl tOr value
fs chosen the sme es for the R-C network. SlnCe the ctlode shorts wt the resistor tien the
contccts open, a ccaprcmi!se resists.nce value is no longer required. The resistance can nm be
chosen to Iimlt the current on closure to leSS thm one tenth the arCing current, as shown tn
FIEAIRE 78. The R-C-D netmrk pravldes opttmum contcct protection, but it Is more expensive
then other methods end cannot be used fn EC Cfrcufts.

The Infonaat ion In thfs section Is prlmarfly from reference 42 with scans vartatlons.

6.9 Additional filter constderat tons. This sect ion cons fders the ef feet of Input and
output impedames on ter attenuation and how best to ❑it fgate adverse effects. A related
consideration Is the precaut Ions to be observed ff f tltar circuits are purchased c_rCfal Iy.

Finally considered are the cdvmt.sges of filtering on the dc rather than the u sfde of the
rectffter.

6.9.1 Input and output Ln@ances of filters. As dlscusscd fn 5.2.4 end APPENOIX 0, the
ccdination of a 1 ightly d~p~ Input lter and a 1 Ightly damped output f Ilter can turn the
switching regulator Into an OSCI1 later. k less catastrophic, but nevertheless fm$artant
consideration is the effect of Input and output Impedances on the ottenuatlon characteristics
of filters In same cases result Ing In negattve Insert ton 10ss or rl nglng at one or mre self-
resonant frequent I es of the f f 1ter.

FIGuRE 79 depicts four types of most effective prlm!tlve low-Pass filters for the four perKama-
tions of lcw and hfgh Input aml output hpcdi?nces. For exaz?ple, the cmmcmly used LC filter
fn swltchlng power supplles (the thfrd Conflguratfon fn F16uAE 79) is the most effeCtf Ve prhIIit{Ve
lm-pass filter for a ICU fnput and high output fmpedance circuits. The few filters on the
right side of F16uRE 79 are the corresponding next, less primitive filters. For best results,
the blah Interface l~ance should meet a C [shunt) and the lW interfcc.e impedance should
meet ~ L (series) of’ the fflter.

There weuld. therefore, be no problem if the !nterf cce kpeclances ucre kncmn. One cc.uld then
also cccur,?tely calculate and prcdlct the Insert Ion loss. In practical installations, however,
one ❑ay not knm both Interfaces. The power SUPP1 y des tgner can model the power SUPP1y inter-
fdce (see APPENOI[[S A and B). Ncwever, the power 1 Ine Impedances (generators. ccbllng and
my other systen on the generator) ts not ltkely to be known. k150 continuous swttching with
the power systcm and cdd!tions and chcnges mcke the interface unavoidably tndetennlnate.

Schl icke (reference 66) recccmumts ❑anagfng this Indetennlnancy effectively afst economical Iy
by partitioning and damping. The advantages of part it Ion (mult l-sect Ion f titers) can be
attributed to the much steeper cut-off ml the much reduced values of the total lnduCt.3tICe
(sum of L“s); sm.sller end cheaper filters. F16uAES 45 and 44 show thfs for the LC filter.
Partitioning very much reduces the effect of ❑ismatch in the stopbmd. Stated amther way,
with partitioning, the stopbmd performance becorm?s leS5 dependent on filter configuration
(PI. T, or L) and of mismatch conditions.

To reduce negative Insertion loss (ringing) d.%mping of the self (eigen) resonances is
recmmmded. See APPENOIX B for filter dcmptng techniques.

SCCIC idea of power 1 ine impedances of typical power 1 ines is shown In F161JRE ED reproduced frmn
a P~r by Bull (reference 67). It shona mean values and standard deviations of the ❑agnitude
of 1 ine impedance, as d function of frequency. It also fl Iustrates the impedance characterlst ic
of a parallel RL Circuit. with R . 50 ohms and L . 30 PH. The good fft to the mean valueS of
1 imc fmpedance WI 11 be noted. Superimposed onto the original figure are the folloxing impedance
curves:

a. A parallel RL circuit, with R . 150 chats and L . 50 PH.

b. A parallel RL circuit, with R . 23 ohms and L . 13 PH.

● These additional curves provtde a re.3S0nCLIle f It to the + o and -0 power line impedances values,
respect Ively.
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● 6.9.2 Off-the-shelf type filters. A number of ❑anuf .scturers prov Ide low and h Igh current
power l{ne m ters, scams of hem specfflca}ly designated as betng appropriate for Sw!tch!ng.+zode
power suppltes. Host of then supply fnsertion loss data for 50 ohm Input and output test condl -
t tons. AS {ndlcated {n 6.9.1 the insert Ion loss under actual Interface conditions may be very
different .3nd may even result In Insert {on gain. As shcmn in FIGuRE 60. the source Impedance is
more realistically a fraction of an ohm to a few ohms at 10 kHz. The power supply tnput Impedance

,. APPENOIX ,~ Another possfble contrfb.tor of pbwer lfne filter problems ,s the use of
wIII depend u n the current end voltage Inputs and power supply configuration (see F16uAE 101

mmglnal or substandard cmnponents such as undersized Inductor cores *fch saturate at much less
than the rated current. Also as dtscussed In APPENDIX 8, the cddlt$on of a fflter can caIJse
the entire pduer supply to become an oscillator. The designer, therefore, should observe the
follwlng precautions In selecting an off-the-shelf power llne fflter:

a. Obtatn c!rcutt diagram and cbmgonent values and perform Insertfon loss tests.

b. Crm!pare filter circuft output hnpedtmce to power supply Input impedance to pre-
dict tiether or not instabfltty can occur (see AppendIces 9 and C). Verffy by stabllfty tests.

c. If no filter cfrcuit informatlnn Is avatlcble. Insertfon loss and stab{ litv
I testingwII1 needto bemuch more extens$ve.

d. Select multi-section filters with damped self resonances herever possible.
TW or three sectfon filters are very effectfve In ❑intmlzlng the effects of v,crytng fnter face
Impedames.

In general. select f Ilters w{th high input hm@ances to ❑atch low power 1 fne
hpeddnces (;;{rd filter dawn In FIGuRE 79).

f. The filter mcst be butlt to withstand occasional high voltage transients such
as frm Ilghtn{ng strokes. For shore use, this peak voltage can be as high as 15W volts ac(Vac)
and aboard shfp as high as 2500 Vac (see 000-S10-1399 spike test).

9. See 6.9.4 for 1 lmlts on line-to-ground capacitances.

6.9.2.1 Installation of off-the-shelf power 1 {ne f titers. The most effect Ive location
tO .wunt the m ters is at the 11ne cord entrance to the chassis. If this is not possible,
the line-side wires should be tulsted and perhaps shielded. 00 not run these leads In the
s&’re bundle or parallel to cny other Ieccts In the equfpnent. It {s also good prcctfce to
twist the Ioad-side leads to the switch.

REO1 ❑agnet fc !5aIsslons ❑ay occur tf the 1 Ine cord entrance to the chassis is not located
close to the terminal entrance to the power supply. The tnternal wlrlng leading to the power
supply carrfes swltchlng frequency currents whfch in turn vadlate Elll. To decrease these
❑agnetic EUISSIOIIS, a capacitor can be located at the terminal entrance to the power supply.
The capacitor then becmnss part of the input fflter ctrcult.

6.9.3 DC versus ac filter. In general, as much filtering .ss Possfble should be performed
on the dc side of the rectlfi er for the follming reasons:

a. f lectrolytlcs m.sy be used on the dc s!de-smal ler VOIIME capacitors

b. Less losses in rectifier diodes ff there are no switchfng frequefKy losses

c. Induct Ive f Iltering on dc sfde decreases low frequency rect If fcation harnmnlcs

d. Less radls.ted ERI since fewer wires carrying the switchfng frequefICy

e. [aster to achieve 10U llne-toqround capacitances (see 6.9.4).

Scene addttlonal fflterin9 IMY also be needed on the sc sfde (e.g., ca5m@riode or ff rectlflcs.tlon
hmmnics extend to the swttchlng frequency).

iO
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6.9.4 EMI filtering and MI L-STO-461B. Paragraph 4.3.1 of MIL-STO-461B, Part 1, states
that the use of ine-to-ground Iters for EM1 control shall be mimtmtzed. This does not mean
that they should not be used nor form a basis for the argument of exceeding the conducted emission
requirements on power lines. As explained in the subject paragraph, such filters establish a low
impedance path for structure (cormnnn-mode) currents through the ground plane and can be a major
cause of interference in the systems, platforms or installation because these currents can couple
into other equtpnent using the saw ground reference. The dumping of noise currents, as well as
leakage currents, into the ground plane, hhich is often the hull of the ship or the fuselage of
an aircraft, makes this ground reference a high noise source. If allowed to continue without any
limits to the mount of power line and noise current being dumped into the ground, the bonding of
equipnent could cause more problems than it would solve. Furthermore, there are limits to the
amount of reactive current and maximum capacitance to chassis set forth in Requirement 1,
MI L-STD-454 and MIL-E-16400.

Thus, MIL-STO-461B states that the total ltne-to-ground capacitance shall not exceed 0.1 pF for
60 Hz equipnent and 0.02 pF for 400 Hz equipment. This will, in turn, limit the power line
current to 5 mA consistent with MI L-STO-454 and MI L-E-16400 requirements. It is important to
note that the f tlterlng employed tn an equipment must be described ful ly $n the equipment ,s or
subsystem’s technical manual, as wel 1 as in the EMI Test Report, as specified in MI L-STO-461B.
Since many EMI filters are added as a result of EMI tests, the test report is often the first
official document showing their use, usual Iy prior to the issuance of an Engineering Change
Proposal ( ECP ).

Procwing act Ivit ies should be alerted to the fact that many contractors may argue that ccmpl iance
with the conducted emission or susceptibil ity req”irenents of MIL-STO-461B is not possible unless
1 arge capacitors are used in the EMI filters. This is believed to be a fallacy since most camner-
ci al computing devices now use EM] filters in conformance with Underwriter’s Labs (UL) leakage
requirements consistent with the MI L. STO-461B req”iren’mnts. Thus, the technology and ccumm?rci al
filters for conformance to the requirements are available. The only problem which may exist is
that the ftlters are not of military quality or are not on a qualified parts list. This problem
can be remedied by either the equipment manufacturer or filter manufacturer pursuing an appropriate
ccmponent qual if Ication procedure. The important fact is that the f Iltering requirement must be
adhered to, in order to achieve the cmmpatibi 1 ity of the equtpment or subsystem when it is {nte-
grated Into the overall platform.

To meet these low 1 ine-to-ground capacitances, one or more of the following procedures are
recmrnended:

a.

b.

c.

Use of 1 tne-to-l ine capacitors

Use of one or more ferrite beads (see 6.5)

Filtering on the dc side (see 6.9.3)

A shield is a metallic partitton between two regtons of space. It controls
6“’0 w“the propagat on o electrlc and magnetic fields from one of the regions to the other. Shields

may be used to contain electromagnetic fields if the shield surrounds the noise source or it
may also be used to keep electromagnetic radiation out of the region. Circuits, components,
cables or complete system may be shielded. A major reference for this section is the book by
Ott (reference 42).

At a point close to the source, the field properties are determined primarily by the source
characteristics. Far fran the source, the properties of the field depend mainly upon the medium
through which the field is propagating. Therefore, the space surrounding a source of radiation
can be broken into two regions, as shown in FIGURE B1. Close to the source is the near, or
induct ion, field. At a distance greater than approximately one-sixth of a wavelength, is the
far, or radiation, field. The region between the near and far fields is the transition region.

The wave impedance is the ratio of the electric field (E) to the magnetic field (H). In the far
field, this ratio E/H equals 377 ohms for air or free space. [n the near field, the ratio is
determined by the characteristics of the source and the distance from the source to where the
field fs observed. If the source is high current and low voltage (E/H t 377) the near field is
predominantly magnetfc. As the distance fran the source increases, the magnetic field attenuates

at a rate (1/r)3 and the electric field attenuates at a rate of (l/r)z. Conversely, if the

source has low current and high voltage (E/H > 377) the near field is predominately electric, and

the electric field attenuates at a rate of ( l/r)3 whereas the magnetic field attenuates at a

rate of (l/r)z.

.
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FIGURE 81. Wave impedance for electric and maqnetic fields.
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In the near field, the electric and magnetic fields must be considered separately, since the
ratto of the two is not constant. [n the far field, however, they canbine to form a P1 ane wave ●
having an impedance of 377 ohms. Therefore, when plane waves are discussed, they are assumed
to be in the far field. iihen individual electric and magnetic fields are discussed they are
assumed to be in the near field. At one MZ the near field extends out to about 150 feet
(45.7 meters). At lower frequencies, the near field extends even further and, therefore, mast
coupling is in the near field (see FIGURE 81).

6.10.1 Shielding effectiveness. Shielding can be specified in terms of the reduct {on in
magnetic and electric field or both strength caused by the shield. It is convenient to express
this shielding effect ivess in units of dB. Use of dB then permits the shielding produced by
variOus effects or shields to be added to obtain the total shielding. Shleldi”g ef feet ivemss
(S) is defined for electric fields and for magnetic fields in FIGUR[ 82.

Shielding effect iveness is a function of frequency, geometry and material of shield, type of
field, and position of shield with respect to field Os polarization. It is useful to cmslder
the shielding provided by a plane sheet of conducting material. This sfmple geanetry serves
to introduce general shielding concepts but does not include effects due to the gemnetry of
the shield. However, the results of the plane sheet calculations are useful for estimating
the relative shielding capability of different materials.

Two types of loss are encountered by an electromagnet {c wave striking a metal 1 ic surface. The
wave is partially reflected fran the surface, and the transmitted (nonref Iected) port (On ts
attenuated as it passes through the medium. This latter effect, cal led absorption loss, is the
same In either the near or the far field and for electric or magnetic fields. Reflection loss,
however, Is dependem o“ the type of field, and the wave impedance. The total shielding effec.
tiveness of a material is equal to the sum of the absorption loss (A) plus the reflection loss (R)
plus a correction factor (B) to account for multiple reflect icms in the shield. Total shielding
effectiveness, therefore, can be written as

S=(A+R+B)dB
or

S= A+ R+ B(dB)

All the terms must be expressed in dB. The multiple reflection factor B can be neglected if the ●
absorption loss A is greater than 10 dB. From a practical point of view, B can also be neglected
for electric fields and plane viaves (see FIGURE 82).

Absorption loss in a medium occurs because currents induced produce ohmtc losses and heating
of the material. The electrmnagnetic wave decreases exponentially through the medium and,
therefore, the attenuation is an exponential function of the thickness of the material.

Linearizing the equation by expressing it in dB, the absorption attenuation becomes a linear
function of thfckmess. Doubling the thickness of the shield doubles the loss in dB. The
absorption loss (A) also increases with frequency, penneabil ity and conductivity (see FIGURE 83
for the expression for A). In the near field when the magnetic field is predominant, the
shielding effectiveness is primarily due to absorption loss.

The ref Iect ion loss at the interface between two media is a funct ion of the difference in
characteristic impedances of the two media. When an electrmnagmtic wave passes through a
sh ield, it encounters a second interface between the two media. Both electric and magnetic
fields are reflected at each boundary. For electric fields, the largest reflection occurs
at the initial interface, and therefore even very thin materials provide good reflection loss
(and the multiple reflection correction factors, B, may be ignored). For magnetic fields,
however, the largest reflect ton occurs at the second surface and multiple ref Iect ions within
the shield reduce the shielding effectiveness. (The near field magnetic reflection loss can
be assumed to be negligible at low frequencies. In any case, for absorpt ion loss greater than
10 dB, the correct ion factor, B, may be ignored. )

In the near field, the reflection loss varies with wave impedance (see FIGURE Bl), since reflec-
t ion loss is a funct ion of the ratio of wave impedance to shield impedance. A high impedance
(electric) field has a higher reflection loss than a plane wave. A low impedance (magnetic
field) has a lower reflection loss than a plane wave. Thus in the near field when the electric
field is predominant, the shielding effectiveness nil 1 always be greater than reflection loss for
a plane wave. FIGURE 83 gives the expression for this reflect ion loss wfI ich is inversely pro.
port ional to frequency and penneabil ity b“t proportional to conductivity.

●
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s = 20 log Ho/tiIdB s = 20 log EdE1 dB
(of llqneuc far Ckdrlc

U,lda odds

where ESJ(Ho) Is Incident field strengfh &
El (Hl) Is field strength emerging from shield

Total S= A+R+B
where A Is absorption loss which Is the same for electric

fields, magnetic fields or plane waves
R Is reflection fess which Is different for electric

fields, magnetic fields or plane waves
B IScorrection factor (Ignore for A > 10dB)

FIGURE 82. Shielding effectiveness(5) for metallic
sheets in near and far fields.

Where t is thickness in inches

Nr is relative permeability
Ur is relative conductivity

f is the frequency

Magnetic field predominant (primarily absorption loss)

S~A=3.34t _ dB

Electric field predominant (primarily reflection loss)
S > R = 168-10 log (~rf/Ur)dB

for plane
wave

FIGURE 83. Approximate shielding calculations for
metal 1ic sheets in near field (A > 10 dB).
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6.10.2 Magnetic material as a shield. FIGURE 64 lists some of the effects of using a
magnetic material as a shield. In addi tion, it should be noted that the usefulness of
magnetic materials as a shield varies with the field strength H. The effect at high fteld
strengths is due to saturation, which varies dependtng on the type of material and its
thickness. At field strengths well above saturation, the permabil{ty falls off rapidly.
In general, the higher the permeability the lower the field strength that causes saturation.

To overccme the saturation phenomenon, multflayer ma netic shields can be used (see FIGURE 85).
1There, the ftrst shield (a low permeability material saturates at a high Iewel, and the second

shield (a high permeability material) saturates at a low level. The first shield reduces the
magnitude of the magnetic field to a point that it does not saturate the second; the second
shield then provides the majortty of the magnetic field shield jng. These shields can also be
constructed using a conductor, such as copper, for the first shield, and a magnetic material
for the second. The low permeability, high saturation material is always placed on the side
of the shield closest to the source of the magnetic field. In some difficult cases, additional
shield layers may be required to obtain the desired field attenuation. Another advantage of
mult flayer shields is that there is {ncreased reflection loss due to the additional reflectin

7surfaces. Even better results seem to be obtained if the layers are separated (see FIGURE 85
Magnetic material manufacturers supply detailed information on these multilayered shields.

h%en using magnettc materials as shtelds, it is advisable to consider the orientation of the
flux lines. For exanple, by designing the shield and brackets to follow natural flow of flux
lines, better shielding effectiveness can be attained (see FIGURE 86).

6.10.3 Seams, joints, and holes. As indicated in FIGURE 87, the intrinsic shielding
effectiveness of the material is frequently of less concern than the leakage through seams,
joints and holes. Sane considerations to minimize adverse affects of joints and holes are
listed in FIGURE 87. FIGURE 88 shows a technique for making a hole into a waveguide below
cutoff and thereby obtain a hole magnetically shielded. (

A cunnon way to provide ventilation is to use the configuration shown {n FIGURE 89. This figure
shows a section of shield containing a square array of round holes. The hole diameter is d, the
hole center-to-center spacing is c, and the overall dimension of the array is one. The magnetic
field shielding effectiveness (reference 42) is given in FIGURE 89. Shielding effectiveness in
this case Is the increased attenuation provfded by the hole pattern over that provided if the
total area (1 x 1) had been removed fran the shield. ●

6.11 Reliability and EMI. Both reliability and EMI are best achieved in an end equipment
hen they are a sertous consideration in the early stages of design, For example, an analytical
survey of a circuit prior to chassis layout will identify those portions which by nature are pro-
ducers of large electranagnet!c (EM) emissions. Once identified, the chassis can be so designed
that the natural shielding effect of the structure will be employed advantageously or high
current-carrying leads can be run through chassis channel nutiers.

The techniques and ccanponents used to effect EMC, that is, shielding. filtering, and so forth,
should be of the same order of reliability as the basic equipment canponents, and they should
not obstruct air flow nor add too much heat to a structwal member already operating at a high
temperature. MI L-STO-785 provides guidelines for planning and implementing a reliability
progran.

Other questions which should be considered in the course of the des{gn study are:

a. Is the nuisance effect of the EU1 suppressor such that personnel will discard it?
(Human engineering]

b. Hill the EU1 device stand the wear and tear of maintenance and operation?

c. Hill it withstand the vibration, humidity, and other environmental requirements
of the host equipment?

d. Does the EM1 device ring disproportionately when subjected to power line transients?

e. Mill the EM1 device cause the host eq”ipmmt to exceed its weight or size specifi.
cati ens?

I 22
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Increases absorption loss (best for iow frequency
magnetic fieids — very Iittie reflection loss)

Decreases reflection loss (less shieiding for low
frequency electric fields)

Decrease of P with frequency

P depends on field strength

Machining or working high p materials may
change magnetic properties

Steel (not stainless) & mumetal are effective up
to about 100 kHz

Somewhere between iOO kHz & 1 MHz nonmagnetic
conductors (eg, copper) become better magnetic
shieids than magnetic material (eg, steel)

FIGURE 84. Magnetic material as a shield.

FIGURE 85.

COPPER, ALUMINUM, OR

ANY DIELECTRIC

II

Containing magnetic field with multi layer shield.
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Design bracket ends & chassis to cause flux lines to
enter the ends of a U-shaped piece of metal
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FIGURE 86. Utilizing natural shieldinq.

Actual shielding effectiveness obtained in practice is ●
usually determined by the leakage at seams & joints, not
by the shielding effectiveness of the material itself

The maximum dimension (not area) of a hole or
discontinuity determines the amount of leakage

A large number of small holes result in less leakage
than a larger hole of the same total area

EMI gaskets, commonly made of knitted wire mesh,
when properly compressed, provide electrical
continuity across a joint — can control leakage from
low kHz to tens of GHz

EMI gasket material used should be galvanically
compatible with the mating surface to minimize corrosion

FIGURE 87. Seams, joints and holes.
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SHIELD

b

y

l-,
-1

Round Wavequlda Rectangular Wavegulda

Cutoff frequancy Cutoff frequency
fc= (S.9 X I@)/d Hz f. ❑ (S.9x 10@ Hz

where d Is In Inches whore ?,Is Iargesl dimension

S = 32 Vd dB cd cross-socllon in inches

S = 27.2 Ut dB

FIGURE 88. Hole formed into a waveguide (d < t)-magnetic shielding
o erat n~ re uenc frequency.

S =20 log c2t/ds + 32 Vd + 3.8 dB

where d < A/2H

For rectangular array Cl by C2

use f!=~

FIGURE 89. Round holes to provide vent i1ation.
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6.11.1 EM1 as a diagnostic tool to increase rel iabil it . Uhen conducting EMI tests on an
electric equipment or sub-unit, ts often possible, by mak ng additional use of the EMI test
set-up, to identify any weaknesses in the equipnent design. Optimizing the design prior to
adding filtering and shieldfng usual ly Increases rel iabil ity and performance, and reduces power
consumption and cost.

EMI may be only a very smal 1 port ion, the radiated part, of a much nmre significant anmnt of
lost energy. It therefore, may signify dissipative losses, an indication of heat, and heat may
affect rel i abil tty and performance.

6.11.2 Effects from undesired signals. Undesired signals, as wel 1 as being undesirable
Fran an interference standpoint, also reduce reliability and CIperat tonal effectiveness. For
example:

a. The circulating current through an L-C resonant circutt depends on the circ”tt Q.
Theoretical Iy, a ctr’cult with infinite Q would have inf tntte current at resonance. This condition
can never be achieved practically; however, any reasonably high Q circuit can have extremely high
ac currents in its components. If the capacitor has one percent dissipation factor, the heat
build-up is within the Capacttor and nmst find a way out through leads, case, and so forth. This
can be the most severe kind of heat b“lld-up. Even some very low dissipation factor capacitors
have a problem due to a high ac current, for example, the silver in a silvw~Ica capacitor
migrates through the mica and shorts out the capacitor.

b. Many circuits may appear to be operattng properly tien the output and input
terminals are nmnitored. There can exist, however, an oscillation completely within some part
of the circuit which does not show up in either the input or output terminals. The conception
that if it cannot be seen or heard and therefore should be no cause for concern is not valid.
The dc voltmeter may be used to determine that each stage is workfng within its dc dissipation
rating. However, the ac dissipation must be added to this, and the engineer is not even aware
of its existence. Also, perhaps touching the dc probe to the test point temporarily quenches
the 05 Cillati0n. This type of oscillation is known as parasitic and usually causes degraded or
sub-optimum operation since it reduces gain.

c. Sympathetic resonances can occur, for exmnple, when a rectifier smoothing
filter or port ion of it is resonant at the chopping frequency (or harmonic), of the switching
regulator. Reliability and efficiency are reduced by the high circulating current through the
filter and regulator.
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10. Introduction. The dc, or stat It, propert tes of dc-todc converters are wel 1 under-
stood. Nwwer, heir ac, or dyn.smlc, propertle$ are much less well understood. This IS
because switch tng converters together w I th the{ r duty-rat 10 wdul ators const I tute a non 1 (near
subsystem whose response Is not obviws.

tl{ddlebrdok and Cut (references 2, 37, 49, and 51) have developed a canon!cal nodel of a
Switching-mode de-to-de converter, frcm b’hlch not only the large-s !gnal dc but also the SM81 1-
signal ac dyn.nnlc properties can be obta{nsd. EsSent {al IY the model fs a 1 Inearlzed equivalent
clrcult. The model is val fd If the effect Ive fflter cutoff frequemCy is much lower than the
swltchlng frequency (uhfch ts always necessary In order to achieve a Itm! wtput ripple), and
for small ~litude &c variations. It is 8 linearized uddel to wh!ch standard Cfrcuft analysfs
can be applted. It !s cal led a Canontcal nndel because the form of the model Is the sums for
any mdulator and pawer stage. The primary source of the dlscusslw and drawlng5 (with permission)
herefn is reference 51, a paper presented at Pouercw 5.

Although the form of the C,?noniciil cndel Is the scare for .!ny converter, the formulas (and of
course msmer!cal values) for the el sments are d I fferent for d f f ferent converters. Formulas for
the model elements are presented for the basic de-to-de converters. For sane derived com’erter
Conflguratfons. the fornnilas are given for sufftc lent elements to apply the Input filter design
cr{terla of APPENOIX B.

30. Basic de-to-de converter models. A del that represents any bc.s $C de-to-de converter
In the cent Inuws conduct ton mode is shown In FIWRES 90 and 91. FIGuRE 90 emphasizes the three
essent ( .s1 f unct Ions of any de-to-de converter: control, basic dc conversion, and low-pass filterlng
(Cent fnuous conduct Ion rode). FIWRE 91 is mare detailed relattng to the elment values in
TAGLE VIII. Scnal 1 amplitude 8C varlat Ions .sre shown In lower case w(th a hat over the parameter;

for example, ~ represents a small ac varlatfon In duty ratio O.

20. I Buck. boost, and buck-boost. The formulas for the model elements are given (n TABLE VIII
for three carmn converter forms; the buck, boost, and buck-boost (shown In FIGURE 92). The Ideal
transfom!er rat!o M is a function of the duty ratio, D, and IS consistent b’lth the voltage comer.
Slon r3tf0S gfven In 3.3.5.1 on basic to~legi es. The Canonfcal imdel fn F16URE 85 is the sam
as the one shown In FIGuRE 7 except that” the-voltage and current generators are reflected to
the primary stale of the transfoncer. M ts the reciprocal of II fn FIGuRES 7 and 9.

Wthin the limlts of Its restrlctlons, the Canonical model fs both a Iarge-signal dc mdel and a
Cmal I-signal ac !mdel of the power st6ge and contains all the tnfor’mat Ion necessary to detennfne
the dc operat Ing paint end the line-to-output d duty ratto-to-output transfer funCt 10ns.

The Canonical mdel fn FIGURE U also Includes a shmple version of the radulator stage. The
rzodul ator Is characterized by a voltage Vm such that

D - Vclvm and t . tcnm

thereby expressing a 1 Inear relationship between control voltage Input and duty rat$c. output, tn
nhlch Vm fs the range of control voltage needed to sweep the duty rat 10 from O to 1. E&tens Ion

to non-linear dc or a frequency dependent w .clmracterlst(c IS easily made. Eyen sane linear
modulators may require modlfylng the dc tr6nsfer funct ton. For example, since the Sfl Icon 6eneral
SG3524 Regulating Pulse IAidth Modulator has a raup offset by a fixed voltage, Vo, the dc transfer
funct Ion has to be replaced by

0. (Vc - Vo) / Vm.

There are two importat features In the nmdel. Ffrst, the effect Ive inductance Le IS equal to

the actual constant filter inductmce L only for the buck converter, and Is different frcm L and
a funct Ion of the duty ratfo O (the operat Ing pofnt) for the other ttm generators. Second, t“
the buck converter the volt age generator Is not freauency dependent, but In the other two cw-
verters the voltage generators ire frequeny depecclint eipreissd by a r Ight half -pl one zero.
Both of these features ❑ake the boast and buck-bcmst converters more di f f ICU1 t to regulate. In
al 1 three bas Ic converters, there Is no frequency dependence of the current generator, and C
and Re are the sane as thoSe f n the actual converter.
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CONTROL BASIC DC-TO-DC EFFECTIVE
FUNCTION TRANSFORMATION
VIAa

LOW-PASS
FILTER NETWORK

FIGURE 90. Canonical equivalent circuit that models the three
essential functions of any de-to-de converter: control ~
basic dc conversion, and low-pass filterlng (continuous
conduction mode).
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dc.lx Idaol dc.oc
Onelnpu! - trcmsfmner 6C*OC OUIINI

I f,(o) *f2[o)*I
0 I I I II : MID) ~

o.v~vm Irmsfer funcllon I+IJ3J

FIGURE 91. Canonical model representing any basic de-de converter.

TABLE VIII. Element values in the Canonical model of
FIGURE 91 for the buck, boost, and buck-
boost converters.

TYPE M(D) E fl(s) f~(s) Le

BUCK D
v

I I~ L

BOOST & v 1.s: I
L

(1-D)2

DBUCK- _ v DLe
l-s—

L
BOOST I-D -~

I
R (1-D)2

I
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FIGURE 92. The basic de-to-de converter circuits
for the (a) buck, (b) boost, and (c)
buck-boost topologies.
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me effective r’eslstance Re IS not, in general, equal to the {nductor resistance R1 In the

sctual converter circuits. Re is a complex function of the various Qarasf tic ohmic circuit

resistances, the duty rc.tlo O, and a reslstcnce due to the trmsfstor storage-thin modulation
[chapter 8 of reference 2). Since Re is a parasltlc reslstmce or second-order, In a prac-

tfcal case one merely tries to m!ntm$ze some of these effects and accepts the resultlng value.
Those effects that lower the Q In a lossless ❑anner may be advantageous (see APPENDIX B).

ctrc.~”%%%’%i%;ftchfng converter ,s shwm I. FIWRE 94. The mdel ,. F*GWE 94 Is
The beost-buck converter Is shown In F16uRE 93 ard the Canonical

equivalent to the models {n FIGURES 90 and 91 altheugh the low-pass f I lter netwerk now consists
of a tmk.settlon filter. Chapter 18 of Reference 2 discusses the origin of this new converter
snd recouccends keep{ng wel 1 separated the resonant frequencies of each L sect Ion of the twO-
sectlon filter. Also to reduce stablllzatlon problems the followlng co f!dftlon should be met:

Le f R - ReCeO’ C O

Chapter 25 of reference 2 points out that thts Cuk (boost-buck) converter can be considered as
a conventional buck converter preceded by an {nput filter. Therefore, tn a manner slmflar to
the one presented {n 49 PENOIX B, desfgn criterta can be {implemented by suftSble choice of the
relatlve corner frequefifies and the damping of the effective Input and output filters tnherent
I n the Cuk converter.

3Lk. Models of extended converter configurations. As stated III Sect Ion 20, the Cananlct.1
uudel represents he properties of cny de-to-de converter, regardless of Its detailed C0nflgUr8-
t{on. me mdel Is derived for some coucmnly used extensions of the basic converter. This
pr~ess requfres additions to or redef lnltions of the elements in the basic mxiel.

30.1 Push-pull transfcmrter-isolated. The topol~y for the push-pull converter is discussed
{n 3.3.5.3. 1s basfcal Iy a buck converter. AS far as the C.monlcal nndel !s concerned. the
push-pull dupl Icatlon !s {rrelevs.nt; the effect Is merely that the Input voltage Is hnpressed
across the diode for a frdttlon O of the switchln period, just as In the Simple buck converter.

?The citly extens!on to be etcounted for ts the hal -pr!mary to secondary turns rat !0 1: n shown t n
FIGURE 95 bttereln the clrcult and its Canonfcal model are IleplCtE4.

The turns ratto Is Incorporated lntO the model’s transformer producing a resultant r?.tfo of I :nO.
The voltage and current generators are thereby tremsferred to the other side of the 1 :n trarwf ormer
Their values ❑ust, therefore be chsnged by the respective factors I/n and n, as shown In the
Canbnlcal nndel of F16uRE 95/b). The parasitic properties of the real transfomrer, such as
leakage Inductmce snd stray capscit?mce, could .s1s0 be {ncorperated fnto the medel, if desired.

30.2 Oouble-autput s fng le-ended transformer- I sol ated forward converter. Th Is forward
converter show in FI_( Is basically a buck converter. me transform has twe func-
tions. First, It provided dcalsol ation achlevlng core reset by zener-d iode clsmptng of the
wt nd{ ng voltage dur Ing the switch of f-t (w. Second, the trs.nsformr prov {ales IDUl t {pie outputs
at different voltages determined by the respective turns ratios from PriMbrY tO secondaries.
Twtcal IY, one output, say v]. ts the prfncf pal output rated at the hfghest Current. V1 !s

sensed to provide the feedback signal for closed-lodp regulator operation. This output is then
the regulated output, and the others are S1 aved outputs.

me Canunlcalamdel is estcbl I shed by referring element values to the secondary wl~ln9 with n,

turns. AS a f trst step, a transformer of ratio 1 :n} fs fnserted to the left Of the basic CmOn-

Ical nudel for a buck converter. Then, this transfotmmr ts merged with that In the basic model
to give a stngle transfomsr of ratio l:nl D as shown in FIGURE 96(b). At the S= tl~. the

voltage and current generators are m.odtf led by the respective factors llnl and n,. The other

output ctrcult IS shown reflected to the n, output (the element values are •ultlPl{~ by the

appropriate turns ratio factors). The only other extension requ! red is that the current generatOr
nom has the load resistance R term replaced by the total effective load resistance referred to the

principal output, namely RI in parallel with (n,/n2)2R2. Addltlonal OutPUtS. Of e!ther

posltlve or negaclve polarlty, can obv{ously be incorporated in a similar manner {oto the Canontcal
model.
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d. vol*agr gain

Y=, = ‘c ‘;:; “in

‘“ 0= “-D

,. FIGURE 93. Basic Cuk switching-mode power supply configuration.

.

‘+’m;
0’: D

0’0u’: Ll, ‘=($’ ’43

FIGURE 94. Canonical circuit model of the Cuk converter
for the cent lnuous conduct Ion mode
~Dl =1 - D and M(D) = D/D’)-.
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FIGURE 95. Push-pul 1 transformer-coupled (“Quasi-square-wave”)
converter buck-derived): (a) circu{t; (b) Canon-
ical model.
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FIGURE 96. Double-output single-ended transformer-coupled
forward”) converter (buck-derived): (a) cir-

cuit; (b) Canonical model.
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30.3 Single-ended transformer-isolated fljback converter. This flyback converter shown
In FIGURE 97(a) is buck-boost derived. Again, i’, is sdopted as the principal output. The

nmdel elements are cunbined with the basic transformer of the basic buck-boost Canonical rmdel
to give a single transformer of ratio (l-D) :nl D. The voltage and current generators are like-

wise nmdif fed by their respective factors I/nl and n,. These preceding modifications are
shown In FIGURE 97(LI).

However, the multlple secondary outputs must be incorporated differently than in the buck-derived
converters. III this buck-boost dertved converter all outputs are served by a ccemmn inductor, the
Isolation transformer, s primary inductance L. Therefore, in the extended Canonical model, both
outputs are fed frcm the effective inductance Le which is the reflected primary inductance (n, )2L

divided by the (1-0)2 factor from TABLE VIII. It is to be noted that the effective filter in
the principal output Vl involves the total reflected capacitance of all outputs. This is unlike

the previous example in which each output retained its individual filter.

Finally, the factor R in the current generator is again replaced by the total effective load at

the principal output, namely RI fn parallel with (nl/n2]2R2; and appropriate substitution

for R and Le Is made in the e.xpressjon from TABLE VIII for the voltage generator right-half-plane
zero Wa.

The appropriately reflected parasitic resistances Re and Rc for the several outputs could of

course be {ncluded in the extended Canonical models, but for simplicity have been emitted in
FIGuRES 96 and 97.

40. Performance properties of the Canonical model. The Canonical model of FIGuRE 91 together
WI th the e76nent values of TI, or as extended to represent mere complicated converters,
provides a basis far analysis and design of the converter dynanics. The Canonical mdel retains
identification with the physical origin of its various elements, Irh Ich is a prerequisite for the
recams?nded design.oriented approach to the system analysis. To help further with the physical
understanding of the converter dynanlcs In the context of the following sections, it is meful ●
to review in graphical form the performance properties of the low-pass filter component of the
Canonical model.

The three performance properties of the ef feet ive low-pass filter, as identified in the Canonical
nndel of FIGURE 91, are the input impedance Zei(S), the transfer function He(s), and the output

impedance Zeo(s). The results are considerably simplified if the (normal Iy good] approximation

Is made that the load resistance R is much larger than either of the parasitic resistances Re or Rc.

Al 1 three performance properties can be expressed in terms of two nOrmal i z i ng par aneters of the
filter and f its Q factor.
%=#-

The two normal i zing parameters are the corner or resonant frequency
1/ LeC and the characteristic resistance R. . ~. The Q factor describes the degree

of damping, and is determined by the ratios of the three resistances to the characteristic
“fes{stance. To a good approxlmat ion, the O factor Is given by the parallel ccm?hinat ion of the QIS

that would result if each resistance were accounted for alone, nanely Q = (Ro/Re) ll(R,JRc)Il(R/Ro).

Alternatively it ca” be expressed as Q = Ro/Rte, tiere Rte = Re + Rc + (RO)21R is the
total effective series danpiflg resistance.

The mast useful form in which to express the performance properties is by graphical assenbly of
the asymptotes that represent their magflit”des as functi.ms of frequency, on the usual dB versus
log frequency scales, as shown in FIGURE 98. Al 1 of the useful salient featwes are shown on
the graphs, nanel y the equations for the asymptotes and corner f requenci es. The solid 1 i m?s
represent a high-Q, or underdamped ca5e (9>>0 .5), and the dashed lines represent a low-Q, or
overdamped case (Q<<O.5). The value of Q determines the manner in which each function goes
through-resonance at Uo; in the 10W.Q case, an intermediate straight-1 ine asymptote appears

that intersects the neighboring asymptotes at corner frequencies given (to a good approximation)
by Quo and m,JQ. The input impedance lZei [ has the minimum characteristics of series reson-

ance, of the total effective series resistance Rte; and the output impedance lZ@l has the maxi -

mi.an, characteristic of parallel resonance, of (RO)21R
resistance).

te (*ich is the total effective shunt
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FIGURE 97. Oouble-output sinqle-ended transformer-coupled
yback”) converter (buck-boost-derived):

a) circuit; (b) Canonical model.
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Asymptote shapes for the magnitudes of (a) the input
Impedance IZei (b) the transfer function lHel , (c)

the output impedance lZeol of the effective low-pass

1 ter In~ I URE 91.
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PREvENTING INPUT-FILTER OSCILLATIONS IN SUITCHING REGULATORS

10. Introduct Ion. As discussed in 3.3.4.2, swltchtng+nede regulators have a negative
Input resistance at low frequencies, and Can become unstable by tidltfOn of input filters.
Preferably a suitable Input filter or filters should be incorporated Into the original re ula-

?tor des{gn. Knenledge of the des{gn penn!ts cr!terla developed by 14iddlebrook to be ?IPPI ed,
ensuring not only system stebl 1i ty but also virtually no effect on the important properties of
loop gain, output impedance, and 1 ine reject {on. If, however, a line filter is added to a
black box regulator, then one must measure the input Impedance as a funCt ion of frequency to
determine stdbi 1i ty; however, the resulting regulator properties can only be incf$npletely pre-
dicted. (The discussion and f fgures (with permission) in Sections .20, 30, 50 and 70, .sre tsken
with sw !wdif icat ions from twe papers by R.O. Hiddlebrwk, references 37 and 51, both papers
also appearing in the reference 2 volumes. )

20. 0eSi9n Criteria fOr inpUt filter and COIWerter effective fi Iter. The medel show in
FIGURE 99 represents a general swt tchlng-wde regulator with addlt! on of a line input filter and
incorporation of the Canonical mndel of APPENDIX A. To prevent instabi 1 fty the magnitude of the
output impedance of the input f Ilter (or f i Iters), I Zc 1, must be less than the magnitude of the.
open-leep Impedance of the swi tchlng-mde pewer supply. klith reference to FIGURE 99, it is seen

that IZeilMzl is the value of Zi that weuld be observed under OPen-10oP cOnditiOns (in *ich

both control led generators are deact iv.sted), and is thus identified as the regulator open-lwp input

impedance. 2eth relevant impedances,
of frequency.

lZe{IA121 and lz~l, are shown in FIGURE 100 as a function

lZei@l, shewn as the top c.r”e {n FIGURE 100, represents the !nagn i tude of the ref Iected

impedance of the series-resonant loaded averaging (output) filter; h ich is equal to in ❑agnitude

to R/d at dc and low frequencies, declines along the asymptote l/M2 WC above the corner fre-

quency l/Rt, reaches a minimtuo of Rt#42 at the resonance (averaging f i lter cutoff ) frequency

u ~ . 1/ ~ and then rises along the asymptote wLe/M2 passing through the corner frequency

R/Le. Le and Re are the parweters modeled In FIGURE 99 adu?re only for the buck configuration

is Le equivalent to the output filter inductance but also depends on the duty cycle, D, for the

Lmest and buck-bwst: and where Re is the effective resistance.
‘w cases ‘0” Izei’nzlare

illustrated in F16URE 100, the solid line for the hfgh Q, and the dashed line for the low Q; in

each case the minimum impedance is I Rte,/M2 1, but in the low Q case the mtnimum is spread over

a wider frequency range (see APPENOIX A , Sect Ions 20.1 and 40 and FIGURE 98, for determination
of Re, Rte, and Q factors).

lZ~l, shown as the lower cwve ,. FIGuRE 100 represents the input f i lter’s output {mpedance,

here shewn for a single-section filter. Hewever, Zs maY cmnpr{se a ❑ult fple-sect ion f I lter;

auf in addition include the 1OW-PCISS filter {n the C@ line (for ac-to-dc pewer supplies); and
also include the hupedances of the input power cables and generator ff they are Significant.
7he basic single-section input filter illustrated in FIGURE 100 has an output Impedance Z. that

represents a dmnped parallel-resonant circuit, filch is equal to RI. at dc and low freque~cies.. .
rises along with asynptot@L<, and decl f’!es along an asynptote 1/ UC< after reachfng a maximum

11of z~ mm (see figures 102 ‘and 103). A practical input filter, regardless of its
c~lexitY. wil 1 have an Output section and consequently an output impedance Zs that
has similar salient features, so that the general shape of I Z~ illustrated i,n FIGURE 100
is adequately characterized by a lew-frequency value R1s and a resonant maxinr.nn valw I Z~ ~ax
at or about a frequence 1As.

I
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FIGURE 99. Model of the general switching-mode regulator with
addltlon ot a llne input tilter and Incorporation
of the Canonical model .

R/M2 l/RC
—

iZ .,IM4

RelMa

OSROS

HIGH QS

R 0s

Iz,l

R~~ “,~

RC9

FIGURE 100. Oesired relative placement of the magnitude shapes of
Yhe Input filter output impedance Z~ with respect to

I
the open-loop input impedance Zei/M2 , and the open-

100P short-circuit input impedance (Re + SLe)/M2.
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20.1 Stability cnd Ilne rejection criterion. The addition of an input
cause {nstabili tY if

124“Izei’m’l
Ilter will not

Stcb!l ity is assured because the ineauaiity”caus~s the ioopgain to be essent Ial lY unaffected by
the cdditlon of the input filter. The inequal Ity also ensures that the 1 Ine to output trmsfer
function and, therefore. the If ne reject ion is essent Ial I unaffected. The line to outPut trm-

{fer f unct ion detemines what frequent i es (including nol se are prevented f mu being transferred
frm f nput to output. FIGURE 100 contains al I the necessary informat ion for design of the system
to satisfy the desirable inequality. It IS obviou$ly not desirable to place the input filter
cutoff freque~y MS near the averagiw filter cutoff frequency Wo, since this biuuld hnpase the

lowest limit on the ❑aximtm value [Z$l ❑U. Placin9 w~ above Uo. tiile relaxing the require-

‘“: ‘n 14ma’makes the fllterlng requirement beyond filter cutoff cure stringent since

us wil I then k closer to the regulator swltchlng frequemy. The practical solutlon Is usually

to place ~ below rdther than cbove IAIo.

30. Output iwedance criterion. If the regulator output Impedance is to be essential lY
unaffected a mare Stringent cOndlt Ion !s required, that

IZsl << I(Re+SLe)/ M’1
where (Re + SLe) / Hz is the regulator open-loop short-circuit l~edance, that is, the

~pen.looP ValW of Zei that ~uld be msasured with the regulator output shorted. As iti!cated

in the center plot of FIWRE 100, (Re + Sle) / M2 remains at the dc and lw-freauency value

Re/# unt i 1 the corner f reauency R~Le, and then fol lows the sa%e wLe/le2 asymptote as

ties 2= i/#.

To meet this inequality in addltlon to the stability Ineauallty, the design problem is essentially
that of plac!ng the typical shape of I Z~] in both vertical and horizontal positions so that at

all frequencies it is belom the lowest of both of the other two shapes. Placingd! below do

relaxes the f I ltering requirement and also relaxes the maximwn lZ~l requlreaent as far as cc@-

parison with [zei/#l IS concerned, but not as far as comparison wfth l(Re + Sle)lmzlIs
concerned.This candlt ion is more difficult to achieve than the cond!t ion in ‘20.1 because Re is

the effective (parasitic) resistance and therefore to be ❑inimized, whereas the load resistance R
is almost always much higher. Heavier damping of the Input f i Iter resonant peak is required and
lossless dmping reccuamdatlons will be discussed in 50. I.

40. SIGvIlified mcdel S for open-loop Input impedance. FIGuRE 10 I shows how to arrive at

s!mple a.odels for the open-loop Input @edanCe Zeitl?, for two dtfferent types of swltching-

.mde power supPl ies. Bath examples use transformer isolation but one is buck-derived cnd the
other is buck-boost derived (f lyback).

me top figures are circuit schematics for the dc to dc part of two ac to dc rmcer supp)ies.
Both examples are for 155 Vdc inputs and 5 Vdc outputs. 155 Vdc is approximately the dc
soltage obtained frmn rectifying and peak filtering single-phase power at 115 vat 60 Hz.

lne center figures for both exanples are the Mlddlebrook models (see A9PENOIX A). In both amdel -
eaa!wles a goad aPPr0xim4tlon for H is the ratio of output to Input dc voltage (5/155 . 1/31).

Since only the open-loop tnput Osvedmce needs to be model led a further s!!nplification is $hohn in
the bottom figures with the closed IWP feedback generators rewed and the trensfofmer ratio M
incorporated Into the c i rcu{ t par?sieters. note that the inductance in the slmpl if ied model Is the
same as the 0ri9inal circuit inductance only for the b~k-derived example. For the flyfmk the nmdel
inductance one must also know the duty ratio O and the trmsfonner rat~o n. If. howver. H IS
knobn, then either O or n is sufficient to dater’mfne Le. For the fl@ack exanple, slmole

algebra{c substitution obtains Le . L(M/O)z or La . L(n+M)2.

Other swftchinguode designs may be similarly simplified using the topbloglcal circuits in 3.3.5
and the mdels in APPENOIX A.
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FIGURE 101. Sim lified circuit examples of open-loop
*ante.
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SO. Realization of fnput f!lter design requlrenents. Herefn, varfous filter configurations
are discussed with respect to their propert {es as \nput ftlters for switching regulators. The
treatment Is not quantitatively exact, but is entfrely adequate for design purposes and has the
merit of permitting easy qualltot[ve camparl sons leadlng to simple design criteria; exact cculpu-
tatians can be made if needed for complea circuits or to verify the adeau.scy of the design when
parasitic are included (see APPENDIX C for Ccaaputer progr6a).

Specifically, the input filter design problem Is that of realization of the tun functions H~(s)

and Z~ to satisfy the several performance requirements and constraints. The greater the nwrber

of elements In the filter, the more degrees of freedca there are available to optimize H~(s) and Z~,

The design of H,(s), the forward voltage transfer function and the reverse current transfer

funct Ion, is usual Iy Imposed by the requlrtmmnt for a certain ,sttentcat Ion at the regulator
switching frequency (see 5.2). For the basic single-section L

~ and hence a certain L$C~
ter represented In FIGURE 102,

this requirement speclf {es a filter cutoff frequency us . 1/

product. The Series resistance Rs Is always to be minimized in the interest of efficiency, and

can be considered f I xed: therefore, the onl renh$n!ng desi pn degree of freed.m is through the
filter characteristic resieta?ue R. . @. This P~rater dete~l.es the O-factor and
hence the degree of peaking of both the lH~(s)l and lz~l chafacteristlcs, as also shown in

F16URE 102. [n particular the f I lter output Impedance [ZJ has a ❑axlm!na Z

- at the filter c.toff freq.encyu~.
I Slmu

- ~ . (Ro2/R,)

TO keep lZs~ ~ti as low as possible the

fitter characteristic resistance R. has to be made IOM, fiich 1“ ❑any syst~s implIcs M

hzprdctlcally lW L~/c3 ratio. It Is because of too high an L,/Cs ratio and consequent

high lZ~l ~ that actual systeics ulth simple input filters of this type are prone to instability.

Given an Ls/C~ ratio that is too high for the required I Z~] ❑u, an alternative Is to lower the

Q-factor by addition of extra series d.mp!ng resl$tame, Since one does not wish to Increase R~,

a resistance Rc ❑ay be placed In the $erles with Cs aS shohn In FIGURE 103. The Z
I $1

-/(R.+R,) frcm its previous value ~, but the
mu “

nov reduced by the fsctor R. .-
H~ has been degraded by app~arance ;f ~ zero at m~o/Rc so that the switching frequency

attenuation is degraded. Also, since mst of the regulator switching frequency Input current flow
in C$ there ❑ay be subttmttal ~wer loss {n Rc.

A owe attractive way of Iowerlng the output impedance mdalmm is to add parallel demping
resistance Rp ~rOSS Ls, as shotm in FIGURE 104. The { zsl ~w !S “ON r&jIJc@ by the

factor 1/( 1+Ro2/R$Rp) from Rm, but H~ Is again degraded by appearance of a zero at

W~RJRo. ~LIS. the lH~l and 12,1 Chartiterlstlcs are the s- In nature as for the

sir~es “d.?nping resistance Rc, but there Is negligible power loss in the parallel danping
resistance R

P“

An improvement is to place the paral Iel d~ing resistance Rp across C~ instead of across

L~, as shohn in FIGuRE 105. This has the sane deslrdble effect 1“ Iowerlng ZI sl ~, and

does not introduce an unwanted zero in H=. Since there Is also negligible power dissipation

inR, this arrcngeim?nt Is the best 50 far discussed, but has the disadvantage that a large

bloc~ing capacitor is needed.

A large variety of double-sect Ion tnput f i Iters can be constructed by cascading Cmblnat ions of
the several single-sect Ion f i Iters. One possibility Is shcnm In FIGURE 106. in wtich the serle$
resistances in the dc path are neglected. The H~(s) of this fflter has a zero a“d four poles,

giving a high-frequency asymptote for H~(s) of .18 dB/octave. It IS undesirable to make two

resonant frequencies w] - 1/ ~ and 02 . 1/ ~ equal, since it can be shohn

that this not only causes the output iwedance to have a sharp ❑dximum, higher than would other-
wise be the case. but also causes the filter Input impedance to have a sharp ❑$nimum, possibly
much less than Rc, tiich ❑ay be undeslrs.ble for the source to see. Therefore, the double.

sect ion tflput f I lter of F16uRE 106 is usual lY designed wfth wel l-separated resonant frequencies
such that w, c< W2 .
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FIGURE 102. The basic single-section input filter, its two pole
transfer characteristic IHs(s) 1, and output imped-

ance [2s with Zsl ~ax = ‘m.

●✌I

FIGURE 103. Single-section input filter with extra series damping
resist ante Rc, its two-pole one-zero IHs(s)l , and lZ~l

with IZsl max lower than Rm.
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FIGURE 104. Single-section input filter with parallel dampinq
resistance across the inductor,

P
its two-pole

one-zero
[Hs(s)

, and lZsl with 1251 Max lower than ~.

I

‘o

R, L,

Rp C,

3

co

- \

x “~’ ““R*
_*
~o%

H,(s) IH, (SII : 12*I

Single-section input filter with parallel dampin~
resistance Rp across the capacitor, its two-pole

IHS(S! ‘ and 12sl with Izs[ Max lower than ~.

FIGURE 105.
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FIGURE 106. Double-section in ut filter and its four- ole
one-zero~ has two maxima, shown

In typical relat Ton to the regul ator open-loop

input impedance Ipzzeil
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●
U{thwl <<w2, the lH~(S)l and IZSI functions of the double-section input filter can be

determined approximately by Superpsttion of those of the two sections separately, as shown In
FIGURE 106.

It is seen that the output impedance I Z$l now has two ❑a.xlma, both of fifth must be controlled

to satisfy the various !nequalltles discussed in the previous sections. A practical exUMPle.
also shown in F16uRE 106, is the case in thich the sultching regulator open-loop input fw@cmce

I
lzei/Af2 Is f 110 owing a -6 dB/oct@ve slope, that is, between the itveraglng filter corner

frequency l/RC and II ULeC: here, the lz~l ~U at the higher input fi)ter resdnance frequewy

wz must be made saal Ier than that at the 10wer input filter resdnance freqUe~Y ~1. in order ~

maintain equal degrees of inequal {ty I Z$l << lZel/le21 at the ttm frequencies. This implies that

the SeCOti s~tlon characteristic reslstmce R2 should be lower then that of the first $ection. R,.

A Paper by T.K. PhelPs and U.S. late (reference 52) Proyide$ design information for nine couamly
used one and two-sect ion L-C t ilters with a goal of opt imlzing the performance of switching pQuer
converters.

50.1 Optfrnm d inq for given blocking capacltmce value.
LC filter (see Fr

The damping of a single-section
J! s determined by three re$ ist mtces: tbm In series (one with ind=tance (Re)

cnd one with capacitance Rc), and one tn shunt (R) (aCrass the Capecitmce and its SerieS resis-

tance). kcreastng any of the series resistances IS undesirable (resultlng in less efficiency or
{introducing a zero In the trcnsfer funct Ion. ) As discussed for F16uRE 105, a preferred solutlon
is to paral Iel the load resistance ttlth a series Cozb!nat!on of edditiofial danplng shunt reS\$tWWe
and a blocking capacitor (to avoid POwr 10SS). This solution Is represented in F16uRE 10S. lhe
oaras itic series resistances cnd load resistance are an!tted !Ince d.nnolng fs to be controlled by
id whlch”defines a Q-f.3Ct0r.

Q ● RdlRo

●
Were R. . L/C is the characteristic resistance of the

defined as n times the original filter capacitance C.

I

p

llter. The blocklng capacitor is

AJIQPtim- dmfw resjstence R. exists for a given block% cwacltance value but the optbwm

R. (to get opt imun Q) is different for the three propert Ies of concern; transfer function (H),

input impedance(Z, ) and outPut iaWedance (2.). If dmnping of one property 1s opt iml zed,

thuse of the other two wi 1 I ndt be opt Imized. In applications to switching regulators, therefore,
CC@JPrOnfSeS are necessary *fch nevertheless al low a smaller value of blocking capacitance M be
employed than otherui$e would be the case. O=ssign cr!teria are given in reference 51.

60. Filter desf9n Optlmizatfon methodolo~.
{s presented

A power processing optimization methodology
I n reference to meet required specifications far a des Ign and concurrently to

optimize a given desi n quantity.
!

Such a quantity can be weight, efficiency, regulator response,
or any other physical y-real Izable ent Ity. Three inductor design examples are given to demnstrt.te
the methodology: (1) A ❑!nlmwm Wight Inductor with the wire size predetenn!ned; (2) a mlnimLnn
might Inductor subject to e given loss constraint; Mti (3) a UiinlMWII 10SS ifSYUCtOr SUbjeCt to a
given weight constraint. Camputer programs have been Prepared by TRLI for these optimwa !nductor
designs as part of the Model I ing r.nd Analysts of Power Processiw Systems (IW’PS) Project (SPOn-

sored by NASA Lewis Research Center under Contract #NA3-19690)11i.

Also given fn reference 36 are more cmplex optimum wetght designs, one for a single-stage cnd
a second for a two-stage f I lter, and they are ccmps.red. Thearet Ical equations and an exmaol e
are given for each filter. To facll itate a real Istic comparison, four requirements ware assum?d
identical for both filters:

F: frequefity of switching current . 20 kHz

6: attenuation requtred at frequency F . .002 (-54 dB)

rdc: dc current In lnduccors - 3 amps

P: power loss allowed ● 0.6 watts

rlr f@.C has verlf led the progrems’ utility by trial applications.

1
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R

0.$ DEGREE OF OAMpING ATUO
1.

‘here‘o ‘L
“o”- @

“d % . Re+Rc+R21R
.

- TOTAL EFFECTIVE DAMPING RESISTANCE

FIGURE 107. Q of an LC filter.

TRANSFER FUNCTION H

FIGURE 108. Single-section low-pass LC filter with blocked
shunt damping resistance.
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EJ3.1 S!ngle-section optimum weight filter. F16L17w 45 showz the sshenatlc of the resultent

mlnlmim weight one-stage fflter (499 gram l“). Using techniques described by H{ddlebraok in
reference 2, a graphical analysts fs also shown In FIGtJRE 45. The graphical analysis enables one
to predfct the attenuation bqmd 20 kHz--the slope Is -40 dB per decade (assuning carvmnents
sre frequency invar I ant ). The f 11ter frequency turns out to be

f. . 112’ufi . 895 HZ

and Its resonant peaking Is

20 lW Q s 20 le$I( JoL/R) . 6 dB

Note that the apprexim.ste graphical analysls results In al,mst exactly -54 dB at 20 kHz (the
design requl rerent ).

60.2 Tbm-sectfon optlnncn wlght filter. F 16tJRE 44 shoti the scheaat fc of the resultant

❑inlmtan uelght two-stage filter (171 grams”). Here again graphical analysfs perrdts attenua-
tion e+aluatlon at frequencies other thm 20 kHz--the slope is -60 dB per decade beymnd 20 kHz
(assunfng constant parameters). 7he f Ilter transfer fund Ion contains four Wles and one zero.
At the lcwer resonmt frequency,

w12 . I/LIC, . 4.3 x 107

fl . V)/& . 1.0S kHz

and at a higher resonant frequency

U22 ● l/L2C2 . 4.B5 a 10B

f2 . v2/2w . 3.51 kHz.

Resonant peaking at the f Irst stage filter (91) (neglect !ng the small !nductor reSISt-e)
calculates to be (reference 36)

91.20 leglo~(l ● L1/CIRcz)/((C2/C, )2 + (L1/C)Rc2)(l - C2/C1 - L2C2/LlC1 )2)

thus

Q] -20 lWIO V(1 + (R#RJz)/((C2/C1)2 + (R1/Rc)2 [1 - C2/C1 - ( uI,/ ti2)2]21

01 “ 20 109,02.05 “ 6.3 dB

and at the second stage,

Q2. Zol~,o ~ = -4.7 dB

60.3 Opttmun fflters.designed for hfgher attenuation. Both the one and ttsm-sta e filters
ware desfgnetf for -54 dE t 20 kH If addl ?tlonal .ntenuatlon were required, both ft ters would
need 1arger cccnpdnents (t: resona;; at I enter f requenc les). Th\s sould be less costly with the
:m-st&qe filter sftxe the slope Is -60 dB per decade (for example, another 10.6 dB of attenuation
could be obtained by shifttng the entire curve in F16uAE 44 to the left se that f, is 7CSl HZ

b+tereas in F161J7C 45, 10.6 dB additional attenuation would require shiftlnq the resonant frequency
to 426 Hz. )

Using the sane fllter$, additional attenu?.tlon can be .xhleved by tricreasing the swltchlng frequency.
For excnple, If the frequency were doubled to 40 kHz the single-section filter (see FIwRE 45)
would Increase Its attenuation 12 dB at the nen swltchlng frequemy (chcnge In transfer functton
from .54 dB to -66 dB). The two-section filter (see F16bRE 44) would {ncrease lts attenuation
even awe (18 dB) result Ing III a trensfer function of -72 dB at the nem switchtng frequency.
Higher sw!tch!ng frequencies would result {n even higher attenuations.

IV Assms foil t~tal~ capacitor. 372 kg/F.

V ASS-S foil t~tdlm c~acitOr for c1 (372 kg/F) and fmlyc~tmate cvecltOr for C2
(2600 kg/F] .
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70. “Black-box” direct measurements. If the regulator is a black-box and open-loop input ●
impedance magnitude IZ,.,,IM2[ is not known then one must resort to measurement. However,

direct measurements must be made in the normal closed-loop operation and the impedance magnitude
thus obtained is lZil Although measuranents take” by Middlebrook indicated that both the low.

frequency and high-frequency asmptotes of I Z,l are essential lY the sme as Of I Zei/M21 s

the dip at the intermediate frequencies is smaller fOr I Zjl. A filter desi9ned tO satfsfY

IZ5 I << I Zi 1, w+ich ensures stability, does mat necessarily satisfy I Z,l << lZei/M21 or

!::/p:: lf$::ance)!
I

+L ),H2~f~h~o”lde“s”renegligible disturbance of F(line reJectfOn) Or Z.
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● FILTER AND LOAJ) CNARAC7ERIST1CS COMPUTER PROGRAM

10. Introduction. This computer program was prepared as en adjunct to A9PEN01X 8. The
pregran evaluates th e attenuation characteristic of the Input low-pass filter cnd also determines
8hether or not the Biddlehreek stabiltty criterion ts being met (so that the eddlt!on of this
Input f {lter to a switching regulator wi 11 not cause the switching regulator to becmne M OSC11-
I ator). APPCNOIX B, Section 50. determines beth the attenuation cnd stab! I ity charccterist{cs
by a simpl If ied analysis that is alnmst always adequate for design purposes. This program,
Imwever, will be useful to verify the charctcteristtcs of the f i Iter design and include, If
sign! flcant. the parasit{c, source, and load Imed.mces.

The circuit is 1 imlted in complexity to the ccwments depicted In FIGURE 109. The MUlti-SeCtiOn
filter represents the input filter configuration, and validly includes the EICI filter in the cc
Itne If the cc current flows continuously. The load components to the right of V. represents

the open-loop input Impedance model of the swltchlng regulator (see FIGuRf 101 of APPEKOIK B).

(NOTE: Al thOugh the circuit cempanents are label led with rimes useful for this CPP1 iCatiOn. this
pregram need not be I imited to this CPP1 ication. This pragr?m is based on simple clrcult analysis
equations, and therefore, may also be used for other c!rcuit malysis appl tcations requiring no
mere circuit cmmpleaity than is shobn in FIGURE 103. )

section 20 tiich follows is cn example of the pregrsm output and includes a printout of the
instructions. The attenuation is obtained by evaluating (and plotting) the voltage gain, voltage
out divided by voltage in, Vo/V~, (see FIGURE ID9). In this example the attenuation is first

obtained asswnfng zero source impedance end !nfinlte local Impedance [see the first grcph of
Sect Ion 20). klWn source and load impedance value5 are inserted a gl itch In the attenuation
curve occurs et the switching regulator output f 11 ter’s resonance frequency (see the second grcph
In Section 20).

●
Section 20 also evaluates the We iwedances needed to detennlme the stabll ity criterion. They
are Z i. the load Input impedance correspond! ng to the OPen-1 00P I nPut ~weda~e Of the sMi tch in9-

regulator; mu! 2s, the output Impedance of the input f 11ter conf fgurat Ion ( i nc 1udi ng source

impedances if desired). To present oscil Iation the magnitude of Z~ ❑ust be very wch leSs

than the ❑agn ltude of Z, at any freqIIeRtY. The program i% Iudes a plot of these tun impedances

superimposed on one grcph and the stabtl ity criterion can readily be determined thereby. An
ex~le was used to demonstrate the violation of the stabil Ity criterion md to ind!cate the
necessity of using sufficient frequency POlnts. Initial Iy the two superimFased plots do not
cross because too f em frequency pa lnts were used (see the third graph of Section 20). For high
Q circuits such as tn this example a greater rider of points need to be plotted as shorn in
the graph of superimposed Impedances at the end of the prbgrsn output.

Sect!on 30 !s the program listing. It is written In HP basic far the Hewlett Packard HP-85
Oesk top Personal CCcnputer. 7he progran ltsting Is stored on a tape cartridge. It is antici-
pated that cs.rtr!dges for this Pregran may be made available frcm the Hewlett Psckard IIbrary.
Until then it ❑ay be obtained by supplying a blank tape cartridge either to NAvELEX B32
(N. Jackson, Uashln ton, 02 20363 -tel (202) 692-0599) or to NOSC 5512 (E. K-. San Oi~O. ~
92152- tel (619) 2!5-2752).
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I

MULTI-SECTION INPUT ~ SIMPLIFIED OPEN-LOOP

& LINE FILTER INCLUDING I INPUT IMPEOANCE (BASEO

IMPEDANCES 1 PARASITIC ON MIOOLEEROOK MOOEL)
1 I

FIGURE 109. Circuit for computer program: evaluation
of Input filter attenuation and Its effect
on stabillty of switching regulator.
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SECTION 20. PROEiR#J! 0WPU2 UITN INSTRUCTIONS

FILTEP f3N0 LOI?O
CHFlR8CTERl STt CS PLOTTING pROCRRH

This Provra. evalu.a!es and PIOt S
(in dB) !he first three tllte.
and load characteristics listed
belou.in addition the iraeedances
can be PIOtted, suPerimeqsed on
one graph as lasted in Item (4>
below.

1) Fil~er Voltaqe Cain (Vout/Vs)
2) Iwut Load In*eda”ce (Zi ret
1 ohm)
3) Output Filter Impedance (ZS
,.$ 1 ohm>
4) SuveriaPos.d Impedances {Zi
and Zs>

Impedances a.e C*(OVQ”C~d 10 On.
ohm. lhe out PuI impedance, Zs. is
the impedance Iookinq back into
[h? filter with US Short =iv-

culted. lhe loaded (ilter uill be
diselaved and YOU “ill be asked
10 enter the value of each com -
Po”ent. You will also be asked
which characteristic YOU would
like Plotted, the ire. uencr
ranw over which the PlOt is to
be made. and ifi You want the
PIOt~e~l:OInt S wrinted on caper
as

;C2-E2-C4-E4-
!:

0F!s-Ls-L2 -R2-L4-IZ4 ------- o--
R*

&l C3 Cs <::
Lo

us RI R3 ~S Vo 1 ---
Rc :

:1 L3 :$ Zi PO
--> Lo :

O------------------------------

Oo rou want a CO*Y O< the
component values YOU .nter?
YES

To short circuit an unwanted
Coaeenenl:s.t REL=O. C-1 E1O8.
To open circuit an unuanted co.m-
~.anent, set R- L-1 E18B. C.l E- IBO.

Units 04 component values,
R= Ohms. C= Farads, L= Henries

puree resistance, Rs

0
Source ,“ducta”ce, LS
.
0
Load f* SLSla,,Ce, r?.a
9

I

co

iE-loo
Load Para Sllic shunt resistance,
y

lEIQO
Load Series inductance, Lo
‘?
lEIEkO
Load eifective f=arasi tic series
resistance. Re
?
1Elt30
Shunt capacitance. Cl
?

~~~!~~lent series resistance, R1
01 c1
?
IEIEIO
Equivalent sertes inductance, LI
0?! cl

IEIOO
Series Inductance, L2
?
369 E-6
141ndinq resistance, R2 O+ L2
.?

b%~~jtic capacitance, C2 of L2
?

i~~~”!oss resistance. E2 o{ L2
?
IE1OO
Shunt caPac Itmce, C3
?
7SE-6
E*u Ival Qnt series resistance, R3
:( C3

2.12
E*utvalent Sertes inductance, L3
?< C3

o
Series Inauc*ance, La
?
103E-6
Ui”dinq resistance. I?4 ot L4
.?
.01s9
Parasit:c capaci~ance, C4 o{ L4
?
lE-i OO
core loss resistance. E4 O* L4

IE1OO
~h”n% capacitance, C5
.
20 E-6
E%u:valent sertes
:1 Cs

o
Equivalent se.les
:1 C9

resxste.nce,

i nduc tance.

RS

LS

iEloo
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1) Filter Uoltaqe Gain (U OU, IV Z.)
2) InPut Load im, edance (Zi ret
1 Otlrll)
3) Out Put Filter Impedance (Zs
ref 1 ohm>
~) Superimposed lm$. edances CZi
and Zs>

Enter number 06 desired Plot?
1
Would YO” like to plot:

1) Ma?nitude and Phas.s
2> Ma3nitucle .anly
~) Phase only

!:: more plots to be made?

Would YOU like to Cha”.?e:

Hou manY +re*uenc Y Poinls uould
You like Plo Tied?
20
Do You wan: a print-out
-lotted Val U@S?
YES

of the

PHIWE

Plotted?

Rs

Ls

-.15
-.38

-1.22
-4.68

-2X4.32
-76.20

-122.48
-161.87
+147. !30
+lls .80
+106.21

+9? .63
+95.85
+93.59
+92 .20
+91.36
+913.84
+98.51
+99 ..32
+90.20

i
Source reslsta”ce,
‘7

1
Source ,r,d”ctance,
?
70 E-6
~oad C.2S,5<=” Ce, RO

iO
Load shunt capacitance, Co
?
5E-6
Load Farasi Tic shunt resistance,
~

IlE-6
Load @ttect iwe Parasitic series
resistance% Re
,,

:~sxou want a COPY of the P1ot?

iE-3

1

I
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1) Filter Volta*.? Gain <Vout/Vs)
2) InPu I Load lmeedance (Zi re(
1 ohm>
3) Output Filter ImPedancr (Zs
VC.6 1 ohm>
4> Su*erxm*osed Itaeedances CZi
and Zs)

Enter number 01 desired PlOt?
1
Would You like to P1OI,

1) Hagni !ude and Pnase
2) Mamitude onlr
3) Phase only
9

Hou man? f re~uencr Potnts would
You li~e *lotted?
1so
DO mu wan! a .=rint-out of the
~lot led Val UOS?
No

&You want a coPv oi the P1OI?

!0
180

90

0

-90

-leo

;:: morr PIOIS to be made?

UOUIO You 1 i ke to Chanqe,

i

1> Fil*4r Volisse Gain (Uout/Us)
~)o~~yut Load tmeede.nce <Zi r*4

3> Output Filrer Impedance (Zs
ret 1 ohm>
4> Sueerimeosed Impedances (Zi
and Zs)

Enter number 01 dest red Plot?
4
\g;er i re<uency 1 imi t?

~gger d ,e*uencv 1 iml t?

HOW aarw fre~uencv ●oints would
YOU like ●10Vt Qd?
20
00 YOU want a print-out of the
-lotted values?
YES

FREQuENCY IMPEO17NCE(Zi)

+2.00 E+OC31
+2.00 E+901
+2.00 E+oo1
+1 .99 E+OOI
+1 .98 E+881
●I .9 SE*081
+1 .88 E+O01
+1 .73 E+oL31
+1 .48 E+t701
+1.14 E+o01
+7.41 E+OL39
+2.87 E+oo L3
-2.69 E+9ee
‘1 .24 E+O121
-1.41 E+ O131
-3.3 ZE+OO0
+2.49 E+O00
●7.23 E*OE0
+1.16 E+eol
+1 .S9E+001
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FREC!UENCY I!IPEORNCE(ZS,

pOsYOu wan! a COPY 0{ the P1o,.?

F!re ❑ ore Plots to be made?
YES
140uld YO” 1 ike to chanqe:

6
Hou ❑ anY I re%uencY Points would
{o& like plotted?

Oo You want a t-rint-out of the
plotted values?
NO

401

401

2 Iow<f> 6

2 109<4) 6

FIy more P1OTS TO be ❑ade?

END OF PRIJCRRM
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7e 61n Psclol. cfclel
. CJJ :I:flULT ON

100 REM -Call In*u! Subroutin*-
::: :_~O 2S60

139 REH -Call Cra Phies Initial-
140 REM -Inifiallzatlon Subrouli

1m
160
170
I 80
190
200
210
22e
23e

4ee
4te
42e
4;.

44e

4se
46e

47e
4 ee

Rsui i2se
REM
REM ** Calculato filter tt
REM ** characteristics a5**
REfl *X a function of tre-t%
REfl X* ~uencv, F. *%
REM
REM Process fre~. limits
;-c J1-l)z(Loc(F2/F l)/Loc( 10)

I?lln -- For-n*.xt lone ● “al--

-_Fzq a! 22e POin! s---

3s9
ce, ire-. d-

4e
H=T I-2
LIEC
IF 11>
IF T2<
e e COTO 47C
Ji T2>.=e T141

K-f
RE I

U8 4210,4649.4690,46

?+ T2-2

~=e THEN 4se
[O ThEN K= f7TH<T2ZTl )-10

–>
:N Kd4TN(T2/TI)+l

e COTO 47e
RTN(T2/Tl)
H Plot b Print F, H< F> JF. K{

49e
see
sie
s2e

s3e
.s4e
me
s6e

s7e
seo

s9e
6oe
61e
62e

63e
64e
6se
660
67e

6ee
69e
7ee
7ie

IF PsC1 ,139-Y- THEN 660

r ,.. - ,. . . . . “v. ” --”

RIN1 ‘FREQUENCY [n
lFiNCECZS)-
O s9a
[NT .FREQUENCY In

IF J-e THEN PRIHT
IF N*1 THEN COTO S40
IF J=tl ;l~N PRINT - FREQ.

PHITSE -
COTO s9e “
IF JDe THEN COTO 6@0
IF ‘-- ‘Ucu Cnrn *nn
PR
PEO
COT’
PR1
PEOfiNCEi ZI).
IF J=e TNEN PRIHT
IF Nnl THEN COTO 640
PRINT USINC 62tl ~ F,t4, R
IMRGE D.00E.3X. SO. OOE.3X. SOD
0.00
GOTO 660
PRIHT uSINC 6S0 ; F*H
IPIRGE 0.00 E,12X, S0.00E
;; Lfi13,’e. -1 ‘rz*a>

o 770
D,”, c.”

,.. ,- L” U.. VC

,-3 THEH PLOT F.K1 @ COT

.- w.,,.,

IF Ml -2 THEN COTO 77L7
‘F MO I THEN COTO 770

F J=+3 THEN X= LOC(F1 )zLOC( 10ii
) e Y.-so
tlOUE X, Y
ORRlf F.Kl
x=F e Y=KI
MOVE F, H
PLOT F , H
y:.-

MS

yol

:;

,X1 J
N*4 THEN GOTO e30

;=4
,3
:GUP
ITO 290
!I T 3oce

NS~4 Tt4EN Nu4
;0 REM
;6 REM Print out P1OI
!a ..Srn m n, D“a

,, MICYWY” THEN 978
. .

!INT
!RPH
IPY
;IN:
,m fink i4 -or. ~lets nr-

1 REM ● re to be a!ade
I ffLPNF!
10 OISP. ‘Ffre more Plots tti be

,, --- s .,-.

IF 018C1,1
OISP .00 Y
the ●10 I.;
INPUT ‘-
IF C$l
PR
PR
CRI
::1

REI

. .. .
,Is-y. 1
ou want

‘HEN PRINT
a cop. 0(

I
I

I
t

e,t.ue-a;
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1010 INPUT c2$
1928 IF C2f Cl,11#-Nm THEN 2370
le3e OISP

-M. END OF PROGR
,,, ,

1L34E REfl -- PROGRRf4 ENO --
1959 NORIWL
1860 STOP
1070 REM
1088 ~EH :INITIRLIZRTION ROUTINE

1099 ~EtI
1189 H=O @ NI=13 @ NS=13
1110 FOR 1=9 TO 6
1120 Ri(I)=O
1138 L< I)=t3
1140 C(I)=L3
1150 R2(I>=8
1160 6(1)=8
1178 B(l)=O
1186 R(I)=B
l19e X([)=e
1288 NEXT I
121e REM
1220 RETURN
123@ STOP
1240 REM
1250 REM *X GRFIPHICS IN ITIR1
126e REM xx ZRTION ROUTINE
1278 REM
1288 GCLERR
1298 SCRLE 0,255,0,19]
13W SHORT F1l, R2
1310 ff2=LOG(Fl >/LOG(l@)
132e R1=LOG(F2)/LOG< 18>
1338 R2=FLOOR(R2)
1348 R1=CEIL(RI)
1352! F1S=URLS(R2>
1360 F2$=uRLs<R1)
137@ MOUE 32,0
1389 LRBEL Fl$
1390 B=82-<Rl-R2>/s
14W IF NN1 THEN GOTO 171O
1418 nouE g,eq
1428 LRBEL “(dB)-
143a MOVE 8,96
1440 LRBEL ‘GRIN.
1450 ROVE 16,184
1460 LR8EL “28-
1470 HOVE 0,12
1480 LR8EL ‘-130-
1490 MOVE 223, B
1580 LR8EL F2s
1510 HOVE 229,1@2
152e LRBEL ‘8-
153e HOVE 118,0
1540 LRBEL ‘lo~( f)-
155e HOVE 229,174
1560 L)3BEL ‘lELI-
1570 MOVE 229,138
15S8 LREEL “98-

1!S90
1600
1619
1628
1630
1640
165B
1660
1670
1680
169EI
170’3
1710
1 ?20
1730
1740
1750

.1-*
ix

:omplex Division:
,rt
art

S(S3)>=I. E-50 oR RBs<s
,./-E .5+3+3 THEN 1999
53=1 .E-5B
;4=1 .E-5%
[F RBS(S4)>=I, E-SO THEf4 2@2

2L4@8 8= S1/S3
2@l@ GOTO 2868
2829 jF FIBS< S3>>=1. E-50 THEN 2e~

2030 fi. s2.s’l
2Ei4LI GOTO 296e
28S0 ~~{S1/S4+S2/S3) /< S3/S4+S4, S

2968 FNO1=R
2E7@ FN END
2@SB DEF Ft402
2098 IF ffBS(S3)>=1 .E-5!3 OR RBS,. S

4)>=1. E-5r3 THEN Z12B
21@@ S3=1. E-50
211s3 S4=:. E-5B
212B jF RBS(S4)>=1. E-59 THEN 215

●
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2130
2140
21s0

2160
2170
2180

2190
2200
2210
2220
2238
224e
22se
226e
227e
zzee
229e
23ee
23ie
232e
233e
234e
23se
236e
237e
23ee
2390
240e
24ie

242e
243e

2440

24.5e

?46e

247e
248e

249e
2see
2.51e
252e

HIL-HOOS-241B
APPENOIX C
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B-S2ZS3
COTO 2i9e
IF Rescs3>>=l. E-5e THEN zie
o
B=-S1/S4
COTO 2i9e
EII(S2ZS4-S 1ZS3>Z(S3ZS4+S4ZS

262e
2630

264e

26se
266o

;;j:flf3-S2$Sd

FM ENO
OEF FNf12
G.o
C= S1ZS4*S2XS3
FNn2=G
FN ENO
REH
REM *X ROUTINE TO OETER-l X
REM *$ fil NE IF MORE PLOT~~
REM t* RRE UFIN7E0
REM
OISP ‘140uld You like 10 cha
“**S -
OISP
OISP -I)all com~onenv value
*.?.
OISP ‘2>lilt*r component va
1“0s OIIIY?.
DISP ‘3>source and load val
ues only?.
OISP ‘4>characteristic to b
Q plo{ ted?-
OISP _s)fre*uencv limits?-
:: S:d;~>nu.b. r 01 Points ●I

INPUT H
IF C3$CI,130-Y - THEN 2S20
PRINT RLL
ON H COTO 31so,330e,315e,35
se,36sk3,371e
RETURN
s TOP

2s3e
2s4e -...
2SS0 REM
2560 RER *X INPuT ROUTINE t*
257e REM
2580 OISP ‘Nould you like ..o ski

P the lent and filter dIavr
am-;

239e INPuT 018
2600 IF 01$ C1 ,13--Y- THEN 297o
2619 CLERR

157

2670

268e

269e

270e
27ie
272e

273o
274e
275e
2760
277e
27Be

279e
zeee
2ele

zeze

2e3e

2e4e

2ese

2e60

2e70

zeae

2e9e

2900
29te

292e
293e
294e
295e
296e
2970

PRINT fkLL
OISP . FILTER FINO L
ORD.
OISP ‘cH13RRCTERISTICS PLOTT
ING PROGRfNl-
OISP
OISP ‘This pro9ran evaluate
s and PIots(in dB> the firs
I three lil!er -

OISP ‘and load characterist
tcs listed-
OISP .be Iow. In addi lien the

uperi
OISP

impedancescan be Plolted s
mmsed on.
‘one Sraph as listed i

n
N
o
n

Item (4) be low.-
ORIIRL
ISP @ OISP e OISP

-ISP ‘Press <end line> to c
~:;;~u;; )

PRINT F!LL
COSUB 379e
NORMRL @ 01S
ntcv o nfsp---- ----- ----

lSP ‘Press <end line> 10 c
ntinue-;
.. ----

RIt4T RLL
lSP ‘Impedances are re(ere

need to onoohm. lhe output i
npeda”ce. Zs, is-
OISP the iaeedance Iookins

back into !he fiilter with
Us short ci r--
OISP .cuited. lhe loaded fil
ler MII1 bedispl ared and YO
u uill be asked.
OISP ‘to en!er the value of

each COM-.
OISP .*onent. You wiil also
be asked uhich characte. i
ltl C YOU uould.
OISP ‘like Plol ted, the fre
-uencv -
OISP ‘ran*e over which the
●lot is to-
OISP .be made, and if you w
ant the-
OISP ‘plet ted e~j~:s erinte
d on paper as .“
NORHFIL
OISP .Press <end line> to c
mri~~”s.; ;

~;M$T IN-L

COSUB 497e
OISP
OISP .00 You Uanl a COPY of

th*-
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2980

3180

3110
3120

3130

3140
3150

3160
3179

3180
3190
3209
3210

3220
3230

3240
3250

3260
3270

3280
3290
3308
3310
332’2

333ST
3340
3350

3360
3370
3380

3390
3400
3’310

DISP “c.amwnent values YOU
enter-;
INPUT C3S
IF C3$C1 ,11=-Y- THEM 3920
HORt4fiL @ GOTO 3930
PRINT flLL
OISP
DISP
CLERR
REM -Call lnitializat ion-
REfl - Subroutine -
GOSUB 1089
OISP ‘To short circuit an u
nwa” t ed coui~onent, set R=
L= LI, C=1E1E38 -
OISP ‘To open circuit an un
wanted com-~one”t, set R=L=l
E1$38, C=lE-l W -
DISP
OISP ‘Units of component va
lues ,,
OISP “R= Ohms, C= Farad s, L= Hen
ri es”
OISP
OISP “Source resistance, Rs

INPUT RI(O)
OISP “S.o”rce ind”czance, Ls
“

INPUT L(O>
DISP ‘Load resistance. Ro”
INPUT RI (6>
OISP ‘Load shun- capacitance
e, Co.
INPUT C(6)
OISP ‘Load .Darasiric sh,>”t
resist ance, Rc”
INPUT R2(5)
OISP ‘Load series inductanc
e, Lo-
INPUT L<6)
DISP ‘Load ef(ec~ive parasi
tic series resistance, Re -
lNPUT R2(6)
IF 11=3 THEN GOTO 3556
FOR 1=1 TO 5 STEP 2
nlsp IISINC .337ta , r------ . ----- .. . .
IHFIGE ‘Shunt capacitance, C
“,0
1t4PUT C(l)
DISP USING 3359 ; 1>1
lMFOZE ‘Equivalent series re
sista”ce, R-, D, -of C“, O
INPUT R] <I)
OISP uSING 3380 ; 1,1
IMf3GE ‘Equivalent series i“
d“ctance, L“, D, -of Ca, O
INPUT L(l)
IF 1=5 THEN GOTO 3530
OISP uSING 342L3 ; 1+[

3429 Lrn~CE ‘Series [nd”c!ance, L

3438
3440
3450

3460
3470
3488

3490
358B
3510

3520
3530
3540
355e
356L3

i:
, E-
1NP1
g~:l

GOSU
OISF

lN~UT L(I+l)
DISP USING 3450 ; 1+1,1+1
IflffGE “LJ~n~~;; resistance,
R“, D,-
INPUT RIc1+l>
DISP USING 3480 / 1+1,1+1
lMRGE “Parasitic capacita”c
e, C-S, D,- of L-, O
INPUT C(I+l)
OISP uSING 3518 ; 1+1,1+1
J’fRG~o~~Og~ ~~y; resistame

IT R2(I+1)
1

W 379e
b ‘Enter mmber of desir

ed Plot”;
3570 INPUT N
3580 IF Nfl THEN GOTO 3658
3590 OISP “Uould YO” like to 1=10

. . .
3689 6iSP
3610 OISP ‘1) Ma-nilude and Phas

-..
3620 OISP ‘2) Pla9nit”de only”
3639 OISP ‘3) Phase only-
3640 INPUT HI
36S0 OISP ‘Lower fre~ue”cy

. .

3668 Ii4PUT F1
3670 DISP ‘Upper frequency

“j

368$3 INPUT F2
3698 OISP
37ee DISP
3710 OISP ‘How many (re%ue”

ints would 70” like P1
. .

3720
3730

3810

3820

383e

3840
385s3

I~PuT J1
OISP “00 you uant a Prinl-o
ut ot xhe -
:~:fiT-~Jotled value s-;

GOTO 15e
STOP
REM Oispla Y plot op!i.o”s.
OISP
OISP ‘1> Filre,. Voltase Gai
n <VOut AJs)”
OISP ‘2> Input Load lm~edan
ce (Zi ret 1 ohm)-
OISP “3) Oul Put Filter Impe
dance (2s ref 1 ohm>.
OISP “4) Sugg[i;:m~ed Imped
~y~~s (Zi

RETURN

I

I

i
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II! PEORNCES*

2(6)
39S0 Z2<6)=-U*R l<6)A2*C<6)/C I+(M

%C(6>*(RI <6>* R2CS>))-2)+U*L

3960
397t3
3980
3990
4888
4010
4020
4030
4040

48S8
4069
4879
4080
4098
41e8
4110
4120
4130

.-.
S1-1
s2=e
S30Z1 (6)
S4=22(6)
YI(6>=FNDI
Y2(6)-FN02
FOR 1-1 TO S STEP 2
zl(I)-Rl (I>
Z2(I)=(U-2*L <I>*C(I)
C[ l))

-l>/<u*

si=l
s2-e
S3=Z1(I)
S4EZ2(1)
YIC1>-FNOI
Y2<1)-FN02
NEXT I
FOR r.=2 TO 4 STEP 2
S1=R1(I )-M-ZILC I)* C<l)*RZ< I
,

41S8 &3=l-uA2*C(I)tL(I)
41613 S4-UXC( I)1(R2<I)+RI <I))
4170 ZI(I)=FND1
4180 z2(I>=FN02
4190 NEXT I
42@8 RETURN
4210 Wy, Calculate V<ous)tv<sour

4370
4388
4390
4408
4410
4420
443e
444e
449e
446e
4470
4488
449e
49ee
49te
452e
493e
4.s4e
4s9e
4s6e
4s7$3
4s8e
4s9e
4600
461e
46ze
463e
464e

4690
4669
467e
4660
469e

47ee
47ie
472e
473e
474e
47se
476e
477e
47ee
4790
48ee
4e1e
4e2e
4e3e
4e4e
48se
4869
4e7e
48se
4e90
49ee
491e
492e
493e
494e

:2(9> =FNR2*82(9)
;1-21 (2>
;2=Z2(2)
;3-C1 (9)
;4mC2(9)
11(9) =FHH1*91(9)
12(9> EFNNZ+B2(9)
;I-vl<l)
;2CIY2( 1 )
;3s’01<9>
;4=02(9>
:I(9)=FIW11+CI (9)
,2<9)-FNI!2+C2(9>
;i-zt (e>
;2=z2{e>
;3=E1 (9>
;4=E2(9>
‘I<9)=F14M1+OI <9>
~2(9)-FNR2+02C9)
;1-1
;Z=g
;3n FI (9)
;4mF2(9)
:l=FNDI
‘2-F1402
IE!f Vo0Vs=Tl+3TZ
tETURN
tEtl Calculate Load I ● ?

iEH
‘t= Z1 (6)
‘2- Z2(6)
!ETURN
IEM Calculate Out Put
,Ce
tEM
:t<e>=zl <e)
:2(e) _z2ce>
I(I>=YIC1>

‘2( I)= YZ(1>
1<2>-21 (2>
2(2)= Z2(2>
1(3>= Y1 <3)

:2<3)-Y2(3>
1 <4)=.21(4)

:Z(4)=Z2<4)
II S)= Y1 (S)
2CS)-Y2(S)
1C6>=Z1 (6)
fj&JZ2(6)

2=e
‘OR I(=9 TO S STEP 1
;1-,
;2=g
;3m II(K)+TI
;4=12<K>+12
‘I=FMOI
“2=FN02
IEXT K

,adanc

ImPeda
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I??; URN

REM
REM x%% Filter Dia9rara W*
REM
DISP - -C2-E2-C4-E4--
OISP “ ;.
OISP “ORS-LS~L2-R2~L 4-R4---
----0 --”
O;:P “ Re,,
DISP “ c1 C3 C5
<-- :,,
OISP ‘, .

5069 DISP ,,k~ RI R3
V(I !---”

R5

5970 DISP ,,
Rc :“

5080 DISP ,- L1 L3 L5
Zi Ross

S*99 OISP “:
-- > co :“

5108 OISP “o--------------------
---- ~-_-_-.

5110 RETURN
5129 STOP I

I
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FOURIER lRAt/SFORMS

I

1’● 10. Four!er transform for trapezoidal wave fores.

10.1 Perlodtc waveform. By Fourier Malysfs the anplitude at the frequency of the nth
hcrwnfc, CN, of the symnetrlcal trcpezofdtal perlodlc pulse is given FIGURE 110.

For to + tr . T/2, CN !s plotted fn FIGURE 1II for lower-order harmonics (aSs~fn9

[sln(ntr/T)]/(ntr/T) = 1 which is true for cmall ValUeS of ntR/T). ~~$ IS the $-

result that wuuld be obtained for a square wave there only odd h?.rmn{cs are obtatned.

10.2 Modified three phase wavefomn. For three phase recttflcatlon w!th no trcnsfomer
or with a delta-delta transfor!uer, th e fine current uavefotm can be represented by F 16uRE 112.

A Fourier analysfs of this waveform (Ossunlng tr . O) Is shohn by Schaefer (reference 6) to

result in all odd harmonics except for n . 3, 9, and so forth all cdd multiples of 3) with the
[sara anpl itude$ as for the square wave (see F16uRE 113(a) and b)). Since the low frequency

hmr.onic spectrum is the sane for both the rectangular cnd trapezoidal pulses, the hcrmonic
relatlonsh!p shcnm in FIGURE l13(a) and (b) also cpply to (c) and (d).

10.3 Brocdb?.nd versus narrotiand. For to + tr . 1/2, CN IS plotted in FIGuRE 114

for lower order harmonics. 7his is the sma result that would be obtained fOr a reCt.XIgular
pulse. F16u!4E 115 depicts the spectrcnn obtained for a stngle pulse (T-aao) and. therefore,

amplitudes are per megahertz bandwidth (brocdb?md class if icdtlon). If coherent ‘1 broadband

amplitudes a!st then a definite relationship exists between narrwband cnd coherent brocdband
.zcplitudes. By dlvlding equation (a) by the pulse repetition rate (P. R. R.) an anplltude Per
P.R.R. is obtainsd, as shown in FIGuRE 115 (since P.R.R. . 1/1).

1
10.4 Envelope approximation of harmonics. The envelope of the low ordered hcrmnics is

cctual lY a sin ala funct Ion (see ~nd 115). A linear envelope. however. can be
obtalncd by using a logarithmic frequency scale as shorn in F16URE 116. 7he negdtfve .mplltudes

;0

of the sine function are Inverted slflce only magnitudes are considered.

The I inear envelope cpproxlmatton for a rectmgular pulse varies inversely with frequency re$ult-
Ing in a 20 dB per deccde decreasing slope (see FIGuRE 116).

FIGuRE 117 shows the 1 i near epproxtmatlon for a trapezoidal pulse in three linear sections.
Note that for higher frequencies the pulse rise time is more significant end results in a 40 d8
per deccde decreasing SlOpe. Slower rise times produce less high frequency interference. For
perlodlc pulses the Iowcst frequetuy to cppecr would be 1/1 or the pulse rePetft iOn rate.

7he interfcce levels for any trapezoidal pulse are given on FIGuRES 117 and 118. The crea under
the pulse, ma.xiwn &mpl itude of the pulse, and rate of rise of the pulse def Ine the envelopes of
interference in the three frequency regions. 7he average pulse duration and the pulse rise
the determine the corner f requenc I es.

20.0 Envelope approx hat Ions for Cm?mmn Pui se shapes. The Ioct of maximum c?oplitudes for
eight cawnn PU1se shapes are shown on E 119. 11 have a one volt peak amplitude and m
average pulse duration of I P second. Because al 1 of the Pulses have the sane crea, the inter-
ference levels at low frequencies are Identical. At frequencies less then I/d, the {interference
level equals 2M or 126 dB above PV per !0!2. AbOve a fVequefKy of approximately lld, the inter-
ference level drops at a rate determined by the shcpe of the rise and fall tlmc of the pul Se.

For a rectangular pulse or a clipped scwtooth pulse (both of khich have step funct Ions) the
spectrum extends to higher frequencies; It decreases as the first power of frequency, or at a 20-dB-
per.deccde. rate.

For a trapezoidal pulse, a critically damped exponential pulse, a triangular pulse, and a coSine
Pulse (al I of * ich have sharp corners); interference decreases as the second power of frequency
or at a 40-dB-per-dec ade-r ate.

For a cos ine. squared PU1se h lch has tmal 1 corners, the t nterference decreases as the third power
of frequency or at a 60-dB-per-decede-r ate.

VI ‘A signal or mission Is said to be coherent *en neighboring frequency tncre’nents are
related or wel 1 defined in both anpl Itude and phase” frcm reference 14.
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I
—-lo—

-
I

I T I
By Fourier analysis the amplitude at the Irequency 01 the
nlh harmonic,

(to+ 1,) sin[nn(to+ lr)/l] sin(mnt/1)
CN = 2A~ - .—

nn[to+lr)fl rntfl

FIGURE 110. Symmetrical trapezoidal periodic pulse.

A

FIGURE 111. Low frequency harmonic spectrum for tr + to = T/2

~ ulse.
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- with no transformer or with a

o

FIGURE 112. Line current waveform for three-phase rectification.
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FIGURE 113. Low frequency harmonic comparison for rectangular and
trapezoidal waveshapes.
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where pulse repetition rate (PRR)’~

FIGURE 114. Low frequency harmonic spectrum for trapezoidal
periodic pulse (narrowband~.

i.,.
,0

“

$
%

FREOUENCY

TO conveil 10 coheronl broadband

Lclio+ir-d

l-+

harrotiband CN
=2Ad ~’~ broadband

PRR nld

or In d8 and MHz

dBfJV (nnrrowbnrid) -20 log (PRFI in MHz)
= dBIIVIMHz (broadband)

FIGURE 115. Low frequency harmonic envelope for single
pulse broadband).
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FIGURE 116. Interference level for a 1-V, 1-MS rectangular pulse.
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FIGURE 117. Interference level for a l-V, l-ps trapezoidal pulse.
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FIGURE 118. Trapezoidal pulse interference,
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FIGURE 119. Interference levels for eight connmonpulses.
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For a Gaussian pulse, the smoothest pulse considered, the interference drops at a rate that tncreases a

with frequency.

The curves on FIGURE 120 are identical to those in FIGURE 119, but the ordinate and abscissa I
scales have been changed so that the curves can be applied to a pulse of any voltage ?mplftude
and any pulse duration. The ordinate gives the number of decibels below 2Ad, and the abscissa ts I
plotted in frequency terms of lld. To find the interference level of any pulse, calculate 2Ad
fran the peak pulse anplitude and the average pulse duratton and select the curve which most
nearly resembles the given Pulse shape. This curve will give the number of decibels below 2Ad I
for any frequency.

I
Although the pulse shapes analyzed here are ideal, the sane methods may be used for other wave- 1

shapes by considering the waveshape to be made up of a number of rectangular and triangular
PU1ses. For any pulse shape, the interference level at low frequencies depends only on the area
under the pulse, at higher frequencies the level depends on the number and steepness of the I

slopes. The curves on FIGuRE 120 are the envelopes of the frequency lobes, each lobe being an
envelope of the harmonic lines that make UP the frequency spectrum. Although the true curves -1
have numerous sharp nulls, the envelope Is less than 3 dB fran the average interference level
and represents the worst case of maximum interference level. I

30.0 Fourter transfonm of “rlngln g”. A d&mped sinusoid ringing waveform is described by
the equation in FIGURE 21:

The plot in FIGuRE 121 is an exanple of the 10c I of maxfmum frequency amplitudes for a damped
sinusoid. Note that it peaks at a slightly higher frequency than the ringing frequency and
then drops off at 40 dB per decade. Here again, if this waveform were periodic, the lowest
frequency that would appear would be IIT or the P.R. R.

●
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FIGURE 120. Interference levels for various pulse shapes.
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FIGURE 121. Normalized frequency spectrum of damped sinewave pulse.
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